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ABSTRACT 
Spiritual Fatherhood according to St John Cbrysostom's 

Homilies on Penance in the light of the Psychology of Depth 

By Spyros Tsitsigkos 

Chrysostom delivered his Homilies on Penance in order to strengthen the faith of his 
flock, or to recall them to it, using the Pauline model of spiritual birth. Spiritual birth 
constitutes the full, canonical and organic induction of a believer into the ecclesiastical 
body. The task of spiritual birth entails both "paedagogy' and "therapy''. Thus, the holy 
father interchanges the models of parent and physician. It is precisely the use and 
interchange of these models that gives us the right to employ in our analysis criteria from 
depth psychology, since at least the maternal substitute (according to Adler), as well as 
the psychotherapeutic one, are inherent a priori in the therapeutic method of depth 
psychology. The parallelism which we have attempted in this thesis, is primarily morpho
logical and we have found it very useful in our attempt to understand more deeply the 
psychological relations between spiritual father and spiritual children in the context of the 
contemporary catechetical and counselling effort of the Church. 

The Homilies on Penance appear to be not only theological texts of moral kerygmatic 
character, but also paedagogicallessons, through which the psycho- therapeutic principles 
are set in operation, as they were known to the rhetor, so that he might "form according 
to Christ" his spiritual "disciples" and help them to "grow'' in spiritual statute by means of 
an appropriate spiritual "knowledge". Hence, the renovation "in Christ" bf a believer, 
which entails: a) psychological conversion (J.LE-ravma), birth (xaniXTJOlS) and rebirth or 
regeneration (j3<inTlOJ..l.a). Since, however, the holy father sees this spiritual relation of 
spiritual father and spiritual children in the light of St. Paul's experience and the entire 
Judaeo-Christian tradition, as "childbirth" (-ro'ICE-r<)s), it follows that "knowledge" (based on 
A.Oros) will be conceived biblically as "participation-communion" (IJ£-roxll- mlvwvia
awouaia). Throughout this entire work we have encountered a process of "sacred 
marriage" (iEpbs raJ..l.os) between the spiritual father and his spiritual children, according 
to the prototype of the revelation of God the Father within the entire history of the 
Divine Economy (Dispensation). 

More specifically, we develop in the first chapter the catholic possibility of spiritual 
fatherhood in man, accompanied by the appropriate spiritual charisms and virtues, 
whenever spiritual vigilance (vfl'\f'lS) and sanctity of life are constantly present. In the 
second chapter we provide an analysis of the love of the spiritual father, which reaches 
the point of sacrifice for the sake of his spiritual children and simultaneously his joy for 
their "communion" and "salvation" "in Christ", through him acting as a means and/or 
mediator. Archetypes of this mediatorial role are for Chrysostom, Jesus Christ himself, 
Moses, the holy Prophets and St. Paul. We also point out the SP.iritual father's triple task 
of, a) counselling, b) encouraging (napa(vEms) and c) criticism (furxos). through the use 
of a word-therapy technic (communication, contact and dialogue) and through employ
ment of three models: a) of the human body, b) of a physician and c) of parents (father 
and mother as clJ..l.cpl9UJ..1.(a). In the final chapter we explore the model of "childbirth" 
(-roxE-r<)s), which the rhetor uses almost exclusively, uniting the divine factor with the 
human one in a process of spiritual pregnancy of spiritual children by a spiritual father. 

Spiritual fatherhood, which occupies the centre of Patristic Theology (Pastoralia, 
Counselling, Confession) is not interpreted by Chrysostom in the narrow sense of 
"granting forgiveness" (acpEms). but in the wider sense of psychological spiritual 
counselling and care. For Chrysostom, spiritual fatherhood constitutes an instrument in 
the service of repentance and salvation of the believing spiritual children and not the 
other way round. Spiritual fatherhood constitutes an event which is much larger than any 
professional ,P-sychoanalytic therapy. Theology and Psychology can serve together the 
birth of the 'son of man" by God, the common Father of all. Such a service, however, 
cannot operate outside the Church as a divine-human body. Chrysostom emphasizes this 
on many occasions, producing a perfect balance between every member and the entire 
body according to St. Paul's model. 
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PROLOGUE 

At a time like ours, when contemporary human beings have rejected 

paternal authority, or have consciously or unconsciously enslaved 

themselves to new spiritual "parents", Theology is called to bear witness 

to the roots of the Patristic Tradition, so that it may contribute decisively 

to the rediscovery of the spiritual identity of the "son of man". 

I chose the Homilies on Penance of St John Chrysostom, because I 

believe that within the Admonitory Pastoralia of repentance there is 

psychological material which is much more fruitful than any other with 

regard to the relations that are developed between a spiritual father and 

his spiritual children. 

I am particularly grateful to my supervisor, Father George D. Dragas 

for his academic paternal support during my present research, especially 

in helping me with the English text of my thesis, since I first wrote it in 

my native Greek tongue. 

I am also grateful to the University of Durham and especially to the 

Department of Theology for allowing me to pursue such a research and 

granting me the extensions that I needed in order to prepare my final 

English version. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. St. John Chrysostom and his work 

According to Freud the choice by an author of a subject, especially 

of a subject which has to do with a great personality, presupposes the 

"identification" of the author with the person he has chosen to 

analyse. ( 1) The choice of Chrysostom is not due only to the glow of his 

personality, but also to his unrepealable work.(2) The holy Father 

incarnates the Christian spirit of what is more harmonious, more 

essential, of greater depth and authenticity, or height and · fruitfulness, 

especially at the period of the "golden age" of the Church, when he was 

beyond all doubt one of the Church's most illustrious constructors and 

representatives, and more generally one of the most wondrous and 

dignified prototypes of Christianity, as well as one of the first great 

ecclesiastical rhetors if not the father and chancellor of preachers 

(Bossuett). 

Chrysostom is justly regarded as the saint of the social order par 

excellence, one of the three great Hierarchs and spiritual Fathers, who 

expressed the catholic truth of the Church, so that even today his 

thoughts continue to be the subject of intensive scientific research.(3) 

Indeed we witness today an ever growing international bibliography 

about this saint and his work. ( 4) Thus, the authentic Christian point of 

view is better served in this research through the choice of a Father 
.q, 

whose indisputable authority serves as 1\ criterion of high theology and 

accurate interpretation of the Scriptures.(5) 

It is true that the boundaries of this research are extended to the 

family context of this Father, as well as to his social and political 

situation. His biography is indeed most valuable, if not necessary, from a 

psychoanalytical point of view. This psychoanalysis of Chrysostom's 

work, however, is primarily based on an analysis of the symbols of his 
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work under investigation and only secondarily on an analysis of the 

saint's personality and biographical data.(6) Since, however, a 

psychoanalysis of Chrysostom's personality would require a separate 

study, we shall restrict ourselves here to what can assist our 

understanding of the psychological "formation" of this "most successful 
a, 

and modest healer of souls", this restless shepherd with penetrating 
1\ 

concern for his rational flock. Thus, in this brief introduction we shall 

examine psychoanalytically(?) only three points: a) his sanctity(8) and 

ascetic personality, b) his weakness of health(9) and c) his profound 

knowledge.< 1 0) 

Chrysostom (349-407)( 11) is not so well known for his ability to 

enter the depths of human souls, as for his social work. At the same time 

he is in no way lacking in ability to treat the "inner man" as well as he 

treats the "outer man" and can, therefore, be considered as an 

"experienced psychologist"(l 2) and "reliable rule of theory and praxis". 

He wrote fully conscious of his role as Spiritual Father and Shepherd of 

the Royal City of Constantinople. His Homilies specified, without 

exaggeration, most important and, at times, crucial moments in the life 

of the State. They were not simply part of the Divine Worship, nor did 

they simply adorn the ecclesiastical celebrations of panegyric religious 

anniversaries or feasts. They were at the same time marvellous social and 

catechetical devices for the formation of orthodox ethos and practical 

application of Christian principles, as well as· means of a fruitful and 

manifold cultivation of the mind of the faithful.( 13) Chrysostom's 

consciousness, then, was chiefly pastoral and this is what his six 

Orations on the Priesthood clearly reveal. ( 14) 

The relation of the saint with the faithful brethren "in Christ" was 

not simply com-passionate ("sym-pathetic") but mainly therapeutic.(l5) 

The spiritual-mystical (inner) relation of Christ with John Chrysostom is 
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best described by the words P. de Saint Victor used for the legendary 

hosting of Asclepius by Sophocles. "The divine healer of bodies wished to 

be Jwsted by the captivator of souls".(16) Thus, no violation of the work of 

this Father is done by our search and discovery in it of deep psycho

therapeutic data. He seems to have had clear knowledge of what we call 

today "psychology of the unconscious", which he used in his sermons, his 

homilies, his pastoral admonitions and dialogues and, especially, in his 

Homilies on Penance, where he applied psychotherapy to the high office 

of ministering to those who were sick in soul and spirit. 

At the time of this Saint, the Church was a huge therapeutic centre 

of free spiritual life. Indeed, the Christian Temple, as a social-cultural 

epicentre, was the supreme "hospital and pharmacy' (ta-rpclov 1eai 

cpap!lalCt:Tov) of human society. It was there and by means of catechetical 

and moral homilies that "the mouth of the Church", as Theodoret calls 

Chrysostom, applied a kind of group word-theraphy( 17> - perhaps the 

best of its type for that time - and Christian catechetical psychology, 

displaying ln. the pulpit the dialectical living Word instead of soulless 

and abstract social psychology. It was there again, at the Christian 

Temple, that healthy and sick, saints and sinners, men and women, rich 

and poor, gathered together to hear the "golden tongue", who confronted 

them not with abstract theoretical ideology but with the living Word of 

God incarnated in the sacrament of his Body and Blood.(l8) It is clear 

that this holy Father had studied the depths of the human heart. He used 

both Scripture and Greek paideia (8upa8ev oocp(a) and engaged in 

constant ascesis of self-knowledge and public dialogue and action so that 

he developed a unique profile n» an expert in human psychology, 

embracing the individual and the society who could provide therapeutic 

solutions to the deeper psychological problems of humanity.(19) This is 

seen in his vocabulary, which is reminiscent of Medical Semiotics and in 
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his typological interpretation of holy Scripture, which approximates the 

Symbolic and Analytic Psychology of C. Jung. 

Chrysostom's work is, of course, many-sided and spherical. It covers 

almost every aspect of Theology(20) and, apart from its literary 

excellence, it is rich in primary information for the historian and other 

experts in modern disciplines, including science and medicine. Like the 

work of many other Fathers, Chrysostom's work is unrepeatable, due to 

its peculiar "historicity". This is especially the case with his work on 

Penance, which is the fruit of his life experience and which reveals that 

which Jung says: "My words say much more than they actually appear to 

be saying; they go beyond me".<21> At the same time, in spite of the 

close relation between creator and "creation" the personal psychology of 

a creator alone cannot fully interpret his work, since there is also the 

''collective unconscious''.<22> History prepares the ''collective 

unconscious" of the individual, for that which in point of fact contains 

the archetype of the unconscious of the Father under investigation, is, 

according to -fsung, the great collective events of his time.<23) Thus, this 

residuum of the ''unconscious'' specifies the agony of the Saint in 

question for the alleviation (redemption) of the burden of guilt of every 

unrepentant soul. But then, the Homilies on Penance a,-e nothing else 

than a "response" to the in~transigence of the lawless society of 

Chrysostom's times.(24) This means, in turn, that the holy Father is not 

the exclusive ''creator" of his Homilies on Penance, for it is "Penance" 

itself that has played a decisively creative role in this 

creation.(25) Indeed, we would say with Jung, that Chrysostom 

constitutes an answer to the "sickness" of the 4th century AD, as S. 

Freud would be in the 19th century.(26) Thus, the Homilies on Penance 

are a sort of "cathartic" work,<27> to use Jung's most apt expression. 

The angle of the Psychology of Depth which has been employed in 
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this research necessitated the systematic exploration of only one relevant 

work of John Chrysostom, the Homilies on Penance. This choice was 

determined not only on account of the plethora of relevant works in 

Chrysostom but also because this particular work presents features which 

match the parameters of the Psychology of Depth and of Pastoral 

Psychology, and is connected with the ecclesiastical period of Lent which 

is of special importance from . an anthropological and psychological 

point of view. 

2. The fundamental schools of the Psychology of Depth. 

The Psychology of Depth, as the title of this research indicates, has 

been chosen as the criterion or angle of the present study of 

Chrysostom's Homilies on Penance. The question naturally arises, 

whether Chrysostom, who has been an ecumenical teacher(28) in the 

catholic consciousness of the Church, actually needs such a Freudian or 

psychoanalytic treatment or even vindication. An adequate answer to this 

question can only be given if one seriously considers what Psychology of 

Depth stands for and what its relation to Pastoral Care is. 

Depth Psychology in general is a term which can specify all the 

moral existential philosophers, such as Socrates, Pascal, Dostoyevsky, etc. 

The particular use of this term specifies the founders of mainly three 

schools of modern psychological theory, S. Freud, A. Adler and C. Jung, 

and their contemporary successors.(29) 

As it is not possible to present here the vast material production of 

these schools,(30) we have decided to present here only the works of the 

three founder figures, especially as these represent the subsequent 

tendencies and developments in this field. Selection and comparison was 

used as a method by Chrysostom himself, as also by Adler, in his 

exploration of theological issues (biblical/exegetical and pastoral 
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problems) as well as issues relating to the "outer wisdom" (medical, 

philosophical, etc.), in a way that the opposite to the statement "neurosis 

means choice" did not apply, i.e. choice does not always mean neurosis! 

The Psychoanalysis of Freud ( 1856-1939) was called, as indeed is, 

"Psychology of Depth", or ''Psychology of the Unconscious" 

(Tiefenpsychologie). Psychoanalysis is not only a general psychological 

theory, but also a psychological methodology and therapeutic technic, or 

even an entire theory of life. As Psychotherapy Freudian Psychoanalysis 

is based on psychological means for treating an illness, i.e. it belongs to 

the "Insight therapies". The psychoanalytic technic, however, does not 

represent the last word, as it were, in the sphere of Psychiatry. As a 

theory, psychoanalysis is subject to both advantages and disadvantages. 

Furthermore, one finds within Freud's system traces of Individual 

Psychology, as, for example, the notion of "super-compensation" or the 

role of "sociability''.(31) 

According to Adler, Freud did at last, due to his influence, give some 

indication that he is interested in the social aspect of psychic problems. 

These latest views of Freud, approximate, according to Adler, a better 

understanding of the problem, since he speaks of the unconscious with 

the Ego: "This, naturally, gives to Ego a completely different profile, which 

was first recognized by Individual Psychology".(3Z) Freud, then, "knew much 

more than he understood".(33) Adler rejects those fatalist theories which 

regard impulses and instincts as the basic causes of our behaviour.(34) 

This is why he finds Freud's views quite ''unacceptable" .(35) Freud, 

according to Adler, could not but end in error, when he forced himself to 

concentrate all the psychic phenomena around one unique leading 

principle, the sexual urge of libido.(36) 

It has been about one century since its appearance on the spiritual 

scene, and Psychoanalysis continues to constitute the subject of a 
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mighty conflict between fanatic supporters and opponents. Up to the first 
a. 

years of the twentieth century Psychoanalysis was regarded asl\"cursed 

movement" for two reasons, its Jewish origin and its essential focus on 

sexuality.(37) As Zweich put it, "Today, the ideas of Freud, which were 

regarded as blasphemous and heretical twenty years ago, appear to be so 

natural that greater effort is required so that one may reject them instead of 

accepting them". <38) 

Yet, on the basis of ethical political and philosophical criteria, 

Psychoanalysis in one third of our contemporary world, officially and 

without any testing, is either ignored or ejected from the official 

(academic) Psychiatry, and more generally from · _ scientific and 

spiritual life, by being characterised as ideological and, therefore, 

unscientific theory.(39) From a purely psychological point of view, 

however, the authority of Psychoanalysis has been recognised 

everywhere.(40) What indeed was the reason that preserved it and 

rejuvenated through a whole array of Neofreudians (K. Horney, F.-F 

Reichmann, Alexander, H.S. Sullivan, E Fromm and S. Rado)? According 

to Jung, it was the fear which Freud's stress on the dark unconscious had 

caused, that produced by counterbalancing the "wonder of this 

impurity". ( 41 ) 

The Psychology of A. Adler ( 1870-1937) was originally called 

"Comparative Psychology' and later, "Individual Psychology'. The term 

"Individual Psychology' is derived from the emphasis which Adler placed 

on the uniqueness of the individual and on the creation of his own "plan 

of life" (Lebensplan), in contrast to the emphasis which Freud gave to the 

instincts or impulses in general, which happen to be common to all 

individuals.(42) Adler, like the other two depth-psychologists (Freud and 

Jung) was not very systematic in his published work.(43) 

In the prologue to his book, "The social interest", he recognizes the 
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elasticity of his psychology, inasmuch as it is not governed by 

stereotyped rules or a strictly unified line.(44) We gladly accept, he 

writes, the comparison; we are conciliatory. We are obliged to study 

other theories and other points of view. Compare all carefully (I Thess. 

5:21) and do not believe in a blind fashion any "authority'', not even 

myself',(45) since "no one has the blessing to possess the absolute 

troth". ( 46) 

Individual Psychology is based on the understanding of a feeling of 

inferiority and on the tendency to overcome it by a feeling of superiority 
.Pile-

which follows it, i.e. on the principles of the transaction oft\Ego with its 

environment.<47) Adler accepts that he benefited from Freud's mistakes, 

but he does not accept the characterisation of "Freud's disciple".(48) 

Individual Psychology is in fact a Social Psychology.(49) "Above all", says 

Adler, "we tried to prove that our own vkw of life is more objective than the 

vkws of other psychologists; and then, we know that our philosophy of life 

predisposes us in some way". (50) Adler's theory and its psychotherapeutic 

system, although still applied, are essentially "defunct along with their 

founder", as 0. S. English points out. 

Both theories, Freud's and Adler's, are regarded by Jung 

(1875-1961) as "therapeutic tools" and "medical poisons", which render no 

benefit if they are used on their own without the prescription of an 

experienced doctor.(51) Jung's Analytical Psychology is a kind of 

synthesis of Freud's and Adler's theories.<52) Seeds of Analytical 

Psychology can be found within Freud's works, especially in his Totem 

und Tabu (p. 88), where he speaks about the archaic idiosyncrasy as a 

result of atavistic remainder". Thus, Jung appears at many points to be a 

commentator of Freud's work, since he develops more analytically, by 

means of a mythological, religionsgeschichtlich and ethnological garment, 

for example, his idea of "Collective Unconscious" or "the Law of 
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opposites" and the "Atavistic inheritance of the Unconscious" for which 

he is criticised by Adler.(53) 

Today Jung's work, despite being characterised as "conservative 

romanticism",(54) has met with a sudden revival, acquiring many 

followers, especially in the USA where it is widely applied. The causes 

for this can be summarised as follows: a) the general interest in 

ethnology, b) the anti-psychiatric movement in Great Britain at the end 
ih l 

of the decade of !9505>and c) the great wave of student uprising of "May 

1968" against ossified intellectualism (Intellektualismus) and Western 

consumerist society in preference of Nature and the East. For 15 years, 

O't' so, works of Jung(.lj~e being translated, while in England a complete 

translation of all his works has been published.(55) 

3. The Relation of Depth Psychology to Pastoral Care 

There are two reasons for relating Psychoanalysis to Practical 

Theology (Pastoralia): a) the fact that, scientifically, Psychoanalysis is not 

a pure search, but a practised relation,(56) and b) the fact that 

Psychoanalysis constitutes above all a "therapeutic" praxis, since "it does 

not try to prove, but to change something". (5?) But more generally, 

Psychiatry and Pastoralia resemble each other in that both are 

confronted today with the question as to what their content ought to be, 

as well as their orientations, aims, rights and responsibilities.(58) 

Pastoralia is the oldest and youngest branch of Theology; it starts 

with the Chief Pastor, Christ, who gathers the Church, and extends to 

our days, when the efforts and the hopes of the Christian world are 

centred on Clinical Theology, since Ecclesiastical History has proved, on 

the basis of what actually happened, that, finally, it is praxis that really 

matters.(59) It is then, on account of the sensitive and "crucial" place 

that Pastoralia occupies as a practised application of the Gospel that, as 
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expected, it receives and exerts greater influences.(60) 

Chrysostom, the Father of the priestly science par excellence, raises 

Pastoralia(61) to the height of the angelic order. Referring to the 

mystery of the divine Eucharist, he writes: "Therefore, when you draw 

near, you should not think that you panake of the divine body as from a 

human being, but should think that you partake of this body as from the 

Seraphim through the spoon of fire, which Isaiah saw".(6l) Then, 

comparing the Royal office with the Pastoral one, he observes: "What 

can a King do? To release from a prison; but he cannot free from the 

gehenna; he can grant material goods, but he cannot save a soul".(6Z) 

Besides, the saint himself was engaged in the art of Pastoralia and, 

therefore, often called himself a pastor, or used bucolic images, or called 

his audience "a flock of sheep".(63) Pastoral care of souls is for a priest a 

responsibility and duty: "But if the priest dispenses well all his life, but fails 

to care with exactitudl~~ur own life, i.e. the life of all, he will be thrown 
A . 

with the wicked into the gehenna".(64) Just as for Chrysostom High 

priesthood constituted "a heavy burden", so for Jung Psychology was "a 

heavy burden" as wen,(65) although he stated that "to make life bearable is 

the first duty of every living human being". ( 66) We can say, then, that not 

only Chrysostom's Homilies on Penance but also the totality of his works 

are obviously psycho-pastoral(6?) The holy Father applies the Apostolic 

Pastoralia of St. Paul the Apostle,(68) and he does it in a systematic way: 

"Just as the doctors chose the most difficult cases of diseases and write 

them down in books, and thus teach the method of such an amendment, so 

that, training others in what is greater, they might deal with what is lesser 

more easily".J69) 

Given that one does not need to be a psychiatrist in order to 

recognize(70) the human being who is psychically ill, this task can also 

be given to Pastoral Psychology; because, any social or human profession 

\ 
/ 
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brings the sick person with the healthy person in a relation of exchange. 
M 

Every human being that suffers or fears thatt suffers, i.e. is spiritually, 

morally, socially deficient, presents corresponding psychic reactions 

_which will inevitably fall under the perception of a healthy person who is 
I.'V\ 

l dialogue with the former. <71 ) Besides, even Adler accepts that any other 

therapist of spiritual sciences - other than a psychiatrist or psychoanalyst 

-"can improve the stance of an individual towards life to a large extent".(72) 

According to Chrysostom, "the end of medicine is health; and whoever can 

make another one healthy, has everything, even if he may not have the sldll 

of medicine".(13) 

Today there is an increasing appreciation of the therapeutic power 

of religion;<74) especially the "economic" (maternal-feminine) spirit of the 

Eastern Patristic tradition which, as is known internationally, operated 

with clinical success. 

Jung approves of "religious therapeutics", because it responds better to 

his criterion of contribution to life.(75) Indeed, it is he himself that 

recognizes the existence of the archetype of , .'-."sacred therapy", which 

appears in dreams with religious forms, either of the doctor as a 

magician or priest, or of the hospital as a sacred place or religious 

temple. Thus, as he says, "it is not a privilege of the Christian church alone 

to procure psychic transfigurations".(16) All religions are for Jung 

psychotherapeutic systems.(77) 

Christian soteriology, having received innumerable fermentations in 

breadth and depth, was finally established in the third century AD with 

the notion of delivery from death and exaltation to the Triadic life 

(theosis)(?8) which was understood in "perfectly realistic terms as a 

pharmacological process".(19) Consequently, we have the right genetically

historically, but also essentially, to speak about "redemption" with 

depth-psychiatric methods. It would be no exaggeration if we were to say 
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that prophetic Judaism and its successor, Christianity, had appeared for 

the first time in the twentieth century, would have been most probably 

characterized not as "religions", but as "medical sciences", or "arts", 

relative to Psychiatry.(80) The Church with its sacraments(81) has the 

divine grace to heal psychosomatic diseases.(8Z) It is notable that the 

therapeutic property of the sacraments is located by Jung in the living 

operation of the assimilation-assumption: "whatever ceases to be 

assimilated-assumed, is deprived of life and dies".(83> The Lord, as the 

Archetype "Animus-Christus" is himself the therapist; he is the doctor who 

heals the patient and shares with him the psychic disturbances.(84) 

Chrysostom repeatedly admonishes his audience "in all disasters" to 

seek from God "God's solution",(85) like the harlot Rahab, who in faith 

"ascribed her salvation to God and not to gods".(86) "See, then, you too, my 

brother, if you see any of the undesirable things to have fallen on you and 

··bother you, not to tum to human beings, seeking as it were a mortal help, 

but, bypassing all, rise with your mind to the doctor of the souls";(B?) 

because, "if the body that was corrupted was healed by God, how much 

more will he provide a cure for the soul that became sick? for as much as 

the soul is more valuable than the body, so much more care, as it is obvious, 

will God show for it".(88) God is both able and willing to provide cure for 

us: "Knowing these things, o brethren, we must always tum to God, who is 

willing and able to deliver us from calamities. For when there is a need to 

intercede before men, we are previously obliged to meet with the 

doorkeepers, and to intercede before parasites and flatterers, and to go a 

long way; but nothing like this occurs in the case of God, for we intercede 

with him without a mediator, without payment, without expenditure, he 

responds to the supplication".(89) In conclusion the holy Father proposes: 

"Why do we tum to him constantly for all these things and ask in every 

despair for his consolation, in every disaster for his solution, his mercy, in 
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every temptation for his help; for whatever the disaster might be, whatever 

the magnitude of the calamity, he is able to resolve all and make them pass 

away; and not only this, but his goodness will supply us with every security 

and power and good thought, and health of body and philosophy of soul, 

and good hopes and the ability not to fall quickly into sin".(90) 

"Pastoral medicine"(9l) is already found in the Old Testament,(9Z) 

but it is also imposed by the Dominica! command: "cast out demons".(93) 

Besides, Ecclesiastical History and Patrology recognize the Spiritual 

Fathers as "doctors of souls".(94) 

Comparing a spiritual Father to a psychotherapist(95) one sees the 

ontological (qualitative) difference which exists beyond the morphological 

likeness, given that a spiritual Father becomes a type of Christ in order 

to achieve an "inner Christification" inside the spiritual hearts of his 

spiritual children, and, from there, any sort of psychosomatic health and 

salvation (redemption). It is from this also that spiritual catechism 

acquires its special value as compared to a common psychological 

consultation, from the fact, that is, that in the former therapy is not 

achieved by means of tying the positive transference to the person of the 

psychotherapist but by means of a "Christ-transference" in which the 

spiritual Father plays the role of a spiritual womb, i.e. of a transformer. 

4. HistoricaVliterary examination of the Homilies 

4.1. Authenticity 

Volume 49 of J. P. Migne's Patrology includes under the name of 

Chrysostom nine Homilies on penance (de Paenitentia, cls. 277-350), 

some of which have been published in other languages, apart from Latin, 

such as Armenian {the 2nd and the 5th), Georgian (the 3rd and the 5th), 

Arabic (the 9th) and church Slavonic (the 9th).(96) These Homilies have 

.-'_ ""i the subject of historical/literary critics Critical 
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research initially led to the rejection of the 7th,(97) while today the 5th, 

the 7th, the 8th and the 9th are regarded as pseudonymous works of 

Chrysostom.(98) For the first four and the 6th there is no doubt as to 

their authenticity. Indeed for the 1st one we know from an internal 

witness that it was delivered by Chrysostom after his return from the 

countryside.(99) Consequently, we shall restrict our present investigation 

to these five Homilies of the holy Father which are universally accepted 

as his genuine works. For the sake of scientific accuracy we shall include 

here a brief report on the findings of modem criticism concerning the 

Homilies 5, 7, 8 and 9. 

a) Homily 5 was questioned by J. Aldama who, based on Beck,(lOO) 

attributed it to Germanus of Constantinople ( 1222-1240).( 101) 

Montfaucon (PG 49: 273-276) had already denied its authenticity. The 

recent reference work Clavis Patrum Graecorum agrees with attributing it 

to Germanus (p.500). 

b) Homily 7 was the first to be questioned as an authentic work of 

Chrysostom but almost all the patrologists, B. Marx, H.C. Lea, M. 

Geerard, P. Chrestou, C. Martin, J. Quasten, etc.(l02) This Homily is 

attributed to Severianus of Gabala, although it is closely related in 

content and style with the 5 genuine Homilies; for example, the paradigm 

which relates to fasting is common to this Homily and to the 6th and in 

both cases it is connected with almsgiving;(l 03) there is also the 

argument concerning the spiritual upbuilding of the believer which is 

common to Homilies 6 and 7;(104) finally, there is a close relation in 

content between this Homily and the 1st and the 5th, especially 

concerning the wealth of philanthropy and the despair of the 

sinners.O 05) 

c) Homily 8 was questioned by Montfaucon (PG 49: 273-276) in 

&loges 3, 9 and 35. It is classified as unauthentic by J. Aldama (p.34) 
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and the Clavis Patrum Graecorum (p.500). It is true that here the form of 

penance is clearly differentiated, since a lengthy discourse is produced 

about "shame" which presupposes a private or public confession.< 1 06) 

Yet, in this Homily too the notion of self-criticism< 1 07) is preserved, 

while many common points exist between this one and the 1st, especially 

with regard to seeing penance as "conversion" (change), "not in nature ... 

but in disposition".( 1 08) Here too one finds Chrysostom's general manner 

of thought and reference to the same incident (indecent peeping in 

theatres) as an example of immorality.009) The identity of views on 

divine forbearance in refraining from punishing the impious of Homilies 

7 and 8,( 11 0) and the reference to the divine love for mankind 

(philanthropy) in Homilies I, 7 and 8,( Ill) leads to the view that a) it is 

not impossible for Severianus to have been the author of Homily 8, since 

there is also a similarity in thought between this Homily and the 7th 

even with respect to the antithetical literary style,012) and b) 

Severianus' theological stand is very close to Chrysostom's despite their 

personal antitheses. 

d) Homily 9 was attributed by J. Aldama, on the basis of the 

observations of Assemani,(ll3) to Ephrem (p.213). It is also classified as 

unauthentic by Montfaucon< 114) and the Clavis Patrum Graecorum 

(p.500). 

4.2. Time and Place 

The critics do not agree as to whether these Homilies were delivered 

at a certain period, more specifically in the period of the fasts of the 

Great Lent, as it is assumed on the basis of internal evidence,015) or 

whether they were delivered at different times and later on collected as a 

unified corpus.( 116) The fact is, however, that the holy Father celebrated 

the Liturgy and delivered Homilies on Sundays and Fridays for twelve 

years ("Twice a week I spoke to you"),( 117) while in Lent and in the New 
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Week which followed Easter he preached every day, going round the 

churches of the city of Antioch, the small chapels (at the tombs of the 

martyrs, etc.) and, more often, at the "Great Church" of octagonal style 

which Constantine the Great has erected in Antioch.( 118) Sometimes he 

preached at the "Old Apostolic Church", as it is disclosed in one of his 

Homilies delivered there due to reconstructions being carried out in the 

"Great Church".(119) Homily 1 was delivered in the autumn of 387, after 

the holy Father had returned from the country side, where he had 

departed for health reasons. Thus, if finally the other Homilies were not 

delivered during the same year, they must have been delivered sometime 

during the ten year period extending from 387 to 397 AD. 

5. Methodological Diagram 

It is true that "no one can apply an already existing plan, because 

there is always something in the material itself that often interferes 

which demands from us to depart from our initial dispositions; even a 

simple task, such as the classification of a known material does not 

always comply with the author's desire. It takes place in its own way and 

one asks afterwards how did it happen in this way and not 

otherwise?"( 120) Yet, we ought to state certain methodological matters, 

which mainly refer to the techniqs.e of hermeneutics and to the 

classification of the material, because, according to Freud, "every 

satisfactory explanation ought to be historical and psychological".(l21) It 

seems to be a common patristic hermeneutical method<122) that the 

Father interprets himself; if this is applicable to other Fathers, it is much 

more so with Chrysostom, because he used to draw his own conclusions 

from the Bible and to use the arguments, thoughts, acts, stances, 

attitudes, conversations of the biblical personages within the 

psychological context of every "historical situation".<123) 
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It is necessary, because Chrysostom's work, like that of most of the 

other Fathers, is not systematically laid out,(l24) to explore other related 

works of his which refer to spiritual fatherhood either directly or 

indirectly. Besides, it could be one-Sided and fragmented generalisation 

to draw conclusions from some phrase or hermeneutical comment of his 

which emerges within the rhetorical rhythm of his inflated discourse. 

Consequently, I have sought to extend my analysis to the Homilies on 

Penance which are not regarded as genuine, especially those which seem 

to be in accord with Chrysostom's general view point, and to other 

related treatises or psychological models of the holy Father which have 

to do with spiritual fatherhood, in order to lay bare the more refined 

nuances of these psychological situations. I have also turned to certain 

events in the personal life of the Saint, which bear additional witness to, 

or supply information about, or clarification of his mind on any particular 

matter. 

On the other hand, I have tried to structure the whole work not only 

on the basis of depth-psychology development of the relation of a 

spiritual father to his spiritual children, but also to observe the particular 

views of Chrysostom from the three main schools of depth psychology, 

without restricting myself to them alone, but making use, at certain 

points, of general psychology, as well as of certain younger 

psychoanalysts, if they have anything to contribute. Thus, I have applied 

to Chrysostom's work the following principle: "I shall not rest before I 

thoroughly examine the whole phenomenon having taken hold of it; 

because even the vine dresser does not abandon the vine once it has 

been harvested before he cuts the rods. Since I now see the thoughts 

hidden by the letters as the grapes by leaves, come then, and let us \ 

harvest them with accuracy using reason instead of a sickle".(125) This 

method will, naturally, make necessary the repetition of some points of 
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the holy Father, but they will be always examined from a different angle. 

As a master of divine discourse, universal scientist of his time, spiritual 

father and humanist hierarch, Chrysostom enriches each of his Homilies 

with elements from all four properties of discourse in accordance with 

the contemporary fourfold hermeneutical procedure: medical, nursing, 

humanistic and pastoral.(126) 

I have used all the available editions of the Homilies on Penance 

and, wherever necessary, I have made grammatical and syntactical 

comments, comparing especially the two main editions of Migne and 

Montfaucon. 
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CH. 1: THE PERSONALI1Y OF THE SPIRITUAL FATHER 

a. Definition of a spiritual father 

On first consideration the examination of the problem of spiritual 

fatherhood from the point of view of depth psychology presents many 

difficulties, since the identification of pastoral counsellor and 

psychotherapist is not at all obvious. On the other hand, depth 

psychology provides some sort of encouragement to Christian pastors 

and spiritual counsellors. Thus the primary question that is raised here, is 

how far it is possible for us to speak of spiritual fatherhood and depth 

psychology together. Before, however, we provide an answer to this 

question through this entire work, it is necessary to examine what the 

terms "spiritual fatherhood" and "spiritual father" actually mean. To 

specify exactly this meaning we are obliged, in our opinion, to turn to the 

history of the institution, given indeed that the term "spiritual 

fatherhood" presents a semantic breadth depending on the various 

theological angles from which it can be viewed. 

The term "father'' is polysemantic in theological and religious 

literature. It is only in Christianity, however, that we come across that 

peculiar relation between father and child which is analogous to divine 

paternity and sonship.(l) The name "father" was already attributed in the 

Old Testament to priests,(2) prophets(3) and wise men,(4) on account of 

their authority as teachers.(5) In its vertical meaning a spiritual "father" 

is the beginning of a line of spiritual descendants and the bond of a 

spiritual generation. By producing children spiritually the "father" is 

himself perpetuated.(6) Thus, he contributes to the preservation of his 

spiritual race, since the transposition of family goods to spiritual heirs 

who are derived from him is secured.(?) To die without spiritual children 

is seen as punishment from God.(8) In the New Testament the necessity 

for a Christian to have Abraham as a father, is not based on race but on 
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repentance(9) and on imitation of the patriarch's deeds, i.e. his faith.(IO) 

According to St. Paul, human paternity is derived from God, but the 

opposite is not the case.(ll) As Christ calling the "gentiles", raises 

spiritual fathers and descendants from them,(12) so today spiritual 

fathers can be raised from everywhere through the enlightening power of 

the Holy Spirit. Through the sacrament of Baptism a spiritual race of 

"children of Abraham" is raised "according to the promise",(l3) the church, 

whose first representatives will soon come to be called them- selves 

"fathers".(l 4 ) Thus, the existence of a spiritual father is established in 

Scripture< 15) but also in the fathers of the Church (Gregory Nazianzen, 

Anastasius Sinaita, Theodore Studite, etc.).(16) 

The term "spin"tual" was derived from the ecclesiastical ministry of a 

"teacher" which is already present in the New Testament. According to 

St. Paul, ( 17) spiritual fatherhood ought to be understood on the basis of 

Judaism, which regards anyone who teaches the Torah to his neighbour's 

child to have begot him. ( l8) The "teachers" are mentioned sometimes 

with the charismatics,< l9) and sometimes with the permanent ministers 

of each community.(ZO) They differed from the "prophets" in that they 

were less enthusiastic and gradually became permanently settled in 

certain communities. This ministry was preserved in the East, especially 

in Egypt, for a much longer time than anywhere else. Many of these 

fathers lived an ascetic' life, having the sages of Hellenistic times as 
\ 

their models. Due to their engagement with sacred studies, they were 

considered to be possessors of divine spirit and divine knowledge and, 

therefore, were called "spiritual", as Clement and Origen point out. Thus, 

in the fourth century the term "father" was applied, apart from the 

bishops, to hegumens of monasteries who organized ascetical life 

precisely on this spiritual relationship between a spiritual master (father 

abbot) and his spiritual subjects the monks.(2l) If indeed these "spin"tual 
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masters" happened to be priests as well, they exercised the sacrament of 

confession.<22) It was they that taught the catechumens in the _famous 

catechetical school of Alexandria.<23) Such spiritual masters or fathers 

existed up to the fifth century.(24) Since catechetical instruction was a 

presupposition to the sacrament of Baptism, the spiritual father who 

administered such an instruction was closely identified with the ministry 

of spiritual regeneration, especially because, as Clement, the Alexandrian 

catechist, pointed out, words are offsprings of the soul. It is because of 

this connection, then, that the "catechists are called Fathers" (Ila"tepas 

-roUe; 'Ka'tTJXTJ'TQs cpa~).(25) 

The term "spiritual father", especially in Chrysostom, and indeed in 

accordance with his 2nd Baptismal Catechism, denoted: 

a) the priest (i.t:pEU;) in general - "priest" meaning either a presbyter 

or a bishop; a priest, says Chrysostom, "is father of the ecumene" (naTi)p 

tern 'tfis oi'Kou~s),(Z6) because he "regenerates" "by means of water", i.e. 

through Baptism, those who are "initiated", and then, feeds them as 

spiritual children "with blood and flesh";(Z?) while in the fifth Homily on 

Penance he says that St. Flavian, Bishop of Antioch (320-404), who had 

ordained Chrysostom presbyter,(28) and who was present when he 

delivered his Homilies,(29) was a "spiritual Father"; 

b) the sponsor or godfather,(30) and 

c) the spiritual guide,(3 1) counsellor, or "righteous" man(3t) -

presupposing in this last case the holiness of his life.(33) 

All the above reveals the necessity of a spiritual guide in the 

spiritual life of a Christian.<34) According to Chrysostom, the necessity 

of the existence of spiritual counsellors, the role of whom could be often 

fulfilled not only by one individual (clerical or lay), but also by an entire 

church community as a counselling body,(35) is derived: 

a) from the fact that at crucial times for the spiritual health of the 
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believer a direct intervention(36) on the part of a spiritual counsellor is 

required, so that the problem into which the person concerned has fallen 

may be decisively resolved; such was the case, as the holy father 

profoundly explains, of the prophet Nathan, who led David to repentance 

after his double grievous sin, i.e. the murder of his general Uriah and the 

adultery he committed with Uriah's wife Bathsheba;(37) similar is the 

case of the incestuous person in Corinth, for whom St. Paul, as 

Chrysostom points out, pleaded with the Corinthians, asking them to 

snatch him from the devil's mouth.(38) 

b) Spiritual guides are also necessitated from the great spiritual 

benefit which is derived from the divine preaching; Chrysostom used to 

call his flock "disciples", thus placing the relation of pastor and flock in 

parallel with the relation of teacher and disciples.(39) The holy father 

found this model in St. Paul and particularly in St. Paul's relation to his 

brethren in Christ. Indeed for Chrysostom the Apostle is a perpetual 

teacher who continues to teach for ever, even though he had lived 300 

years before him! For Chrysostom Paul was a "disciple-centred" father 

par excellence, a counsellor or guide, a spiritual father (Cu:l TOLS ~aST]Tais 

npocniA.coTo TOLS a\rro0).(40) Actually Chrysostom saw all the holy 

Apostles as catechists and teachers,<41 ) and the work of catechising as 

the supreme ministry, since it has to do with "such goods that no eye saw, 

nor ear heard, nor human hean conceived".(4Z) A spiritual father 

coordinates the work of catechising like a perfect musician with the help 

of the clergy who are charged with the task of divine preaching: "For we 

whistle with a thin pipe, like young shepherds, under an oak tree or poplar 

tree, as it were, sitting under the shade of these sacred things, while he, like a 

perfect musician who has prepared a golden harp, raises up an entire theatre 

by the harmony of instrumental sounds; he too acts similarly, installing a 

great benefit in us, not by the harmony of instrumental sounds, but by the 
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harmony of words and acts".<43> The perfect catechist and spiritual 

counsellor does not simply try to prevent his spiritual children from 

falling into certain things by means of sentimental, moral and rational 

arguments, but by indicating to them - through the presentation of 

relevant prototypes - approved solutions and actions. Thus, according to 

the example of St. Paul, Chrysostom uses the infinitive "i:vtp£lJxlL" (to be 

affected, to be influenced) in the later sense of "being interested" or 

"caring for something" and "turning towards something", rather than 

"being moved or affected by something".<44) This sense of "putting 

something to motion", i.e. the sense of providing an instrument for 

stirring with or moving, attributes to divine preaching a paraenetic,(45) 

advisory(46) and suggestive character. 

c) Finally the need of a spiritual guide can be seen from the 

powerful paedagogical value of an example for imitation and 

d) from receiving spiritual strength from God through the "prayers" 

of a spiritual father.(47) 

b. Value and charisms of a spiritual father 

According to Chrysostom, who follows St. Paul, the main and essential 

feature of a spiritual father is the ministry of the divine word.(48) It is on 

this account that the person of a spiritual father acquires a special 

value,(49) which ought to be recognized by his spiritual children.(50) It 

is not accidental that in two separate biblical persons, which hold the 

position of spiritual counsellor (The prophet Jonah in the OT and St. 

Paul the Apostle in the NT) and perform the same spiritual function, 

Chrysostom describes their preaching as "royal" "affirmation"(5l) and 

"authon"ty"(52 ) respectively. The adjective "royal" denotes in this case, a) 

the integrity of the speaker, b) the certainty and infallibility of his 

affirmation and c) the authoritative style of the speaker. 

---- - --- ---------------
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Thus, every one who "speaks" the word acquires the "royal office" of 

the Lord Jesus Christ, as long as he preaches in his name.(53) Indeed, 

the value of the person of a spiritual father is not so much based on his 

abilities, or his knowledge, as on the divine grace which called him to 

this task: "And when I say the~~;~ not ascribe the authority to Paul's 

tongue, but refer it all to the grace of God, concerning whom he said; If you 

seelya test of Christ who speaks in me:-.(54) 

According to Chrysostom, however, divine grace supplies the 

charisms of the Holy Spirit only to those who are worthy of it.(55) 

Chrysostom always appears to lay great stress on whether a person is 

worthy or unworthy if he is called to be a spiritual father to the faithful. 

Thus, he said that "where there is an unwonhy pastor, there we have many 

shipwrecks -of souls".(56) The reason for this is that the "word of the 

Cross" does not automatically secure for the prophet or the apostle either 

"his own" (gnomic will) infallibility( 57) vis-a-vis "the wisdom of this world", 

nor the ruling authority(58) vis-a-vis an earthly kingdom, since the moral 

and spiritual authority of a spiritual father derives not from the offices 

that one is given but the holiness that one has. Speaking on the inability 

of the Lord's disciples to perform miracles at the time of his 

Transfiguration, he distinguishes between those who are "pillars" and 

those who are "weak!' in terms of the magnitude of their faith and the 

gift of the divine grace which is relative to it.(59) Thus, it is not 

paradoxical for the holy Father that "even priests who sit on a throne and 

teach" could be "entangled in sins".(60) This is why, Chrysostom attributes, 

beyond all educational and social skills that a spiritual father needs to 

have, ( 61) special weight to his "personal experience" of the Christian 

faith. Indeed, for the fathers of the Church, as for the entire 

Judaeo-Christian tradition, no discarnate or naked word, merely 

theoretical or technical, makes sense. On the contrary, the word of faith 
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is always 

incarnated, alive and ontological.(6Z) Thus, the holy father of our 

investigation notes that ''the divine words are words of virtue".(63) 

Consequently, above every didactic and catechetical work it is necessary 

to have the actual example of the teacher.<64) "For what is the use of 

dogmas, if the godly life which the Lord came to plant on eanh is absent? 

asks the holy father. ( 65) Indeed, if a spiritual counsellor has not himself 

been previously purified, he is only fit to be in a herd ("ayeA.atos"),(66) 

and in this case his preaching not only will lack in persuasiveness,(67) 

but also will scandalize the believers and, much more so, the unbelievers 

(Gentiles), "giving them a cause for blasphemy through their failure to son 

out their own lives".(68) "If you fail him because of your life, you will run 

the risk of an ultimate danger ... So that if you are entrusted with his 

salvation, you should apologize for these things, not with words but with 

deeds... Indeed, are you not ashamed of confessing yourself as Christian 

and sending messages to others, when you are not able to exhibit the 

characteristics of the Christians? ... Thus, if you wish to deliver him from a 

scandal and to gain a thousand rewards, do correct your own life, and make 

sure that you shine in all respects, so that people may see your good deeds 

and glorify our Father who is in heaven".(69) 

In this way the fulfilment first of all by a spiritual teacher himself of 

all that he teaches, ought to be, according to Chrysostom, the sine qua 

non of spiritual fatherhood. It is in line with this that Chrysostom 

criticizes in his Homilies on Penance the prophet Jonah's disobedience to 

God,(70) while approving of his confession "having gone under in the belly 

of the seabeast".(?l) Such an occurrence, of a prophet repenting before 

and confessing to another prophet, is not unusual to Biblical psychology, 

as the Fathers of the Church point out. As an example one may refer to 

the case of David, the prophet-king, who sinned and was reprimanded by 
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the prophet Nathan.<72) Another case is that of Paul, who, as 

Chrysostom points out, confessed his previous sinfulness publicly, and 

did it both orally and in writing.(73) 

Through his faith and his example the spiritual father becomes the 

recipient of the charisms of the Holy Spirit, especially of those virtues 

which are necessary to him for carrying out his function of spiritual 

fatherhood and consultation, such as meekness,(74) humility(75) and, of 

course, discernment,(76) As regards this great patristic virtue of 

"discernment", we could, on the basis of Chrysostom's spirit, as this is 

revealed in all his works, since he does not mention it in his Homilies on 

Penance, attribute to it the following elements: a) the ability of the 

spiritual father to distinguish and to separate through some sort of 

analysis the positive from the negative elements of the believer's 

personality, so that, keeping them in mind, he may use them 

appropriately, stimulating the relevant instruments which introduce 

exhortation and dehortation;<77> b) the type, the stance and the manner 

of the spiritual contribution (guidance), appropriate on the one hand to 

the problem itself and on the other hand to the dispositions of the 

spiritual child (age, sex, degree of maturity in the faith, etc.):(78) "God to 

him and make a little praising complement to the brother, from the other 

qualities he has; and so using the praises like hot water, treatSthe magnitude 

of his wound; call yourself a wretched person too, criticize the common 

species of humanity, indicate that we all fall ;;rsins, ask him for forgiveness 

because you look for things which are greater than him, but note that love 

always persuades to dare to do everything";(19) and c) the skilful 

premonition of the right time to intervene as a brother or friend: "When 

he found them friendlier and having come to their senses".(80) 

The grace of the Spirit, however, in the case of a spiritual father, is 

not manifested only by his moral and spiritual charisms; such a spiritual 
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teacher, whose entire life sheds the aroma of sanctity, cannot but reflect 

in his person the brightness of the divine light in the "glorification" of his 

existence like Moses, the divine visionary.(8l) Thus, we can better 

understand the "purity that exceeds the rays of the sun" of a priest, which 

was!cfotstant aim of Chrysostom's labour; because, if a spiritual father 

loses his spiritual interest or his divine zeal, then, "the Holy Spirit departs 

from him".(8Z) This is"J'teason that made Chrysostom insist that a 

spiritual father should be ever so careful and vigilant to preserve the 

divine grace. The priest, in particular, will have to be on his guard 

"through coordinated study and constant vigilance in his life" so that he may 

not be morally traumatised; for, just as fire needs wood, so "grace needs 

our alacrity, so that he may be always fe1Vent". Consequently, it is up to us, 

as Chrysostom points out, to put out or to keep alive the spiritual 

charism which was granted to us. This charism, of "the care for the 

Church", is put out, according to the holy father, "through negligence and 

indolence", but is revived "through vigilance and attentiveness".(83) 



CH. 2: THE FATHER'S CARE AS MINDFUL BOND/SCHACKLE 

a. Sympathy ~s "tyranny of love" 

Chrysostom begins his Homilies on Penance, using as an excuse his 

residence in the countryside where he had gone on holiday for health 

reasons. His bodily absence did not mean, as he explains, that he was 

oblivious in his soul of his spiritual children, but that he was keeping 

them in his mind. This interest of the spiritual father in his spiritual 

children that makes him abandon the quietness of his holiday in order to 

be close to the problems of his flock manifests his psychological 

qualities, his alertness, alacrity, decisiveness, liveliness and flexibility. His 

phrase "I stood up and run" is not so much topological (geographical) as 

it is existential; its biblical and dynamic archetype is to be found in 

Abraham's call by God.(l) Imitating the loving kindness of God the 

Father as it is portrayed in the parable of the prodigal son,(2) the holy 

father teaches about fatherly concern, proving that "God seeks only a 

small excuse", since "his love for mankind is like an ocean". "But let me tell 

you that parable which confirms this".(3) The prodigal son is identified, 

according to Chrysostom, with the "order of the faithful", who "fell into 

worse sin" after baptism. There are three reasons that make Chrysostom 

see the son of the parable as the sum total of the faithful: a) "because no 

one can be called son without baptism", b) "because before baptism no one 

has a right to receive paternal property, or to receive inheritance" and c) 

because "he was the brother of the other one who had a good fortune, and 

would not have become his brother without the spin"tual regeneration which 

baptism grants". ( 4) 

Going further, as a perfect psychologist, Chrysostom analyses the 

acceptance stance of the father of the Parable, who as is known, denotes 

the heavenly Father: "Then the father did not count against him the evil 
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which he did, but accepted him with open anns".(5) Indeed at this point 

Chrysostom brings in the related parable of the lost sheep(6) in order to 

show the active role of therapeutic pastoral care which is not played 

simply by man but mainly by God. God "comes to seek those who went 

astray", says Chrysostom. Thus, spiritual fatherhood is seen in the context 

of an interpersonal meeting (return to ecclesiastical "intercourse" -

communion) of two agents: man and God. In this meeting it is both the 

"sheep" that seeks to find the "shepherd" and the "shepherd" that seeks 

to find the "sheep", just as the "son" sought to find the "father" and the 

"father" the "son".(?) The "shepherd" in this case "did not lash the sheep, 

but placed it on his shoulders and brought it back to the flock", "and his joy 

was much greater for this lost sheep, than all the rest that were safe".(8) 

Indeed he did not rejoice about this alone, but "organized dancing and 

rejoicing and the whole household was full of smiles and joy".(9) Thus, an 

accomplishment is made of St. Paul's wise psychological prompting of 

the brethren in Corinth to accept the incestuous brother who repented: 

"Reassure him about your love". "what are you saying? is this how evil is paid 

off? No, o man, it is not evil but return from it, not sin but repentance, not 

seduction but change for the better".(IO) True pleasure is found only 

within the father's house of repentance, not in the sense of some sort of 

secured 11sonship", nor in the sense of some sort of "brotherhood", but 

exclusively in the sense of indebtedness to the man-loving grace of God 

the Father, since "the eldest son", i.e. his own brother "was indignant about 

all these".(ll) But "the Father instructed him too with calmness, saying to 

him, You were always with me, but he was lost and is found, he was dead 

and is now revived".(l2) Indeed, to make up for his love towards him, the 

father recalls on the one hand the self-inflicted punishment of the 

younger son ("even if he had to be punished, this was sufficiently inflicted 

on him by having to stay in a foreign land";( 13) and on the other hand the 
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appeal to the man-loving emotions of the eldest son, reminding him, 

according to Chrysostom, of the bond of kinship: "it is your brother that 

you see and not a foreignel' _( 14) He does not belong any more "to a 

foreign land" , but "he alienated himself and made himself by means of 

repentance a member of the flock of Christ". (IS) 

Since the sense of fatherhood theologically supersedes the sense of 

brotherhood,(16) we ought to search for those elements which constitute 

the image of that father of the parable, whose magnitude of loving 

kindness, according to Chrysostom, can be compared with the vastness 

of the ocean. To make the mercifulness of God the Father towards the 

repentant man better understood by his audience, the holy father 

compares two models of fatherhood according to his preferred custom: a) 

a father and judge and b) a father and medical practitioner;< 1 7) "For he 

was a father and not a judge", (l8) Chrysostom notes. Thus, "he did not 

lash him", because "when the sinner must be saved, there is no time for coun 

judgments, nor for detailed examination, but for loving kindness and 

forgiveness alone ... even if it was necessary for him to ·be punished, he had 

been punished enough by having remained in a foreign land".(l9) The 

spiritual father, then, not only should abstain from using the authority of 

a judge, but should use as much as possible a therapeutic treatment: "No 

medical practitioner fails to give a medicine to a patient, because he wants to 

press charges for his irresponsibility".(20) "This is why the prodigal did not 

say what he did, but what he suffered; he did not recall that he spent all the 

resources, but that he fell into a thousand misfonunes".<21 > Such, then, are 

the properties of spiritual fatherhood: sympathy, mercy, loving care, and 

moderate treatment (spirit of condescension and economy), as it befits 

those who bear children.<22) A true father, as God is,(23) never holds 

anything against his sinnmg children,(24) but, on the contrary, when they 

show humility(25) and repentance(26) he makes them inheritors "of his 
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kingdom", which has been prepared for "those who love God".(27) Because, 

God the Father (the archetype of every spiritual father on earth) 

remembers "only those things which can be led to sympathy", i.e. his loving 

kindness can specify humanely the function of his memory. Out of the 

entire material of his memory, God freely chooses "mercy" as a most 

fitting characteristic of a begettor: "sparing attitude which befits the 

begettors".<28> Chrysostom connects his previous and his present absence 

with the mutual remembrance of himself and his spiritual children: "Did 

you actually remember us, when we were separated from you for some time? 

As for me, I was never able to forget you, for although I left the city, I 

never left my memory of it".(Z9) Here the word "sympathy", which is 

derived from the root word "pathos"(30) and denotes the loving kindness, 

and mercifulness of the father of the parable towards his repentant 

prodigal son, implies a kind of passion to which one "can be led" 

(ayayclv 6wa-rm), (31), i.e. it includes the property of the moving cause. 

Indeed, Chrysostom who was so mobile in body as to move in and out of 

a city, was equally mobile in spirit as to move in and out of a human 

heart using the word as his only means! 

Replacing his "absence in body' by his "presence in spirit",(32) the 

holy father moves on a rather existentiallevel,(33) where the key notion, 

as he explains, is that of "disposition"(6ui9ems).(34) As we shall see 

further on the holy father specifies the various functions of the soul using 

"memorY' as the major one. (35) Yet, the function denoted by the term 

"disposition", which is found in the prologue of his 8th Homily,(36) is 

much wider inasmuch as it is connected with the "function of the mind" 

(6tavma).(3?) Thus, he speaks of his "disposition" or "mindful thought" 

as being "tyrannised"•(38) not in a negative but in a positive and pleasing 

sense, since the "tyrant" is nobody else but his love for his spiritual 

children. What is interesting here from the psychological point of view is 
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the fact that the teacher, using this term, obviously wishes to stress the 

quality and the magnitude or intensity of the emotion which takes hold 

of him, so that he arrives at a state of being captivated in his mind by 

the object of his love, his flock.(39) 

The term "disposition" (6t6.9ems) was synonymous for the Atticists 

with the term "covenant" (6ta91l'Kll). which, in turn, denoted the secret 

ordinances securing the common good, i.e. a kind of oracles.< 40) In 

classical Greek "disposition" signifies arrangement or sale, and in modem 

Greek tendency or desire. Used in the plural it can mean emotions or 

aims. Likewise in psychology this term denotes either "inclination" or 

"tendency'. In Chrysostom the term is used with a variety of senses from 

a psychological point of view, although it is used only once in the 1st 

Homily and extensively in the spurious Homilies.<41 ) However, its use in 

the 8th Homily is the same with that in the 1st. The main sense of the 

term<42) appears to be that of "predisposition"(43) as a mindful 

tendency, although it does more generally mean "mind-set" and 

"thought",<44) psychological state (good spirits, appetite), spirit, the 

conscious or unconscious impetus of the soul. "Disposition" is such a 

powerful notion that it can replace in the imagination of a subject reality 

itself.(45) The author of the 8th Homily uses this term to denote the 

sense of free choice or disposition, which makes the soul turn towards 

something. This inclination, predetermination or predisposition ought to 

be taken as an internal (innate) need, impulse and libido, and not as a 

simple desire, since, as the holy father explains elsewhere, it is like a 

"violent passion", a "tyranny'', or "shackles". Psychical disposition, then, 

is a constant orientation of Ego towards a specific object. This is 

strengthened by the antithesis of "willingness"-"unwillingness" which is 

found in the related verse from the 8th Homily that we have already 

seen. At first glance the "unwillingness" (o\nc £1ewv) indicates some sort 
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of conscious choice of the holy father. The context of the Homily, 

however, and the negative sense of the phrase "being compelled" 

(ava1'1'aa8ds) - i.e. the fact that he wanted to be close to his spiritual 

children, but was compelled not to be and, therefore, the one need (the 

outer one) specified the other (the inner one) -, suggest that "disposition" 

rests on deeper grounds (the ground of pre-consciousness, as we would 

say in depth psychology) of our being.(46) Chrysostom uses the verb 

"A.orll;oiJ.Clt" in the sense of mindful syllogism, as P. Stamos observes, ( 4 7) 

but, it looks as if the holy father employs this verb as comprehensive of 

the whole dynamism of the conscious attachment and rational 

elaboration of thought. Mindful attachment, according to Chrysostom's 

text, is due to great desire, acute eros and unquenchable passion, which 

compel consciousness to be constantly attached to a thought or image. 

Psychology knows of "compelling ideas" (zwangsvorstellungen), i.e. 

thoughts or ideas which "persist" in consciousness, even when the subject 

does not desire them and in spite of recognising them as disturbing; 
tM 
~asic cause of these compelling ideas is the relegation to the unconscious 

of pressing and vital needs and emotions (counter- transference), which 

do not lo~Q.se (despite the repression they have undergone) their vitality, 

and thus constantly appear with demands laid upon consciousness, in 

most cases dressed up with symbolic garments.(48) The holy father is 

aware not only of the absorption by the unconscious of information from 

consciousness during the course of the day, with the result of 

~cumulation of "material'' during the night which is "thrown up" by the 

unconscious in the form of dreams or repetition of a persistent 

impression,(49) but also of the fact that simple daily thought can become 

"food" for the unconscious: "And not only during the day ... because it is 

natural for the soul to see in her dream at night those things she thought 
whd 

about during the day, which is the same C"IJ _ ,\. happened to us at that 
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time".(50) Thus, according to the holy father, conscious thought (image, 

Bild) can be imprinted and rooted so deeply inside the soul (in the 

unconscious) on special occasions of intense emotion or attention that it 

can emerge from there again and again, night and day, bombarding the 

conscious Ego: "This is why I could never remove you from my mind", but 

"whether we remained at home or went away, whether we went walking or 

remained resting, or whether we went in or out, we ceaselessly turned your 

love round and round in our imagination".(51) These compelling thoughts 

were so intense that they caused sleeplessness.<52) So, it is with 

justification that the holy father characterises these as "tyrant":(53) 

"Because the need of sleep weighed down our eyelids, but the great power of 

your love expelled all sleep from the eyes of our soul to the extent that I 

often thought I was speaking with you".(54) The careful study of the text 

shows that what happened to Chrysostom on that occasion was not a 

simple sleeplessness, because the verse from the Song of Songs, which 

precedes this point in the holy father's discourse, speaks about a 

sleepless heart,(55) revelling "in imaginations".(56) At the same time the 

context leads to the view that what happened included the father being 

in a state of doze which caused him to be half-conscious. Recent 

psychological research has shown that there are two kinds of sleep: 

normal or orthodox, and dreaming or paradoxical; and also that dreaming 

only occurs in the latter form, which can be identified by, inter alia, 

movements of the eye (without opening the lids) and slow voltage 

electroencephalic (brain) waves. It also seems likely that the function of 

dream-sleep is to enable the brain to process the intake of the previous 

day.(57) In spite of the spiritual reasons for sleeplessness, which are 

echoed in the 7th Homily,(58) Chrysostom, as a very sensitive individual, 

confesses his sleeplessness,(59) and, as an experienced psychoanalyst, 

explains their reasons. It is not accidental that he chose the verse from 
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Solomon, "I sleep but my heart is alert", which refers to the erotic desire of 

the bride, who awaits for herbridegroom in bed. (#This is what we too 

suffer", says the holy father. He regards, then, himself as a bride and his 

spiritual children as a bridegroom. The model of maternal love exceeds 

the model of conjugal eros! And it is natural for every unmarried pastor, 

especially for a bishop, to be spiritually married with the Church. This is 

the perfect transcendence of virginity, a spiritual marriage of souls, which 

C. G. Jung calls Hierogamia. It was, then, the acute spiritual eros, arising 

from this spiritual marriage, that did not leave the tireless pastor "to 

close his eyes", but to be always worrying for the fortunes of his flock, 

experiencing a stress which over-stimulated his nervous system to the 

extent that he remained sleepless.(60) 

The main psychological function, which, as is known, plays a 

primary role in the challenge of the "compelling ideas" which cause 

sleeplessness in the case of Chrysostom, is that of memory.(61) Indeed, 

remembrance occupies psychologically the greater part of "disposition" 

and constitutes the first factor in the indication of attention and interest 

towards a certain person or event.(62) In the 1st Homily on Penance the 

holy father refers to three distinctive functions of the soul - memory of 

his spiritual children, imagination and dreams - and especially to a 

hierarchical arrangement which has the shape of a ladder. As in the 

whole of his theology Chrysostom follows Paul, so here in the case of 

memory, not only did he constantly think of Paul(63) and carried his icon 

with him, but also imitated the example of his bearing :the {oic1L~ ·~n h,;§' 

~t~-~~~ry~~o that he too (Chrysostom) bore ceaselessly in his own memory 

his own spiritual children. Did you actually remember us, when we were 

separated from you for some time? As for me, I was never able to forget 

you, for although I left the city, I never left my memory of it".(64) 

Here Chrysostom's memory can be characterised as an "agapetic'' 
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and holy memory, which is simultaneously positive, i.e. therapeutic and 

redemptive, for both the one who remembers and the one who is 

remembered; because, it is derived from an honest and guileless heart 

which is imbued only with love and spiritual interest. The acute love of 

the holy father, as he himself confesses, contributed to his thinking only 

of what is profitable, peaceful, joyful and happiest for his spiritual 

children, and also to his b~ing unable, consciously (oppression) or 

unconsciously (isolation),toi think . of anything negative or dark about 

them, whether objectively (in relation to them) or subjectively (in relation 

to himself). Thus Chrysostom "suppressed" (unterdrucht)(65) in his 

memory all expressions of hatred of his enemies (negative transference), 

keeping only those agapetic ones, or again understood the negative ones 

as deriving again from love: Staying there, I learned of your complaints 

through the constant epistles that I received, and paid more attention to these 

than to praises for me, because they were all derived from a soul which 

knows how to love".(66) This manner of tactics of Chrysostom is acquired 

at the start by spiritual asceticism, and it is a good "psychotherapeutic" 

medicine.(67) Afterwards, however, it becomes a habit which occurs 

unconsciously.( 68) 

It is typical that with reference to his daily memories-aspirations 

the holy father uses the participle "dreaming" (6vEtponoA.oiNrES), while 

for those of the night he uses the phrase "we revel in imaginations" 

(tvE-rpuqxi)!J.Ev -rai:s cpav-raa(ats). Indeed, according to C. G. Jung, 

imaginations (phantasien) are distinguished from the "dreams in a state of 

alertness" (wachttraeumen) or dream-like visions (visionen) and 

inspirations (inspirationem). According to Chrysostom, there is a very 

close relation between thought and imagination. And whereas it is 

possible during the course of the day that one finds the distinctive limits 

of these psychic functions, at night this is almost impossible, "because it 
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is natural for the soul to see at night in her dreams what she thought about 

during the day".(69) In other words, the psychological material which is 

variously elaborated by imagination during the course of the night, is 

basically derived from the syllogisms of the day.(70) It was on the basis 

of this realisation that Chrysostom took the soul as the seat of 

imagination. The reference to, use of and identification with a bride of 

the lyric verse from the Song of Songs, "I sleep and my heart is alert" (5:2) 

obliges us to recognize, within the psychological context of the function 

of imagination and deliberate-dreaming, some sort of pre-psychoanalytic 

paideia in the holy father, especially the knowledge of the existence of 

such a field which S. Freud called pre-cons;ciousness. The reason is that 

the description of the psychological condition in which Chrysostom found 

himself leads to the "place", as it were, of "preconscious" experience, 

which S. Freud describes as an '1'-Systeme, i.e. a mixed material from 

preconscious and unconscious elements. One can easily find himself in 

this condition, given that it is promoted in a state of psychosomatic 

relaxation, especially after night rest.(71) Imagination, writes Jung, 

appears where there is a relaxation of · ._ ,, the care of 

consciousness, as 1 happens during sleep.(72) "Censorship" (Zensur)(73) 

on the part of the conscious Ego of rational reality, during "dream-work", 

allows the emergence of driving (Trieb) desires (libidinous ones) through 

the mechanism of "regression"(7 4) of the preconscious remainders of the 

day, where certain verbal representations (thoughts) are transformed into 

corresponding representations of things (image) as fantasising (fantasised 

representations)(75) and "daydreamings" (Phantasies).(16) Chrysostom, 

then, seems to have experienced very often deceitful pseudosensory 

psychosis from images derived from memory (Regrediente Richtung). 

Indeed, according to S. Freud, when we are at the point of falling asleep, 

even abstract thoughts are changed into optical images.<77) Ascesis, 
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spiritual work, fasting and natural sleeplessness on the part of the saint 

certainly contributed to the stimulation of pseudosensory experience.<78) 

Besides, the fact that the holy father was an optical type, can be 

gathered from various data, as, for example, from the excessive use in his 

discourses of parables, metaphors, comparisons, images, or from 

Palladius' narration concerning the spiritual light in his cave, or from the 

special attention he pays to the problem among his flock of frequenting 

public spectacles, etc. The case of Chrysostom, however, ought to be not 

just one of simple hallucination,(79) but rather of a 

pseudo-hallucination,(80) both visual and audible. In other words, 

Chrysostom did not see with his oodily eyes, but with the eyes of his 

mind.(8l) Comparing the bodily eyelids to the psychical ones, the holy 

father often writes that he had the sensation of actually speaking to his 

spiritual children as if he saw them in front of him. Indeed, love has its 

own "eyes", which see with a qualitative difference: "And as I did not see 

you with the eyes of the body, I saw you with the eyes of love".(8Z) The 

holy father, as, in any case, the entire patristic literature does, 

personalises the "mind" (6tavma) as if having eyes.(83) These are the 

"eyes", then, which made Chrysostom see those images, which he called 

"characters" (xapmcrijpt:s). According to Analytic psychology, every 

imagery is derived from memory recall (avaj.I.VTJOLS) and is but a bearer of 

emotive symptoms (na8T)'tt1Cc:Dv -r6vcov).(84) By the term "character of 

soul" (xapa1C'filp '\fJuxfis) the holy father means: 

1) The optic image of the soul of the spiritual children which has been 

imprinted (inscribed) in the mind and which is shaped by imagination by 

means of "a great variety of the colours of virtue".(85) In other words, 

Chrysostom personalises the spiritual charisms of the virtues of the soul 

as a unified "bnght image" which depicts and reflects the "beauty of the 

soul": "Because I cenainly could never forget you, and although I left the 
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city, yet I never left your memory; but like those who like bright bodies,(86) 

wherever they may go, carry with them the person they desire, likewise we too 

who have loved the beauty of your soul carry it always with us".(87) This 

beauty of the soul of his spiritual children the holy father traced to a) 

their "attentive care during the church gatherings" (anoool) tv 'tats 

auved;ecnv), b) their "eagerness to listen" (npo9q.t(a nepl 'TT)v a1Cp6aOLv), 

c) their "favour towards the speaker" (e\Jvma nepl -rov AiroV'ta) and d) 

"the rest of their achievements" (-ra IDa navra 1Ca'top9wJ.La'ta).(88) 

2) It also means the special characteristic feature of individual 

peculiarity.(89) As regards the audible pseudo-hallucinations of the holy 

father, we ought to differentiate them from all others of a schizophrenic 

nature and catatonic echopraxia, since the saint'\ himself characterises 

these as a "cry'' of "disposition", of which he was fully aware, since he 

notes characteristically that "he knew that he was in dialogue in his 

dreams" .(90) 

Our investigation, so far, shows that Chrysostom not only is aware 

of the active and purposeful creation of imagination,(9l) but also that the 

latter can substitute reality.(92) Indeed, the holy father notes that "at 

night too we found pleasure with these imaginations".(93) In other words, 

the night seemed to be more receptive to the unconscious or 

preconscious operations of the soul. Chrysostom uses the term 

"imagination"(94) twice in his 1st Homily, while the verb "to imagine" 

appears both in the 1st and in the 7th Homily.(95) Given the important 

verse from the psychoanalytic point of view of the Song of Songs,(96) 

and in order to specify more accurately the psychological condition in 

which Chrysostom found himself, we prefer the term "daydreaming", 

which combines both "dream" and "imagination". According to Freud, 

daydreaming satisfies a desire, (97) reducing its driving intensity; this is 

followed by an "anticathexis"(98) (Gegenbesetzung) of the image which is 
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thereby created with loads of energy (Energiequanten) from the conscious 

or preconscious, and then the attachment of the "substitute image" 

(Ersatzvorstellung) occurs. The whole process of the function of 

imagination within the soul (moving between the unconscious and the 

conscious, i.e. on a preconscious level) never ceases, as the first column 

of Chrysostom's 1st Homily reveals. The same conclusion is reached by 

A. Adler: "Imagination never comes to a point of rest, even when it is 

condensed into daydreamings".(99) 

The accumulation-condensation of many daydreamings often results, 

according to Freud, L\1. the creation of the same dream; what happens on 

this occasion is that the daydreaming .. has entered entirely into a dream 

and presents itself through it.(99a) Chrysostom explains the function of 

dreams through imagination: "... and many a time I thought that I spoke 

with you. Because it is natural for the soul to engage in imaginations at night 

... ".(100) Indeed, it is not the dream that creates the imagination, but the 

unconscious imaginary activity( 1 01) that plays an important role in the 

formation of the imaginary thoughts.< 1 02) The manifest dream material 

is produced from latent dream thoughts and the process of such 

production is called "dream work".<103) Now, the production of dream 

thoughts belongs to preconscious thought, i.e. is derived from desires of 

conscious life. (1 04) As a spiritual father, responsible for the spiritual 

health of his flock, Chrysostom felt some kind of "sacred egoism"(l05) 

derived from an excessive zeal( 1 06) for keeping his spiritual children 

close to him and inside the Church\on the other hand, as a person of 

"golden words", it was natural that he would dream about his preaching 

which was one of his activities he loved most. Thus, he can say, "and 

many times I thought in my dream that I spoke with you. For it is natural for 

the soul to see at night in her imagination what she thought during the day, 

and this is what actually happened to us on that occasion". ( 1 0?) That the 
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holy father spoke in his imagination with his spiritual children while 

being in a situation of "falling into dreaming",(l07a) does not mean that 

he was under delusive ideas; this is simply a well known psychological 

phenomenon, according to which in certain cases the dynamically 

charged dream images stimulate the motion centres of the brain, so that 

the dreamer can speak in his sleep. Naturally, since the dreamer himself 

is aware of this activity, it is clear that he could distinguish the dream 

conversation from the the real one, especially as he makes the infinitive 

''BLaA.tyeaeaL" (to converse) dependant on the verb "eooKouv" (I thought). 

It is obvious that Chrysostom saw dreams very often.(I08) In his 1st 

Homily the term "dream" (ovap) appears once, while in the 4th Homily it 

is used metaphorically.(l 09) It is not strange that this great father does 

not reject dreams, for he acknowledges that he had personal experience 

of them ("this happened to us as well") and actually interpreted them in a 

way which stands very close to the "interpretation of dreams" that depth 

psychology came to develop many centuries later. To start with the holy 

father recognizes that a dream is a dream and cannot be confused with 

reality (hence, his statement, I thought that I spoke with you", as we saw). 

Then going further he proceeds to explain psychologically, how "the soul 

gives birth to these"[dreams]": "It is natural", he says, "that whatever the 

soul thinks during the day, should be brought back to her imagination during 

their sleep at night". This statement constitutes, as is known, the 

fundamental principle of the psychoanalytical interpretation of dreams. 

Indeed, when Chrysostom speaks of "a vigilant heart", or of "the love of 

your tyranny", or of "disposition" and "imagination", it is obvious that he 

attempts to enter into an analysis of the elements and functions of 

dreams.{llO) We see already from the elements of the dreams that he 

had that he knows clearly the "hint" and the "depiction", while from the 

actual operations of dreams he knows the "transference" (of thoughts to 
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optical images),(lll) as we observed earlier. 

The "tyranny" to which the holy father refers, is not exhausted only 

on the level of the mind; he was much more "affected" by the level of 

emotions. Indeed, he was fully aware of this affection of 

"counter-transference"(llZ) and even used it in the interpretation of Holy 

Scripture.(ll3) Besides, he accepts this "tyranny" and he neither rejects 

it nor despises it, because it helps him to keep in front of his eyes the 

image of his beloved children and to maintain their memory in his soul 

undiminished. But why is all this psychological activity described as 

"tyranny"? Chrysostom's answer is connected with his infinite love for 

his flock: "And as I did not see you with the eyes of the body, I saw you 
the. 

with the eyes of love"_(ll 4) Here too,l\prototype of this love is for 

Chrysostom the love mind-set< ll5) and erotic passion "in the bowels of 

Christ"( 116) of St. Paul towards his flock. ( 117) The difference is that 

whereas Chrysostom projected the love of his spiritual children towards 

him instead of his own love towards them, Paul projected the love of the 

Lord Jesus Christ towards human beings instead of their love for the 

Lord.(ll8) Nevertheless this is basically a common stance and shows 

something else; that this kind of pastoral love (St. Paul's and St. John 

Chrysostom's) was not derived from some kind of natural sympathy, but 

from dedication and reference to Jesus Christ. It was not due, then, to 

any irrational or blind emotion,(ll9) since this love was not self-obtained 

(innately or by inheritance), but was born after spiritual participation 

(faith, communion, learning,(lZO) full knowledge, ascesis) in the divine 

Word. Only such a "rational love"( 121 ) can be just and true. 

Furthermore, it is on this basis that one can adequately explain why 

the holy father regarded the criticism of himself by others as a genuine 

product of authentic love, since he had lived with these people in the 

past md had ''shared with them in their emotions" (Einfuehlung),(l22) 
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i.e. had empathised with them psychologically. It is on account of his 

humility that Chrysostom refrains from saying that this love is his, and 

prefers to say that he responded to "the force of their love", thus 

honouring his spiritual children. In fact, however, it is his love that 

appears, whatever the angle of the investigation is, theological or 

psychological. The whole matter is obviously related to the problem of 

interpreting the love of the "children", but there is here the mechanism of 

"projection'', according to which whatever one feels inside, that he. 

''projects'' as something that is said, thought or done by others. The holy 

father seems to rejoice for the love his spiritual children acquired (not 

from him, nor for him, but for themselves),( 123) as he writes; but he is 

careful not to show his own love towards them, although this love 

becomes implicitly clear in another statement he makes: "because these 

complai~ came out of a soul that knows how to love; and this is why I 

stood up and ron to you, because I could not remove you from my 

thought".(I24) Here, then, the holy father presents his own love response 

to the love correspondence of his spiritual children. Thus, this love 

appears to be not a casual one, nor monosemantic, but mutual, from him 

and from his spiritual children. Personalising, as he is accustomed to 

doing, this love of his spiritual children towards him, the holy father 

ceaselessly recalls in his imagination the pictures of his beloved persons. 

He can do so because love has its own eyes ("the eyes of the mind") and 

with these he can always see his people wherever he might be bodily, 

either awake'~, or asleep. 

It was again due to his humility that in comparing his own love with 
'l:S 

that of St. Paul, Chrysostom regards his (be: w~ much inferior in quality 

and spiritual value (morally), since the holy father was on holiday in the 

countryside (and thoughts of such nature naturally occurred, especially 

given the fact that he was not under any special pressure on account of 
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pressing problems, except his ill health), whereas the Apostle "was in 

bonds and imprisoned, and was exposed to countless dangers and despite 

this he was able to live in prison as if he was in a meadow and to remember 

his brethren".(125) Indeed, in order to show the love of the Apostle, he 

projects that symbol, of which he was especially fond,(126) his"bonds of 

love" for his brethren in Christ. Clearly, then, love is endowed with 

powerful possibilities,( l2?) since it is derived from power and causes 

power. Because, "the force of love" was also the moving power which 

pushed to full operation all the psychical powers of the holy father, as 

well as the powers of his body, since "it cried out" and "never ceased to 

bother him", "persuading" him to leave and return to his flock "before the 

time had come", in spite of his need to stay in the countryside for the 

cause of his health. He saw his being with his flock as "health and 

pleasure and their company as the source of any other good".(l28) 

Applying to himself "the bonds of love", according to the example of the 

spiritual bonds of St. Paul, Chrysostom begins his 1st Homily on 

Penance with assimilating the "charm of the disciples'' (cp(A:t-pov TcDV 

IJ.(l9TJTcDV)(1 29) of St. Paul to the bonds of love which bonded him with 

his own spiritual children.(130) He does this in order to show a) the 

connection, and b) the stability of this bond. The spiritual chain which 

bonded Paul with his brethren, was made from love (ES ar<i1tTJs 

tyeytvr]To). (13 1) Comparing it with the other powerful love bond which 

conjoins mother and child, ( 132) Chrysostom demonstrates the 

superiority of the former, "so that you may learn that birth pangs for 

spiritual children are far more terrible",(I33) because "there the pain is 

confined to the flesh, whereas here pain does not torture the belly, but 

cuts through the power of the soul". ( 134) Thus, we see that the holy 

father understands Christian love: a) as a personal/spiritual conjunct

ion(135) and b) as an immovable/unbreakable friendship,(l 36), full of 
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zest and fire, i.e. as a "communication",(137) personal and visible,(138) 

or even as a restoration of an interrupted relation which is now secured 

through steady and heartfelt faithfulness and mutual trust. 

Thus, these shackles-bonds< 139) are interpreted by Chrysostom 

himself on the basis of the Pauline Philip. 1:7 (-ro EXELV ~ tv Til 

1CapO£a).(l40) The phrase "to keep me in the heart" corresponds to the 

sentence: "wherever the mothers are found, they are ceaselessly bonded with 

the children they bore". ( 141 ) Consequently, it is the spiritual bond in the 

soul of a father, and especially his "keeping his spiritual children in his 

heart" like a mother, that exerts pressure on his soul like a "tyrant" who 

has en~tered into it and taken hold of its innermost parts.(l 42) It is 

clear, however, that this spiritual bond was a source of pleasure for the 

holy father who was always ready to express it in his love for his 

spiritual children. This kind of maternal-fatherhood constitutes the 

quintessence of Chrysostom's pastoral outlook. Powerful as this is, it 

incurs dependencies which may lead to special problems for the 

individual concerned depending on the strength of his character.(143) 

Full attachment of a spiritual father to his spiritual children is seen by 

Chrysostom as a, sort of imprisonment which resembles the 

imprisonment of St. Paul.(1 44) Actually he uses the middle pluperfect 

npO<nlA.w-ro (lit. nailed on) to describe this attachment and elaborates it 

by referring to St. Paul and to natural mothers. Indeed "St. Paul was 

attached to his disciples with much greater force than natural mothers, since 

spiritual children are much more lovable than natural ones".(l 45) 

In this connection Chrysostom also turns to another powerful model 

of a love-bond, that of spiritual wedding, since a spiritual birth of a 

disciple in the heart of a teacher< 146) presupposes a spiritual 

marriage. ( 14 7) Thus the model of the love-bond of mother and child is 

succeeded in Chrysostom's exposition by the closely connected 
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love-model of bride and bridegroom as this is presented in the Song of 

Songs 5:2.<148) The spiritual father is here represented by a bride who 

remains sleepless as she waits eagerly for her bridegroom. As we shall 

see it is not an accident that Chrysostom chose the female and not the 

male role in the model of marriage to describe the role of a spiritual 

father. The deeper reason for doing this lies in his realisation that 

spiritual fatherhood is best represented by natural motherhood, which 

constitutes his initial point. Thus, as the bride saw the bridegroom 

positively and attractively, so the holy father saw his flock, through 

memory and imagination, as "bright" (A.a!J1tp6).(1 49) The reason for this 

was the strong love of the spiritual father which resembles the strong 

eros of a bride. Every positive counter-transference< 150) is due to 

emotional frustration.< 151) 1 Counter-cathexis restores the current 

emotional privation an individual feels on account of mutual projection of 

emotions, which are mutually embedded in the unconscious.(l5Z) If we 

take into account the law of opposites which is applicable here, 
J 

according to Jung, a person that socialises a lot, feels much greater 

loneliness than a person who remains at a distance from others. On the 

contrary a person who remains at a distance from others could enter into 

relations with others much more easily than a person who socialises a 

great deal. Thus, the forcefulness of this "eros from a distance" (und die 

Liebe per D1Stanz)< 153) of Chrysostom could be explained from the fact 

that he was very lo-nely and had no close partner or friend, as the Synod 

of the Oak (AD 403) also noted. He always ate alone and very little, 
nl. _, 

~··~ lived alone, was a monk for four yearsv\.near a hermit, did spend two 

whole years in a cave as an anchorite.(l54) 

b. Empathy as spiritual intercourse 

The alertness or vigilance of a spiritual father for the preservation of his 
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spiritual charisms (vfj¢ts). which we saw in the previous chapter, is 

morally expressed in Chrysostom as readiness, receptivity and tolerance 

for any personal or ecclesiastical (collective) problem of his spiritual 

children. Such a spiritual father never lives for himself, but spends all his 

life for the love and care of his children. Chrysostom has been 

characterised as "the prophet of love",(155) because he loved passionately, 

even his enemies, to the very end of his life. He used to call his fellow 

human beings "beloved" (ararrrrrt),(l56) personalising their virtues, as 

well as their vices. This agapetic and sympathetic, as opposed to 

aggressive and defensive, policy of the holy father, is again a copy of the 

divine empathy,( 157) according to which, as Chrysostom himself puts it, 

"the impassioned person imitates a passionate human being, or, rather, a 

mother imbued with love. My hean was turned, as a woman could say about 

a child; my hean after the mother".(158) 

Paul's, as well as Chrysostom's, spiritual care (agapetic memory and 

psychical bond) towards their spiritual children on the one hand, and the 

biblical examples, on the other (e.g. the forgiving of the Ninevites) have, 

according to Chrysostom, one common aim: to demonstrate the ceaseless 

"solicitude" (KrJckllov(a) of the divine Providence(159) towards man 

which is rooted in God's "philanthropy" or love for mankind. It is within 

this context of divine "philanthropy' that Chrysostom inserts the "God 

sent wrath" (9El]A.a-ros 6Prr1),(160) which is aimed at inciting a 

pedagogical fear in human beings that may lead them out of indolence. 

"God wanted to increase their fear and lead them out of the grip of 

indifference, in acting as he did".(161) But God's "philanthropy' is not 

demonstrated only by the fact that he did not put "restrictive terms to his 

decision" (!lit 7tpootkts 6toptaj.lov Tfj anoqx:laet) to punish the Ninevites, 

neither by the fact that he was reconciled to them when they repented, 

nor by the fact that "he made his decision analogous to their attitude", 
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but also by the fact of a time span in his forgiveness.< 162) 

Proportionately to the divine paternal "solicitude"(163) we could 

equally talk about Chrysostom's "solicitude" as spiritual father of his 

spiritual children, with regard to his pastoral care for them. Already as a 

presbyter in Antioch the holy father heavily felt his duty for the spiritual 

progress of his flock. This very heavy sense of duty was not due to any 

advantage of popularity, nor to any socially dependent relation, but to a 

pure,(l64) guileless and sincere spiritual interest, which knows of no 

reward or recognition, since Chrysostom saw himselt< l65) not simply as 

a member equal to others, but even lower, in accordance with the 

prototype of St. Paul towards the other members of the ecclesiastical 

body. 

The demonstration of a sincere and fervent interest in the healing 

and salvation of our "neighbour" is a matter of highest and absolute 

necessity not only for the person that suffers, but also and principally for 

us, since "if you remain careless and indifferent, you may also be caught in 

it at some point; therefore, you should show interest, if not for the sake of 

your brother, for your own sake, so that you may inhibit the advancement of 

the disease, prevent the rot and aven the destruction".(166 ) Indeed, our love 

and interest towards our repentant brother ought to supersede our usual 

love, so that our previous aversion to him resulting from his 

excommunication might be truly counteracted. "For he did not say, love 

hi'm only, but reassure hi'm about your love, i'.e. mani'fest your assured and 

unshakable friendship, and offer him now your love with warmth, zest, fire 

and equal strength with the preceding aversion".(l61) 

In any case, Chrysostom points out that spiritual care for souls 

includes a great prize from God: "If, seeing royal sheep or herd of horses, 

having no shelter and being exposed to danger, you take the initiative and 

built a shelter and a stable, or if you acted as a shepherd, how could a king 
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fail to offer you a reward? But now that you gather the flock of Christ and 

act as a pastor, how could you think that this is not a very great task? And 

what do I say? If he who scandalises the flock is exposed to such a great 
~h-e ' 

punishment, tell me, how could he;.,saves the flock be deprived of a great 

salvation? The answer is obvious. Is there a sin that he could have from 

doing this, and if there could be one, how could he not wipe it out by this 

very action? You can learn of the reward for the one who saves from the 

punishment of the one who scandalises. If the salvation of a soul is not a 

most important concern for God, he would not have stipulated such a 

punishment for its loss".(168) 

Thus, Chrysostom's spiritual zeal( 169) and true interest for his 

spiritual children made him not only a spiritual physician, but also one 

who suffered psychically,(l?O) to the extent that he could not be 

separated from his beloved flock. "This is why I got up and rttn back to you 

... ",he writes.071) It is clear that he would have been deeply distressed 

had he not communicated with his spiritual children, although he referred 

to the sorrow which "their love" would have experienced had he not been 

in touch with them! - a point which is not at all impossible given 

Chrysostom's popularity with his flock, but which could not be the 

ultimate cause of his own action. Chrysostom had to choose between his 

physical health and the spiritual health of his flock, and he chose the 

latter. Indeed he saw in this case the possibility of spiritual death for his 

spiritual children,( 172) and therefore, chose to give his own personal 

physical health a lower priority. This does not mean that he was not 

interested in their physical welfare, but rather that he was principally 

concerned with their spiritual health. The driving force in all this attitude 

was his love which bonded him with his flock and drove away separation 

and discouragement on his part,(173) and sorrow and disappointment on 

the part of his people as a result of his departure. 
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Chrysostom clearly saw the vital importance of the duty of a 

spiritual father to find his spiritual child like the good shepherd (Christ) 

of the parable of the lost sheep, which was particularly applicable to 

cases where the sheep did not seek to find the shepherd,(l74) like the 

Prodigal of the other parable:< 1 1 5) "This is why, in testing us, Christ ... not 

only waited for those heavy laden to come to him, but he too turned to them 

with the offering of two great gifts; one of them being the gospel of the 

kingdom and the other, the healing of all illnesses".(l16) Indeed, an 

experienced and truly responsible spiritual father, is never discouraged 

and never abandons his attempt to save his sheep, even when he meets 

with resistance,(l??) but, as Chrysostom points out, he assumes the 

attitude of those pagan sailors in Jonah's boat who made every effort to 

get the boat (symbol of the soul here) close to the shore (symbol of 

consciousness and concrete surface) and "to transpose themselves on to the 

dry land .. .".(178) 

Chrysostom is not satisfied with a mere "adaptation"< 179) towards 

his spiritual children, but adopts a kind of "identification" which involves 

a "role play'',(l80) revealing "co-suffering'' (awoo'Uvrl) after St. Paul's 

example. He was not only "disciple-centred", "attaching himself ever more 

strongly to his own disciples" ( ocpoop6·n:pov eu:i 'tots IJ.(l9T)"tats npo<niA.uno 

'tots a&rou), but also co-suffering physically with his disciples, "all the 

more so, since spiritual birth is stronger than the physical one; and because 

he suffered birth pangs for them not just once but twice"< 181) as we have 

already seen. This co-suffering of St. Paul, understood within its proper 

ecclesiastical context, was not due either to sympathy or to empathy, but 

to spiritual intercourse (unanimity of sympsychosis)( 182) between 

spiritual father and spiritual children, since "sharing of sufferings supplies 

consolation to those in pain". ( 18 3) This is why the holy father asks 

elsewhere, "Do you not see the most soliciting of the physicians, who when 
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they wash the head of those in exhaustion, they wash their own heads as 

well, although they are not in such a need? This is exactly why he too [the 

spiritual father] does all things for you who is in a state of 

exhaustion".(l84) This therapeutic attachment of the physicians, is 

reminiscent of the therapy applied by the spiritual fathers which is not 

the result of a superficial or external sense of duty, but of an inner, 

ontological, function and communion of brother (members) with each 

other within the "body of Christ". Thus, Paul's interest in encouraging the 

repentant sinner is materialised in the pastoral corporate therapeutic 

which binds the whole flock in Corinth with the one sinner. As a result 

both flock and sinner are co-responsible for the latter's sin! "Count, then, 

the blame on all, so that the therapy of the wound might become 

easier".(185) But, why should the sin of one be counted against the entire 

ecclesiastical community? Because a) "they too are blameworthy for his 

entire nonsense, inasmuch as they did not initially blame him and did not 

punish him",(l86) and b) "they are all united as a body with its members". 

Sin in this case is like "a common and infectious disease which entered a 

city", or like "a little leaven which leavens the whole dough", or like a fire 

which starts somewhere and then threatens the whole house with 

destruction.< 187) Since no one is sinless and since all members of the 

church constitute one body, all should mourn and lament for sins 

committed by any one. "What do you say? Somebody else sinned and I 

need to mourn for it? Yes, he says, because we are united like a body with 

members; and in a body we see the head to bend when the foot is injured. 

And yet, what is more venerable than the head? But it does not see its value 

at a time of disaster. This is what you too should do".(l88) When the 

entire ecclesiastical body assumes responsibility for the sin of one of its 

members then the healing of the wound is more perfect and faster. 

Chrysostom's understanding of sin as disease runs throughout his 
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entire work. It results in the conviction that sin is not amended with 

punishment, but with prayer, confession, consolation.(l89) (Since the 

person who suffers spiritually is unable, on account of his disease, to use 

for himself these spiritual medicines - prayer, confession, consolation -

his spiritual brethren who are in a healthy state ought to supply these 

medicines to him. Indeed, St. Paul "abandoned the person who had 

committed the sin and spoke to those who were spiritually healthy; just as 

the physicians do, when they abandon those who suffer and speak much 

more with their relatives".(190) Besides, such a therapy constitutes for the 

healthy the best precaution, since a wound in the body that receives no 

care or treatment gets rotten and, as a result, contaminates the entire 

body. The same applies to a fire in a city which may spread to all the 

houses including our own if it is not put out at the start. To undertake, 

however, somebody else's role, assuming his position, means nothing else 

than the archetype of the "scapegoat",(19l) where the "great Bishop of our 

souls"< 192) entirely assumes to himselt< 19 3) all the responsibility for the 

sins of the people.< 194) Thus, Chrysostom's Homilies on Penance seems 

to echo the view that love should not be applied only 

psycho-therapeutically, i.e. simply as a pastoral admonitory method, but 

as a real self-sacrifice which is understood within the mystery of the 

Lord's death and resurrection. 

Explaining earlier the saint's views on dreams, we referred to his 

excessive zeal as a spiritual father with an increased sense of duty in 

ecumenical perspective. This duty, which is basically derived from his 

overabundant love, affected both his intellectual and emotional state, but, 

above all, led to a "kenosis" of his moral and volitional existence, to the 

extent that he spent it all as a "witness and martyr" (fl.CtPTUS) for the 

spiritual growth and advancement of his flock. In other words, his love 

for his spiritual children reached the point of psychical and spiritual 
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self-sacrifice;(l95) psychically, because he felt "violent and total emotion" 

(ru:pl1ta9t:La), and spiritually, because he even wished to become 

"anathema" for his brethren like St. Paul. Indeed St. Paul's example of a 

spiritual parent was the primary model for Chrysostom, who saw it as 

exceeding in force the model of physical parents. Comparing the cries of 

women at childbirth to the cries of St. Paul in his agony for the salvation 

of his brethren- with whom he identifies himself- he uses the adjective 

"more fully affected" (ru:pmaetcnt:pov), in order to show that a spiritual 

father, like a physical mother, is dominated by the affection of motherly 

love and that he too is captured by the same affection as by a passion, or 

mental aberration or emotional fire.(l96) Thus, Paul either asks that he 

suffers, according to the prototype of Moses,(l97) so that his spiritual 

children may be saved,(198) or prays that he is punished excessively, if 

that could contribute to their salvation: "And that you may learn that the 

pains for spiritual children are much more terrible, which mother that has 

given birth has ever wished to suffer in hell for the sake of their children? 

Paul, however, not only wishes to suffer in hell, but also prays to be cut off 

from Christ (to become "anathema") so that he may save his children, the 

Jews".( 199) 

c. The male-female mating as model of ambivalent upbringing 

As is known, a complete pastoral care is not discharged only 

through the emotional or existential supervision of a spiritual father 

towards his children, but includes also the relevant technical methods of 

their practical application. The family model(200) constitutes for 

Chrysostom the prototype of presentation and analysis of special 

findings. Just as the love of physical parents towards their children does 

not guarantee better nurture for them without the appropriate upbringing, 
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so in the case of a spiritual father good intentions and valiant efforts do 

not suffice without knowledge and application of the corresponding 

management<20 1) for the successful preparation and carrying out of 

spiritual birth. Psychoanalysis also follows this process, which according 

to Jung cannot be considered as a paedagogical method,(202) if by the 

term education we mean the "cutting down of a tree by means of 

wonderful technology.,It can, however, be considered as paedagogy when this 

term implies the cultivation of a tree so that the terms of its natural growth 

towards maturity (perfection) can be fulfilled".<203) Just as parenting, 

then, constitutes a theological model,(204) so it constitutes a model for 

the psychology of depth as well, in the sense that parental paedagogy 

functions under the double qualification of the male (paternal) and female 

(maternal) element.(205) 

Comparing the value of natural parents to priests (when they 

perform the sacrament of Baptism), the holy Father clearly ascribes 

superiority to the latter: "God gave greater power to priests than to natural 

parents; and so great is the difference between them, as the present life and 

the future one. Because the former beget for the latter and the latter for the 

former".<206) Thus, Chrysostom not only justifies the parental attitude of 

the spiritual Tutor,(207) but also takes its amphithymic character 

archetypically as an attitude of God the Father himself towards human 

beings.(208) According to the divine archetype of the parental model, the 

spiritual Counsellor ought to maintain an ambivalent attitude(209) 

between strictness and leniency towards his spiritual children,(21 0) 

corresponding to the dual nature of the psychical (the conscious and the 

unconscious) and biological (man-woman) human couple.<2 11) Thus, the 

priest ought to reproach Christians for their deviations, but not to the 

extent that they feel distress or bitterness; he ought to be "variable", i.e. 

able to find the relevant method of action for each circumstance, like a 
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doctor or a captain. "I say variable but not deceitful, nor flatterer, nor 

hypocrite, but imbued with much freedom and boldness, knowing when it is 

useful to apply condescension, in cases where the nature of things demands 

it, and to be both good and severe".(ZlZ) Consequently, an experienced 

psychologist and counsellor uses all means and methods; sometimes he 

threatens and sometimes he condescends, without, however, contradicting 

himself or giving any impression of schizophrenia, but "appropriately 

adapting himself to the opinions of human beings",<213> becoming "to the 

weak weak, to win the weak,· to them all everything in turn, so that in one 

way or another he may save some".(214) 

Chrysostom's theology is balanced between grace and law, love and 

righteousness, paradise and punishment (hell): "The Church is both Court 

and Hospital, both School of Philosophy and School of training the 

soul".(215) The holy father exercised his spiritual fatherhood "by feeding 

some with the salt of prudence, enlightening· others with his teaching and 

watering others from the living springs of the Holy Spirit".(216) In his 

Homilies on Penance and dn the person of Nathan the prophet, we see 

Chrysostom frequently employing this ambivalent stance connected with 

the model of a physician, especially of a surgeon physician, (217) - a skill 

that existed at the time of the holy father, since surgery was the most 

important medical art -, although he avoids turning this into a painful 

experience. "Do you also wish to go? Thus, it is necessary not to despise, nor 

to act against the disease of the many. Or do we not see the physicians 

doing this, i.e. making allowances to those who are exhausted, when this is 

permitted, and no longer sparing them, when the damage is working against 

them"?(218) 

Referring especially to the didactics of repentance (or penance), 

Chrysostom provides an analysis of psychopaedagogic ambivalence 

between courage and fear, on the basis of St. Paul's stance towards his 
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(arr6yvwot£) and "indolence" (pa9q.t.(a), since "both of these are 

fata/".(2 19) "hopelessness" is derived from lack of courage, while "indo

lence" is derived from lack of divine fear.<220) Chrysostom stresses that 

when St. Paul applied this paedagogical tactic,<221 ) "he prescribed for the 

sinners a medicine of blessing and repentance which is aimed at salvation", 

using either threats or promises.(222) Here he asks, "Why do you say 

this? Why that? Both are of good use; this, to cause fear, that to 

detach".(2Z3) Equally relevant in this connection are Paul's words: to 

those who pursued virtue he said, "If you feel sure that you are standing 

firm, beware, lest you fall",( 224 ) but to those who remained in sin he 

spoke about the hope of repentance which is rooted in God's love for 

mankind (philanthropy).<225) 

Turning to an examination of parental ambivalence, in general, we 

first observe its male (paternal) expression. This expression is clearly 

presented throughout the entire work of Chrysostom, and especially in 

his Homilies on Penance, in two ways that relate to the content of the 

word spoken and to the appearance of the speaker. As regards the 

material and the form of the threatening and reproaching words of 

Chrysostom, we could say that he mainly uses the prophetic model 

(therapeutic reproach). The quintessence, as is known, of prophetism, 

which cannot be differentiated from the entire theology, is the kerygma 

of God's eschatological judgement. Chrysostom refers to Moses as a 

divine prophet who forewarned the Israelites about the consequences of 

their apostasy from God. Indeed the divine Seer, foreseeing "what was 

going to happen in the future, namely, that [the Israelites] would overlook 

the traditions", calls upon the natural elements to bear him witness and 

says: "Hear 0 heaven, and pay attention 0 eanh, to the words of my mouth! 

I call upon the witness of heaven and eanh, says Moses, that if you enter 
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the land of the promise and abandon the Lord God, you will be dispersed 

among all the nations".(2Z6) 

Ultimately, of course, it is God, who like a good doctor(227) 

forewarns(228) through his prophets of the terrible consequences of 

spiritual disease and of the timely therapy of repentance. Thus, the 

prophet Jonah preached to the Ninevites that "Nineveh would be destroyed 

in three days".(ZZ9) What was the purpose of this warning of destruction? 

"On what account do you foretell of these sufferings which you are going to 

cause? So that I might not do what I foretell! This is why he threatened 

about the gehenna, so that he may not lead you to it. Be fearful, then, of the 

words, that you may not be sorrowful of the things".<230) It is within this 

"harsh" pastoral language that the manner of expression of Jonah's 
' prophesy is placed: "Although the decision planted in them; for, he did not 

say that if they repent, they will be saved, but simply, that Nineveh will be 

destroyed in three days; yet, God's threats and the prophets cries and the 

lack of delay and direction of the decision, did not cause them to fall, nor 

to abandon good hope. It is for this reason, then, that he did not add any 

direction, and did not say that they would be saved, if they repented, so that 

when we too hear of God's decision put forward without any directive, we 

might not fall int:;:affnr:ttftion, but look to this example ... So he did this, 

because he wanted to increase their fear and to attack their indolence". (23l) 

This threat of God is a forewarning, because after death, faith and 

repentance are impossible".(232) 

Prophetic threats are not directed only against the impious, but 

include the righteous. "Everywhere God appears to be heavy towards the 

righteous ... It is to the righteous that he says: If a man does every 

righteousness and every truth and then turns away and sins, I will not 

remember his nghteousness, but he will die in his sin. 0 what exactness 

(a1Cpt~£La) he uses towards the righteous"!(233) God does this, of course, in 
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order to confirm the righteous in their faith and protect them from 

spiritual boastiJ1g. "Since sins are recorded as debts ... he cJeTrlfl_nds _interest 

from the righteous ... why did you not give my silver to bankers, so that when 

I come I may ask for it? I say this, not because God has a hostile 

disposition towards the righteous (for nothing is more lovable to God than 

the righteous), but that he may induce fear in the righteous and thereby 

support him ... he speaks with exactitude about what might happen, because 

he wants the righteous to~~bsolutely free from any deficiency".(234) 

The content of the forewarnings of the prophetic oracles is 

mainly(235) the proclamation of the imminent<236) coming of the Final 

Judgement at Christ's second parousia. The notion of a divine 

eschatological righteous judgment, which will take account of the sins of 

human beings, is a firm patristic teaching.(237) Referring to the final 

eschatological Judgement<238) of "that terrible day" for psychopaedago

gical reasons, i.e. in order to induce repentance on the part of the fallen 

believers, Chrysostom speaks about the fire of hell, the impossibility of 

repentance after death and the inescapability from the law of recompense 

in accordance with divine righteousness. "Knowing these things and 

remembering that terrible day and that fire and recalling in our mind those 

terrible punishments, let us tum back from our deceitful path. For the hour is 

coming and the present appearance (Sta-rpov) of this world will be 

dissolved; nothing can be worked out after this life is passed, no crowns can 

be won after the dismissal of the present appearance. This is the time of 

repentance and that one, the time of judgement; this is the time of contests, 

that of crowns; this one, of labour, that one of rest; this one, of hard toil, 

that one, of recompense". (239) There is, then, an eschatological judgement 

seat, before which "all our nature is going to be judged".(240) The judge to 

carry out this judgment will be God, (241) while the accuser will be the 

devi1.(242) The judgment will be positive in the case of patience in the 
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trials of this life,<243) and negative in the case of sinful acts arising from 

either preconscious considerations or conscious intentions. "All of us will 

stand before the awesome judgement seat of Christ, clothed with our own 

actions and seeing with our own eyes, on the one hand the tears of the 

orphans and on the other hand the shameful debauchery which contaminated 

our souls, as well as the sighs of the widows, the insults imposed on the 

labouring persons, the robberies of the poor; and not only these and what is 

like these, but whatever else has been indecently committed in our 

mind".(244) In any case, the divine judgment will be both impartial and 

infallible: "Thus, even God at the time of the judgement seat will not be able 

to convince the judge ... No rhetorical art will be able to dissuade the great 

judge; no rank will sz1ence him; no office will persuade him; no personality 

will affect him; no possessions can corrupt him; but he will bring out a 

terrible, impartial, righteous judgement".(245) 

It is true, however, that the threat of punishment (hell) "disturbs the 

heart".(246) According to Chrysostom, Paul makes the believers 

"agonising" (tvaywv(oU£),(247) psychopaedagogically inserting in the souls 

of his spiritual children<248) the "fear' (cp6!3os) of spiritual contamination 

caused by the moral participation of the whole ecclesiastical body in the 

sin of one member of the Christian community.(249) Paul did this on the 

one hand to keep them in constant spiritual alertness, and on the other 

hand to instil in them a secure hope of salvation.<250) This is because, 

according to Chrysostom, every Christian, and especially he who "acts 

righteously", can become "more successful" and "more secure" if he has the 

fear of falling into sin and "if he sees many who have been better than him 

to have fallen" so that "he may become more prudent on their 

account".(251). Naturally this psychopaedagogic fear should not be turned 

into "phobia",(252) since this would be against God's will and the aim of 

the pastoral counselling, which is encouragement of repentance and 
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spiritual therapy and not falling into despair or indolence. Here again 

measure is very useful. 

The implanting of anxiety to some appropriate measure as a 
' 

metaphysical and spir~tual device, produces a saving sorrow,(253) which 

constitutes, according to Chrysostom, the perfect medicine of repentance. 

Like every medicine, however, sorrow needs to be supplied to a 

spiritually sick person in the appropriate dose, otherwise - supplied in a 

wrong measure - it becomes fatal for the soul, as the case of Judas 

reveals, which produced despair and suicide (psychosomatic and spiritual 

death).(254) This pastoral threatening, however, whatever distress it may 

cause, produces positive results in the psychical and moral behaviour of 

the spiritual child. Thus, the memory of the future punishment dispels 

anger,(255) strengthens the faith,(Z56) gives birth to humility,(257) and 

generally constitutes a suspensory factor in the operation of sin.(258) 

As an excellent psychologist and using the divine Scriptures as his 

main weapon, Chrysostom is not satisfied only with the content of the 

prophetic and apostolic word; he also borrows and uses the paedagogical 

and therapeutical style of the prophet or the apostle who speaks, since 

his Homilies are not produced as demonstrations of rhetorical skill but in 

order to entice people to repentance.(Z59) His model again is the 

surgeon physician,(260) while his prototype is God himself, as well as 

the prophets, the holy and spiritual fathers,(26l) and even the very 

consciousness (superego) of the human psyche.(26Z) Thus, maintaining a 

psychological balance, the spiritual father is obliged, as far as his 

personal contact is concerned, not to "deal favourably" with the "righteous" 

(good Christians), developing with them special social relations, because 

"if you call the righteous blessed, you will inflate the tone of his virtue, and 

as one who has already arrived at a state of blessedness, he will be ready 

not to be vigilant any more".(Z63) On the contrary, a spiritual counsellor is 
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obliged not to show any special sympathy towards his spiritual 

child,(264) but, when he deems it right, he can b_ecome _strict,(265) hard, 

cold, stern and grim,(Z66) or even wild.(26?) Indeed, Moses, who was 

reputed to have been "the most meek of all human beings", as Chrysostom 

reports, "used angel', as St. Paul also did when he confronted 

"injustice".(Z68) 

We saw the male (paternal) stance of a spiritual father both with 

regard to "harsh language"(269) and to "rough style"; nevertheless, for the 

necessary psychopaedagogical balance to be achieved in the parental 

model, the other side of the stance of the spiritual father, the female 

(maternal),(270) should also be studied, because isolation of the one side 

incurs negative implications for the other and, as a result, no balanced 

psychospiritual growth of a spiritual child is achieved. Chrysostom once 

again will take the prototype for the female (maternal) behaviour and the 

words of a spiritual father from God himself, analysing the prophetic 

acts on the basis of the well known model of surgical operation. 

Since God is not vindictive(2?l) against sinners, but "makes his sun 

rise upon the evil ones and the good",(212) so the spiritual father is bound 

to "accept" his entire flock, like a mother who feeds her children without 

making any discrimination.<273) Indeed, "God is merciful and 

longf/fering and repents for the evil deeds of human beings",(214) without 

dem~ding "accountability for sins".(2?5) Thus, the father of the parable 

accepts the prodigal son, unconditionally, showing .tenderness, 

longsuffering, charity, sympathy, mercy and pity: "To a father he returned, 

who was unable to recall any of the previous matters; or rather to a father 

who could remember only those things which can lead to compassion and 

mercy and love and forgiveness which are proper to begettors".(2?6) 

Since the heavenly Father "is love"(211) and his Church "is greater 

than an Ark", which not only preserves like a loving and caring mother 
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but also regenerates her spiritual children,<278) the earthly spiritual 

father is likewise bound to be a lover of humanity and lenient,(279) 

indeed much more than the pagan sailors in Jonah's ship were. "For it 

was God who by economy (dispensation) directed these things to happen in 
~ 

the way they did, so that he might train the prophet to be lover of human 
A 

beings and tame, and not only that, but cried to him saying: Imitate the 

sailors, who are senseless men; for they do not think down on any soul, nor 

do they spare even of one body, yours ... Indeed even after the accusation of 

the sea, and the proof that came with the lot, when he had accused himself 

and confessed his flight, not even then, did they rush to destroy the 

prophet".(280) 

It was always Chrysostom's basic principle that "all things must be 

dealt with leniency" (IJ.t:T' Ott£t'KElCI~ Wtavta IJ.t:"ttEvat) and that "a WOUnded 

person cannot be healed in any better way than with leniency (tmdK£ta); for 

leniency is more powerful than any violence".(28l) Speaking elsewhere 

about the power of leniency(282) the holy father explains more 

eloquently its great value: "Do you see what a great beneficence leniency is? 

It is leniency that pierces our hearts with mighty force and makes a wound 

much sharper. For as in the case of scirrhous (hardened) bodies, the blow 

against them is not strongly felt, but one hits them more violently after 

renden"ng them softer through manipulation, so here one needs first to soften 

and then to hit. This softening is not achieved by anger, nor by strong 

accusation, nor by pain, but by leniency; for all the above intensify the 

induration (porosis), but leniency neutralizes it. So, if you wish to touch 

someone who has been treated unjustly, you need to offer yourself to him 

with much meekness".(283) On the other hand, "it is with leniency that one 

must extirpate the disease", because "he who becomes better through 

human fear, very quickly would return to his evil ways".(284) Or, there is 

also the case "of leading a sinner, who has remained in sin and has been 
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threatened, to despair and loss of hope".(Z85) This is why St. Paul 

suggested to the Corinthians, as regards their attitude towards the 

incestuous sinner who had been previously anathematized, "Confirm, then, 

to him your love ... He did not simply say love him, but confirm to him your 

love, i.e. show him that your friendship is assured and immovable, warm and 

fervent and full of fire".(286) 

If a spiritual father is to achieve such an internal and external 

psychological disposition and attitude towards his spiritual children, he 

needs, according to Chrysostom, to acquire an affable and amiable 

manner in expressing his views as spiritual counsellor, similar to that of 

the prophet Nathan, who weaved "the drama having the iron hidden inside 

the sponge".(28?) Indeed, going further still, Chrysostom does not hesitate 

to make use of flattery as word-therapy, as this becomes extensively 

apparent in his epistles to Olympias. As he explains he does this by 

using the skill of the physicians: "For just as in the case of children, when 

they receive an unpleasant therapy, as for example a cutting, or a burning, or 

a bitter medicine, we flatter them needlessly",(Z88) likewise we must do to 

our fellow believer who needs our assistance. "Go to him and give him a 

little praise, making it up from all the other advantages whJch he 

enjoys".(Z89) 

In any case, for the spiritual father who feels empathy for his 

spiritual children, kindness, or leniency or fervour, or consideration do 

not constitute flattery, for they are necessary psychical operations which 

are connected with his co-suffering with his spiritual children and the 

shackles with which he is attached to them after the example of St. Paul, 

as we have already explained.(290) This is why the spiritual counsellor is 

obliged, according to Chrysostom, to use every kind of consolation 

(napcll<:A:rtcns) and even tears and lamentations in order to persuade and 

influence emotionally the sinner so as to turn him to repentance. "Alas! 
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he imitates a waili'ng woman, and well he does ... But this is not on the soul, 

for if you lament, you will raise the dead many times in his soul ... See a 

fornicator and lament; and you will raise him many times. This is why Paul 

not only wrote and admonished, but lamented with tears, in advising each 

person. Perhaps, you admonish, why not shed tears as well? So, if 

admonition is not enough, the tears will assist. Thus the prophet laments. Our 

Master, seeing le1USalem fallen, says, le1USalem who kill the prophets and 

stone those sent to you. He recalls the fall of the city and imitates a person 

who laments. And the prophet? alas! o sinful nation, people full of sins; 

there is no health in the body. Do you see these being pulled? An evil seed, 

lawless sons. Why do you lament, tell me? You have abandoned the Lord, 

you have enraged the Holy One of Isreal. What other plai} will you 

suffer"?(29l) 

This maternal attitude, can operate, according to Chrysostom, in 

balance with the paternal one, in an experienced spiritual father and 

counsellor who possesses the charisma of discrimination, not only 

periodically but also simultaneously, as i$ manifested in the case of 

Nathan when he led David to repentance. Indeed, according to Nathan's 

example, which is particularly important for Chrysostom, in so far as it 

exhibits a clear application of this paternal/maternal techni~the prophet 

is like a physician who acts on the one hand like a caustic iron and on 

the other hand like a forgiving and caring mother. This double measure 

which is imposed by the divine economy (dispensation),(292) appears to 

be a perfect combination of the fine balance that is necessary in these 

circumstances between leniency and austerity - an austerity involving 

"harsh language" but going as far as permissible, because to stretch the 

rope too far might mean the loss of every effort. However, when it comes 

to balancing justice and love it is the second that should prevail, since 

the spiritual father "is a father and not a judge".(293) 
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CH. 3: THE DIVINE KERYGMA AS SPIRITUAL INSEMINATION 

a. The divine-human factor of the human conception 

Maintaining St. Paul's allegorical method of understanding Christianity in 

terms of a spiritual birth, Chrysostom elaborates the particular elements 

of this birth, in his attempt to enter deeper into the Pauline mind for 

reasons dictated by his pastoral-kerygmatic considerations within the 

context of his relation to his own spiritual children. Thus, he transfers 

the model of childbirth to his own time and circumstance. In order to 

find the elements of , spiritual birth, the holy father attempts, as we 

said, a certain comparison between this spiritual birth and :physical 

childbirth. In doing this, he emphasises the importance of the former, 
~s 

inasmuch,,this one is not achieved by the power of nature, but by the 

Holy Spirit. The holy father recognises the limits of nature, beyond which 

it is unable to act and operate. The spiritual birth of his archetypical 

example (ancient Greek, or Old Testament, or New Testament, or 

Patristic model) is dependent upon two factors: God and man, as it also 

happens with every act of natural or physical birth. In this case 

Chrysostom holds, against the Stoics, that man's natural self-therapy is 

impossible. If that was the case, then divine Providence would be reduced 

to mere redundant luxury. The holy father recognizes possibilities within 

nature, embedded in it by the creative energy of divine Providence, as for 

example, the ability of the limbitic operational powers (nature) for 

self-arrangement (Selbstregulation) and replacement- compensation 

(Kompesation) in accordance with depth psychology (mainly that of A. 

Adler and C. Jung), up to a certain degree, but without rendering them 

absolute or autonomous. The mystagogical act of the holy catechism, 

which calls a human being to "repentance" (~'ta-vOLa) or conversion of 

mind, is not materially (materia/iter) and formally lformaliter) a natural 
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procedure, because it is carried out exactly in order to heal the falling 

nature, and is not credited to it alone, but to a synergy (cooperation) of 

the divine and human will. This is why the holy father stresses: "... that 

in physical childbirths this is impossible".(l) But what does ultimately 

"spiritual birth" mean for St. John Chrysostom?(2) It means that 

someone should make some others his "disciples". Thus, the spiritual 

father transcends in essence, according to Chrysostom, the usual 

"teacher-catechist" (or guide and paedagogue), since "discipleship" for the 

former constitutes a "spiritual birth".(3) 

Indeed, spiritual fatherhood as "spiritual direction" appears to be a 

birth into life and not a simple paedagogy.(4) This does not simply 

constitute by analogy (analogia entis) a Platonic allegorical-symbolic act 

of natural birth, but a qualitative condition of psychical formation and 

"conformity'' to Christ in the hearts ("wombs") of the spiritual children. 

Consequently, the difference of the physical from the spiritual father on 

the one hand, and of the natural children from the spiritual children on 

the other, is ontological (qualitative) and not simply quantitative, i.e. 

morally higher or better. This is corroborated by the preceding adjective 

11from above11 (avw9ev), which the holy father uses and which reveals the 

synergistic relation of the divine grace with the human factor, 

corresponding by analogy to the relation of spiritual father and spiritual 

children.(5) Chrysostom speaks about this very eloquently in his 25th 

Homily on the Gospel according to St. John. 11Unless a man has been born 

from above, he cannot see the kingdom of God,· i.e. if you are not born from 

above, even if you have come to know the slightest detail of the dogmas, you 

have missed the target and you lie far away from the kingdom of heaven ... 

This actually means, that if you are not born from above and do not partake 

of the Holy Spirit which is granted to you at Baptism, you cannot have the 

right perception about me ... This "from above" is interpreted by some as 
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"from heaven", and by some others as "from the beginning" ... but, the fact is 

that it does not specify only what we see, for we need a different set of 

eyes in order to see Christ ... for nothing is darkened as much as human 

syllogism, which speaks in the light of its experience with earthly things and 

without allowing itself to be enlightened from above; the reason is that 
en 

earthly syllogisms are full of mud. And so we areineed of the waters from 
v.\ 

above, so that when the mud sets, that which is pure may rise above and, 

with the teaching which is found there, may mingle. This can be achieved 

when we show a prudent (righteous) soul and a right life; for, it is possible 

for the mind to be darkened not only by curiosity out of season, but also by 

destructive habits ... because the passionate soul cannot see anything very 

heroic, but becoming blu"ed, as it were, by some sort of eye gum suffers a 

worse vision. Let us cleanse ourselves, then, let us enlighten them with the 

light of knowledge, let us not sow on thorns ... because as these tear apart 
wh,o 

thos~ouch them so do the passions of the soul to those who are attached to 

them".(6) 

It is a fact that perhaps no one else among the great fathers of the 

Church was as popular as St. John Chrysostom, either during his life 

time or afterwards. Indeed, "Chrysostom came to be loved by the people 

more than any other father of the Church on account of the power of his 

word and his character'.(?) The holy father himself recognizes the love, 

favour, trust, sympathy and assistance which the people showed towards 

him: " ... your interest in our gatherings, your eagerness(S) to hear, your love 

for the speaker and all the other goods of yours ... "(9) The holy father 

accepts this favouritism and thanks the people for it; and he does not 

simply thank them, but the whole of his existence is deeply pleased with 

the pictures in his memory of his beloved persons. "It was not only during 

the day, but also during the night that we derived from these images of 

imagination great pleasure". ( 1 0) 
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We examined previously at some length the direction of the love of 

the holy father towards his spiritual children within the psychological 

bond of the "shackles" of St. Paul. We are now called to see this mutual 

bond from another angle, that of the spiritual children towards their 
,• /' 

father: "and on the inside, the chain of the "affection" (fviTfP<IJ of the 

disciples".(ll) By the word cpil.:rpov the holy father expresses the width 

and depth of the semantic content of the term love, because cpll.:rpov 

does not simply imply the mere emotion of love but the means which 

arouses love and especially eros.(1 2) Indeed, the interpretation of this 

sort of language harmonises the instrument of the material bond 

(shackle, chain) with the instrument-means of the psychical bond 

(cp(/.:rpov). Naturally, as in the perspective of father towards children, so 

here the power of the bond is the same, since the iron shackles keep 

powerfully together both the one side and the other. 

We also saw previously the use of another metaphorical image by 

the holy father as descriptive of his bond with his spiritual children; this 

was the image of the mother with her child. This second metaphor is 

also used by St. Paul himself to describe the inner-organic( l3) dimension 

of this bond as a kind of "hatching" (EKK6A.a¢LS). 

It is worth noting that from a psychological point of view 

Chrysostom does not cite any other related verses from St. Paul, except 

only Gal. 4:19, where the unique case of Paul's tender use of the 

diminutive "little children" ('tE'Kv(a) instead of "children" (nm6la) 

occurs.< 14) It was natural for this very close and familiar relation to have 

procured in the spiritual children a kind of psychic dependence on their 

spiritual father. Indeed this dependence of the spiritual children was such 

that even the bodily absence of their spiritual father would be 

unbearable.(l5) As a perfect and personal (and hence, fruitful in depth 

psychology research) example of positive "transference" (Uebertrag-
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ung)(l6) of a spiritual child towards Chrysostom we may mention 

Olympias, who "made herself dependant upon his entire _tendency and 

tongue".(l?) From the moment of the exile of the holy father Olympias 

shared in all his sorrows and tribulations as if they were hers (empathy). 

Indeed, because she was known as a "Johannine" (1wawC·ns) she was 

persecuted and suffered "an unjust exile"(l8) at Nicomedia, according to 

Palladius' Lausiac History, finally succumbing to death after "internal 

pressure of her heart".(l9) This self-sacrifice of the spiritual child for the 

sake of the spiritual father is not due to a blind fanaticism, (20) nor to an 

emotional partial (personal) adoration; it is rather due to faith (trust) and 

to mutual faith and love, which procures a kind of obedience(21) based 

on the spirit of sonship in Christ. 

b. The phenomenology of the spiritual creation 

1) The Logos as divine seed 

Since the Logos is the cause of God's Wisdom,(2Z) the "seed" 

("wheat"-Christ)(23) should be implanted in the spiritual children so that 

it might grow little by little inside them and they may arrive at the 

spiritual level of giving birth to "Christ", i.e. become "Godbearers" 

(E>to't61Col). Yet all this procedure will take place in the context of a 

spiritual cradle, the intelligent "womb" of the spiritual father.(24) In 

other words, the spiritual father will have to "form" inside his spiritual 

children the archetype of the (small) Christ (babe), which will first grow 

in the spiritual "bellies" of these spiritual children and then will be born 

by them. Commenting on Gal. 4:19 ("until Christ is formed inside you"), 

Chrysostom observes that St. Paul "does not think of this in relation to 

himselj",(25) but in conjunction with the person of Jesus Christ. "For I 

gave binh to you in Christ Jesus•.(26) To understand the nature, character 
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and manner of this birth "in Christ Jesus", so as to specify the psychical 

"resistance" of the children that caused so much distress to Paul, we 

ought to take into consideration - from the context which is provided by 

Chrysostom's text - on the one hand the meaning of the phrase "having 

them in the heart' (-co EXELV tv Tfl 1eap6~), and on the other hand the 

meaning of the phrase "until Christ is formed in you" (CtXPLS ou J.I.Opcpo8fl 

XpL<nQs tv UJ.Ltv), or the phrase "having Christ in them" (-cov XpL<nOv EXELV 

tv £amo'Ls).<27> This is not the case of :\,· simple information or 

elaboration(28) of the facts concerning Christ, but rather of a real 

presentation ("formation" - J.LOpqxOOEWS)(Z9) of Jesus in the believer as a 

unique and exclusive revelation of God, under the perspective, of course, 

a) of the historical witness of Jesus, b) of the interpretation of him in the 

given present moment and c) of the personal experience of him as 

resurrected and glorified.(30) The following schematic presentation 

depicts the manner of this "in-christation" (f:vxp£o-rwaLs)(31) within the 
tkt 

context of the Christo logical mysticism of A Apostle Paul, which 

Chrysostom describes, with regard to Paul's spiritual pregnancy and birth 

of spiritual children: 

1. Paul's womb 2. the womb of the spiritual child 3. the seed 

of the Divine Logos. 

The spiritual father basically plays the role of the womb, which provides 

the "means" or the "transformer"; but these functions of the spiritual 

father are attributes of the Animus-Christ, which are acquired by the 
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former through his "identification" with Christ.(32) 

The spiritual father, however, is called in the second phase of the 

"formation" of the spiritual child "in Christ" to provide a kind of spiritual 

11technical insemination11
, by placing inside the 11wombs11 (hearts) of his 

spiritual children, which are enclosed in his own "belly1 (racntpa), i.e. 

11mind11 (6Lavma), the divine sperm (the Logos of God).(33) Thus, the 

spiritual father, as a 11belly1 contains within him all the possibilities of 

childbirth.(34) Finally, during the third phase, the spiritual father plays 

the role of the spiritual obstetrician, assisting in the process of birth, i.e. 

the commencement of the extrauterine spiritual life of the new 

existence.(35) On the other hand, the person of Jesus Christ also appears 

to play a triple role in the spiritual birth of every believer, according to 

St. John Chrysostom: a) He is identified with the womb of the spiritual 

father, and accordingly with the womb of the spiritual child,(36) since he 

is primarily the "transformer" of the spiritual conversion (aA.A.o(wcns); b) 

he is himself the sperm (the spiritual sperm) and c) he is the One who is 

to be born by the spiritual children who are born and who become, on 

this account, "Christ-bearing" (XpLa-rocp6pa), "as having Christ in them" (~ 

-rov XpLa-rov EXELV tv tamo1s)<37) like the Mother of God.(38) 

ii) The spiritual father as a female womb 

Interpreting the agapetic stance of St. Paul towards his spiritual 

brethren, Chrysostom likens every spiritual father in the Pauline tradition 

as an intelligent mother,(39) switching from the model of conjugal eros 

to the model of spiritual pregnancy.(40) Thus, the bonds or 11Shackles 11 of 

St. Paul are now likened to the instinct of maternal affection (cptA.'tpov) 

towards the natural children "which binds the mothers with the children 

they bore ceaselessly and wherever they may find themselves".<41 ) This is 

because the mothers "tasted the pain" which was necessary for the birth of 
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these children. Consequently, anyone who has been exposed to as great a 

pain as the mothers, cannot help but bear with him this child, suffering 

for him and holding him constantly in his heart. 

The premature widowhood of Anthousa, the natural mother of the 

holy father, deprived him in his early years of the influence of his father; 

thus, we could say, that little John became the exclusive object of love of 

a mother, who saw him as her only consolation. Indeed, John constantly 

reminded the young widow of the form of her deceased husband.(42) For 

this reason, she addressed to him with tears the most moving words in 

order to prevent him from going to the desert, a little before she 

died.(43) But, of course, there was a mutuality of feelings; her son 

himself put her forward as a model of a "young widow" to all Christian 

widows and recalled the words of Libanius: "Alas, what women there are 

among the Chmtians"!(44) Thus, unconsciously, it was easy on account of 

this secondary identification<45) with his natural mother for Chrysostom 

to acquire the notion of maternal qualities of a spiritual father. Besides, 

such a notion, without constituting any hysteric imagining (Freud)( 46) or 

any imagining of 'male protest' (Adler),( 4 7> rooted, according to Jung, in 

the archetype of motherhood, was common to Judaeo-Christian literature. 

According to Chrysostom, the basic, fundamental and magnificent 

quality of a woman is her motherhood,(48) which corresponds to her 

main and basic biological function. The reverence revealed in his words 

about the woman-mother and the miracle of creation as the pinnacle and 

perfection of the female person on the one hand, but also the prototype 

of the agapetic relation of a spiritual father and his spiritual children 

which constitutes for Chrysostom the instinct of maternal affection - a 

result of the birth of natural children which provides the archetype for 

the spiritual birth - mark the limits of the intelligent context of a 

mother's role. In this context a woman on the one hand is positively 
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appraised on account of the great pangs of natural birth and the constant 

bond between her and her children which results from this and, on the 
<1UIC?4" 

{hand, is negatively appraised as rejecting the same pangs after the 

experience of birth, in contrast to the maternal bewailing of St. Paul, 

which went on after the experience of spiritual birth.(49) 

If we compare the natural with the spiritual pregnancy "until Christ is 

formed inside", we will clearly see the superiority of the latter. The 

reasons for this superiority are many, but two of them seem to stand out 

in Chrysostom's mind: a) the fact that the spiritual father is more 

dedicated (literally "nailed on" - 1tfJOOllA.u,.to) to his spiritual children, 

since the "spiritual children are more loved than the natural ones" (oow 'tcDV 

cpOOl'KcDV 't6KWV oi 'tOU 1tVEUfla'tOS dol 9Epfl<ht:p0l),(SQ) and b) that the 

spiritual father runs the risk of experiencing pain not only once but twice 
c. ') / 

over (1eal rap 1eal o&os cooLvt:v ol)x ~~. ~A.Ah 1eal 6is 'toils airrous), 

"something which is impossible for a natural mother who could not undergo 

again the same binh pangs".(5l) Indeed, the double pain of the spiritual 

father can last not one moment, as it happens with the natural birth 

pangs "which appear suddenly and disappear immediately as soon as the 

binh of the child has slipped out of the womb", but they can be 

perpetuated for months as the case of St. Paul reveals which caused him 

many pains for an entire year.(5Z) Besides, it is obvious that spiritual 

pain is far greater than the physical one. "For there the pains are fleshly, 

but here the pains are far more terrible since they do not affect the belly but 

tear apart the very power of the soul".(S3) Indeed, the spiritual pains are 

far more severe than the physical ones in the context of the soul, since 

as Paul describes them they are worse than the "gehenna" (hell) and the 

"separation" (anathema) from Christ.(54) Spiritual pain, then, is 

characterised by the Apostle on the one hand by its severity and 

intensity and on the other h_and by its long duration and prolongation. "I 
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feel great so"ow and I experience constant pain in my heart", says the 

Apostle.(55) 

The superiority of the spiritual pain over the physical one implies 

respectively a superiority of the spiritual "womb" ('VT10Us)(56) over the 

physical one, especially because the first one sends forth a man who is 

regenerated in Christ and is a spiritual offspring. The place of pregnancy 

indeed plays an important role in the thought of the holy rhetor.(57) The 

"womb" on the one hand, as the female symbol par excellence(57a) and 

the principal instrument in the process of pregnancy and birth, and the 

"belly' on the other hand, acquire archetypical functions in Chrysostom's 

thought which are of particular relevance in the understanding of the 

characteristics of spiritual birth. Actually, the holy father, praises most 

eloquently this spiritual womb of St. Paul for three reasons which are 

primarily theological: a) this womb could produce children who had 

Christ inside them (qualitative value); b) this womb was so fruitful that 
L-it 

[Provided regeneration for the whole ecumene (quantitative value); and c) 

this womb had the ability, in contrast to any other physical womb, to 

assume again within it those who had been already born, but in the sense 

of premature abortion, and give birth to them again, having first 

reshaped them and reformed them according to the divine Archetype 

(Christ Jesus), so that any future health disorder in the spiritual life of 

this spiritual child might be averted. It was on account of such reasons 

that St. Paul's spiritual womb was infinitely more valuable than any other 
l,t 

physical womb, since.lnot only gave birth, or brought beings into life, but 

·regenerated them and offered the "better life" ('to eu {,iiv).(58) 

On the other hand, even the swelling of the belly and the kicks and 

movements of the embryo, have not escaped the sharp eye of 

Chrysostom. He actually refers with reverence and dignity to the various 

parts of the female body, "womb", "belly', "bowels" ('VT10Us, raaTT]p, 
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cml..arxva). The "belly'', a very important archetypical symbol in depth 

psychology, parallel to the "womb" in the sacred texts of all religions, in 

myths, traditions and dreams, appearing as an ark, cradle, basket, cave, 

nest, house, etc.,(59) plays the first and most basic role, along with the 

"womb", in the creation of a sound, healthy and normal child. The 

spiritual belly will specify in turn its spiritual product. Besides, the time 

of incubation in the belly,(60) the conditions existing in it and generally 

the entire prenatal behaviour of the embryo will determine considerably 

the time of its development. The "belly'' in the Old Testament can 

represent the entire human being.(61) It is used in this sense by 

Chrysostom, first for St. Paul and then for himself. In other words, Paul, 

as well as any other spiritual father in general, ought to become a 

incubatory instrument (technical womb), so that he may contribute to the 

spiritual incubation or formation of human beings "in Christ".(62) 

According to this model Christ borrows the body or the mind of the 

spiritual father so that spiritual children might be incubated in them. 

Thus, the spiritual children do not belong to either Paul or Chrysostom 

or any other spiritual father, since they were not inseminated by them, 

but by Christ within the body of his "bride", the Church, which is 

represented by the maternity of every spiritual fatherhood.(62a) 

"It is for entire months that spiritual pains last, since it took an entire 

year for Paul feeling constant pains and finally giving birth to those he 

wanted to regenerate".(62b) This hermeneutical comment of Chrysostom 

on the Pauline understanding of spiritual pregnancy helps us to enter 

into a psychological analysis of the prenatal period.(63) Chrysostom 

touches on two particular points in this connection: a) that Paul "did not 

give birth to those he carried inside him" immediately and naturally, and b) 

that the period of pregnancy plays a basic role in the formation of the 

character and personality which the child shall develop later.(64) In other 
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words, in spiritual birth, there is no need to speed up the birth, but to 

delay it, since Paul as a pregnant woman did not take any medicine to 

speed up the birth, in spite of his terrible pains. Indeed, he even "carried 

again inside him those had been already born", "stretching for the second 

time the maternal belly with pains".(65) Why did Paul not give birth to his 

disciples in a normal way? Because he wanted them first to become quite 

mature and then to let them run on their own.(66) Otherwise, had he left 

them half developed - immature - in the catechism and in the faith, they 

would run the danger of becoming oblivious to him and his spiritual 

teaching if the occasion arose for him to be removed from their 

midst.(6?) Here Chrysostom anticipates prophetically, as it were, the 

contemporary psychoanalysts (e.g. D. Cooper), since he connects 

regression to sin with return to the womb.(68) But, this phenomenon 

does not leave the spiritual father indifferent. Like the woman who feels 

pain, he feels pain psychologically(69), as he sees his spiritual children 

falling again into sin, i.e. into prenatal condition_(70) Paul, however, does 

not feel pain only psychologically but also spiritually, because he 

observes this spiritual regression of his spiritual children and feels again 

the pains of spiritual birth after the archetypal model of a physical 

mother who undergoes physical child birth. Thus, Chrysostom mixes 

together the bodily with the psychological pain, and refers to the bodily 

pain of the belly ( 6./... '}'TIOOvE~ Til~ yacn~) as a model for the 

psychosomatic pain (W..y~) of a spiritual father on account of his 

spiritual children.(71) In his comments on Gal. 4:19 Chrysostom appears 

to attribute therapeutic value to spiritual birth pangs.(72) The Apostle 

not only "suffered pain always and ceaselessly", but was also exposed to 

postnatal complications. The extent to which the spiritual obstetrician 

suffers and identifies himself with the child is quite amazing! Paul feels a 

deep sorrow because he was not able in certain castS (mainly involving 
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Jews) to transform himself into a spiritual mother.(73) On the other 

hand this co-suffering of St. Paul, as we see it in the context of the 

Chrysostomic exposition, presupposes a great psychological endurance, 

patience and tolerance.(74) This passive attitude of a spiritual father, 

which resembles the function of a womb, implies superiority and 

initiative in the spiritual child. In other words, spiritual birth is based not 

only on the mother (the womb) but also on the child itself.(75) Freedom 

here is an indisputable fact. The spiritual child precedes the father, 

because his birth depends upon his will, in contrast to the natural birth, 

which is not dependent upon the offspring. 

Comparing the natural with the spiritual child,(76) Chrysostom sees 

""' love as the common cause of both, since every chil<tJ>irth constitutes an 

act of love for mankind. <77) Thus elsewhere, the holy father notes 

concerning spiritual adoption: that "this is not realised either with pain, 

or with achievements alone, but with love, and only with love but with 

our own virtue as wen.(78) Since, according to Chrysostom, holiness 

makes man a "son of God" by grace, our spiritual adoption by holy 

fathers will secure for us the corresponding relation with divine 

paternity.(79) Indeed, by the verb "to bear" {yEVVfrv) Paul "wanted to 

specify only affinitY'.(80) "Adoption" is transformed in Scripture from a 

Graeco-roman legal term to a term specifying a dynamic "filial relation" 

which can operate on three levels: a natural, a spiritual and an 

eschatological level.(81) On the second level the souls of those spiritually 

born actually acquire a consciousness of divine adoption.(82) When 

Chrysostom refers to spiritual birth (rivvllms), he means the 

birth-creation of a faithful member of the Church through the process of 

catechism, but when he speaks of rebirth (avarEvv11ots), he means the 

sacrament of Baptism. Thus, for Paul, God delivers us from slavery and 

"adopts" us(83) by means of the faith which is confessed at Baptism. 
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And so the holy father can write, that "no one can be called a son 

without Baptism".(84) 

The anagogical(85) "adoption" of a believer by the earthly father 

towards the heavenly father is expressed in the mutual faith-trust and 

love (parental bond) of father and child. The holiness of the &piritual 

father contributes to the holiness of a spiritual child, i.e. to the 

transposition, as it were, as from a womb, from the human to the divine 

"adoption", but the holiness of a child witnesses simultaneously to his 

being a "child of God." According to Chrysostom, St. Paul was fully 

conscious of his spiritual fatherhood and motherhood. The whole nexus 

and structure of the Homily of the holy father, the examples he uses, the 

terminology he employs and the images of his metaphors, all have the 

tendency to provide a demonstration of the reality of spiritual birth as 

transcending that of ·~ natural birth. The spiritual son who is spiritually 

conceived in a spiritual womb, was spiritually impregnated, caused 

spiritual pain in the ''belly' (mind and psychosomatic existence) of his 

spiritual mother and, finally, was spiritually born. The parental bond (as 

father and mother) reaches the pinnacle of its possibility! 

iii) Spiritual formation, birth and rebirth 

1. Spiritual formation 

St. Paul used to call his "children" even those "who had not been 

born of him",(86) i.e. all those people who had not yet consciously 

become members of the "body of Christ" (the Church). On the one hand 

his love for the salvation of his brethren, and on the other hand even the 

smallest initial response of some of them, gave him the right to act in 

this way, although in the last analysis this was not a right but a 

privilege.(87) Hence, in the case of spiritual birth, in contrast to the 

natural one, one becomes a father before giving birth, "so that you may 
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learn that this is not the first time when he suffers birth pangs".(88) To 

elaborate more tangibly this understanding of the commencement of the 

spiritual formation up to the point of production through spiritual birth, 

as regards a psychosomatic organism which is under development in a 

similar way with the embryo inside the womb, Chrysostom uses another 

model, that of rebuilding.(89) The habit of relating the first model (of 

insemination) with the second is derived again from the allegory of the 

prophets. Thus, the biographer of Chrysostom notes: ''For this is peculiar 

to wise architects, first to destroy the-- building of falsehood and then to 

lay down the foundation of )truth,(90) as it is specified in the case of 

the prophet: 'I placed you over nations and kingdoms, to root out and to 

plant again, to dig up and to rebuild; doing the former, as a farmer and 

the latter, as a builder".(9l) At the start we ought to consider as 

self-evident the common use, derived from the Biblical and Patristic 

literature, of the symbolism of "insemination" as referring either to the 

earth, or to the female womb. Then, as we previously saw, the divine 

kerygma, being therapeutic in character, cuts off and cleans, like a 

surgeon's lancet, or as a farmer does with the soil. In other words, it is 

like the farmer's work, which entails both "uprooting" and "planting''. 

These two operations become more obvious in the art of building,(92) 

where the architect on the one hand digs up the ground and on the other 
e41'1l..-

hand build up on it. Likewise the seed that enters into the~ first rots 

and then increases. Something like this also happens with the divine seed 

of the spiritual sower, which, entering into the hearts of spiritual 

children, causes a certain upheaval, or moral pricking, testing, 

compunction, upset, spiritual shake up, psychical destruction, shattering. 

Thus, only with birth pangs is the commencement of the flourishing of 

the seed possible!(93) 

Since Chrysostom, in accordance with the tradition of the holy 
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fathers,<94) sees man as a building, which stands upright as long as it is 

maintained by the divine Builder, while it loses its security ~and falls to 

the ground without the lattef?s care, he admonishes his spiritual children 

to observe whatever they hear in the divine kerygma , so that the word 

may not remain a theory in which case it is of little use. As an example, 

he asks his audience: "What benefit will you have if you attend here and 

there (theatre)? I train, he corrupts; I produce medicines for the disease, 

but he adds further causes to it; I put out the fire of nature, but he lights 

up the flame of desire. What is the benefit, tell me? One is the builder 

and one the purifier. 'what use have they been any more and what 

labours? Not, then, here and there, but let us dwell only here, so that we 

may rip the benefit here, and you may not be here in vain, nor be 

confused and condemned. One is the builder and one the purifier; what 

use did they produce beyond labours"?(95) Thus, the model of rebuilding 

presupposes one gradual manner of building,(96) like the embryo which 

is carried in the womb of his natural mother for nine months. Indeed, the 

realisation of the spiritual maturation is seen by Chrysostom as taking 

place gradually, like ascending steps (avaf3a9!!o\Js).(97) One could depict 

graphically the process towards moral perfection in a spiritual father by 

means of a ladder, the basis of which is on the earth (like the foundation 

stone of the Church) and its end in heaven. He who arrives at the end of 

the ladder is the one who is assimilated to God by grace.(98) Actually, 

the holy father, notes that spiritual building is a much more difficult and 

slow task than spiritual deterioration (moral ruin); thus, referring to the 

therapeutic process applied by God through the prophet Nathan to the 

case of David who fell into sin, he writes: "Why did he not apply 

amendment as soon as he sinned? Because he knew that the soul of the 

sinners is blinded by the vigour of sins and the ears of those that are 

immersed in the depth of sin go deaf. He refrains, then, from giving help 
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when the passion is in its height and the exposure is made at a later 

time; and then comes the moment of repentance and forgiveness .... Do 

you see that he is quick as far as salvation is concerned? He does the 

same with the others; he delays of course the destruction of sin, but he 

accelerates the_ supply of his help. I mean this by what I say: buildings 

are erected by us human beings in the course of many years and it takes 

us a long time to build a house; it is true, of course, that a long time is 

required for building something, whereas the time for pulling it down is 

very small. In the case of God, however, when he erects something, he 

does it speedily; when he destroys something he does it slowly. Thus, 

God is speedy in construction and slow in destruction, because both of 

these are fitting to his nature. the former shows his power and the latter, 

his goodness. He is speedy because of his excessive power, and slow 

because of his great goodness".(99) 

2. Child birth 

As we can divide · natural children into passive and active, (I 00) 

so we can distinguish . spiritual children into dependable and irritable. 

The former undergo an easy spiritual birth because they do not project 

any resistance but obey their spiritual father (earthly or heavenly). ( 10 1) 

The second need greater care, which can reach to the point that they 

re-enter the spiritual womb of the spiritual pregnancy, since the first time 

they were born prematurely or traumatically. In any case the ultimate 

aim of the spiritual father is to render his children Christ-bearing. Such 

indeed are the spiritual children which Chrysostom raised and raises to 

this day as we gather from church history. The reason is that every great 

person creates - by a spiritual birth - followers, spiritual children. 

Chrysostom borrowed, as we know, the model of spiritual paternity from 

St. Paul.(102) St. Paul was for Chrysostom himself something beyond the 

true prototype of a spiritual father. Consequently, not only do we see 
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that the holy father recognizes the existence of the human spiritual 

paternity, since he himself regarded as his spiritual fathers, apart from 

bishop Flavian, the monks Karterios and Diodore,(103) speaking 

especially of his filial relation to the latter, but also himself acted 

towards his flock as a father imitating the attitude of St. Pau1.(104) The 

"Johannites" were (schismatics for a certain time) faithful followers of St. 

John Chrysostom.< 1 05) The most distinguished among the clergy who 

were dedicated to Chrysostom as his spiritual children are the following: 

Tigrius, Paul, Proclus, Philippus Sidetes, Germanus, Cassianus, 

Stephanus, Helladius, Neilus the ascetic (Ancyranus), Isidore of Pelusium 

and Serapion.(106) It is also well known that the holy father had 

gathered around him a great circle of ecclesiastical persons, e.g. 

deaconesses,(l07) widows, female disciples and spiritual daughters. The 

most important among the deaconesses with whom he maintained his 

correspondence during his exile are, Olympiag,(108) Pentadia,(109) 

Amprucla (Procla?), Asyncritia and Chalcidia.< 11 0) On the other hand 

the most distinguished female disciples were: Silvina(l11) and 

Procla.< 112) Finally the holy father corresponded from his exile with 

another 19 different women, who were his spiritual daughters. 

The holy father did not imitate St. Paul only in producing 

well-favoured spiritual children, but also, and more so, in producing many 

of them.< 113) Interpreting the fertility of the spiritual womb of St. Paul, 
~cvf-

he says: "And A could be more fertile than this one which gave birth to 

(emErEvVflaE) the entire ecumene"?( 11 4) Particularly interesting here is 

the verb emoreww, which means to give birth from something, ( ll5) 

because it implies not just a horizontal expansion of the divine Word but 

also a spiritual growth in depth. To say, then, that St. Paul Cmt:r£vVfla£V 

the entire ecumene is to sa1 that he Christianised it, healed it saved 

it.(ll6) The holy father uses the term ecumene (ol1eou~) to denote the 
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world as it was known at that time,< 117) but among the Atticists the 

word had a qualitative nuance and designated only the (spiritual) Greek 

world in contrast to the barbarian lands.< ll8) Thus, Chrysostom was 

well known for his missionary care for Persians, Scythians and the 
I 

pagans of Phoen~ Paul on the other hand reassured the members of 

the Church in Colossai of his prayer that they may be filleo with the full 

knowledge of the will of God.(ll9) As Chrysostom explains: "He says to 

be filled, not that you may receive; because they did, but that what was 

missing might be supplied.< 120> Echoing Chrysostom, Theophylactus of 

Bulgaria021) points out that the the spiritual growth of the Church is 

achieved internally through the operation of the Holy Spirit, who is sent 

by Christ-the Logos to her members who are attached to him as their 

head. "The whole Church shall grow as long as it is attached to the 

head".(l2Z) This, the growth of the Church is not an abstract event 

conceived by the mind, but an existential and personal state, since it 

takes place in the persons-members of the Church according to the 

measure and the welcoming power of each member of Christ. Growth in 

this case is not to be identified with maturity, since man grow.f in "full 

knowledge" ( trr( yvcoot~) of God and his will. (1Z3) According to 

Oecumenius growth is understood spiritually and sensibly, i.e. either 

through charisms, or through knowledge, or through faith.(l24) 

According to Chrysostom human beings "get wise little by little".(l25) 

The encomium, then, which the holy father constructs for St. Paul's 

"womb" on CJ.ccount of the fac~~hat "it gave birth to the entire ecumene", 
w'i'"~ ,tl.. 

has to do?astoral therapy asLproduct of an evolutionary procedure, full 
I 

of failures but also of intensive efforts; it has to do with gradual spiritual 

fruitfulness. A spiritual birth presupposes a long time of pregnancy and 

at the same time an internal feeding of the embryo and special care on 

the part of the mother. This is indeed what is also implied by rebirth as 
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we shall see below: it has to do with a gradual evolutionary formation "in 

Christ" of the spiritual children. 

3. Rebirth 

Continuing the archetypical analysis of the spiritual child birth of St. 

Paul (Gal. 4: 19), Chrysostom underlines two noteworthy features of 

spiritual pregnancy: a) that in spiritual pregnancy it is possible, in 

contrast to the natural one, "to conceive again those who have been born 

once",(l26) and b), that in spiritual pregnancy there is no time limit for 

the incubation of the embryo, like the limit of nine months of the natural 

pregnancy, but all depends on the individual case, as we gather from Paul 

who had had such a pregnancy last for over a year,(l2?) so that no 

premature birth might occur. Thus, Chrysostom sees in Paul the 

phenomenon of the prolonged pregnancy, which, on the spiritual level 

depends on the bearer of the pregnancy - in this case St. Paul - as well 

as on the embryo for paedagogical and psychological reasons. Like an 

experienced and healthy spiritual mother Paul never gave birth 

prematurely. Thus, the spiritual father combines the role of both womb 

and obstetrician, since he places as an obstetrician the spiritual children 

into a womb which is his ~'"Wy! This is why such an act is so painful to 

him. This reason for the existence of spiritual pains ought to have an 

effect on the spiritual children, who should feel ashamed,( 128) because, 

apart from anything else, they torture their spiritual father again with a 

similar pain as before and even worse.< 129) "For this reason the Apostle 

used a sharp and tense voice, with emotion far greater than any 

woman-mother, when he cried and said: My children, it is for you that I 

suffer birth pangs, until Christ is formed within you".(l30) Chrysostom 

explains the deeper pastoral purpose of this attitude( l31) and relates it 

to the theology of repentance, which he applies to his own situation. 

More specifically he applies it to his own spiritual children who were 
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born and grew up< 132) but were later aborted. Thus, he both encourages 

and threatens them and he does it ''by saying 'until Christ is formed in 

you', since he reveals both, that the formation had not yet taken place - a 

fact which caused agony and fear - and that it was still possible that 

such a formation could happen - a fact that made them gain 

courage".(133) Indeed, every disobedience, insubordination, and obstinacy 

on the part of certain spiritual children, i.e. every psychical 

"resistance"< 134) or regression on their part, caused him grave difficulty 

of delivery. In turn, difficult delivery involved a grave risk for both 

mother and child, inasmuch as the final outcome of a repeated child birth 

(rebirth) was unpredictable. 

The archetype of repeated birth or rebirth (ava1Coocpop(a)(135) 

denotes the resumption of the counselling function of the catechist and of 

all the psychical symptoms that come with it (pains of pregnancy, 

harassment, disappointment, hope, trust, etc.). The spiritual father is 

expected to start again the process of spiritual therapy of the children 

who "fell" into sin on account of immature spiritual conception, or still 

"resist" the acceptance of the Gospel as a matter of faith and life. Such 

spiritual children do not simply grieve their spiritual father, but 

"re-crucify'' the whole body of the Lord (the Church), causing bruises and 

wounds, which are experienced by spiritual leaders< 136) like Paul. 

According to Chrysostom spiritual maturity is not self-evident, nor 

something simple and readily acquired. Its acquisition entails great 

efforts, labour and even sacrifices, on the part of the "shepherd" who is 

entrusted with the task of regaining the lost (immature) sheep. It is 

unthinkable that a spiritual physician would rush to leave alone his 

patient,< 137) thinking that he has matured and is ready for spiritual 

emancipation. Spiritual post-cure requires not only close post-natal 

"paediatric" care, but also a full retrogression of the catechumen to 
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infantile age,(138) as well as repetition of the pregnancy itself through 

"technical inwbation" so that a complete and secure re-formation of the 

"embryo" might be achieved. 
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EPILOGUE 

Having gone through all the Homilies of Chrysostom on Penance, we 

have noted that the holy father delivered them in order to provide the 

necessary spiritual preparation of his spiritual children with useful 

psychological signals in view of the great event (prospect) of repentance. 

Already in his 1st Homily he makes plain his purpose in this task, which 

is to strengthen the faith of his flock, or to recall them to it, using the 

Pauline model of spiritual birth. 

Spiritual birth constitutes the full, canonical and organic induction of 

a believer into the liturgy of the ecclesiastical body. 

The task of spiritual birth entails both "paedagogy' and "therapy''. 

Thus, the holy father interchanges the models of parent and physician. It 

is precisely the use and interchange of these models that gives us the 

right to employ in our analysis criteria from depth psychology, since at 

least the maternal substitute (according to Adler), as well as the 

psychotherapeutic one are inherent a priori in the therapeutic method of 

depth psychology. 

We ought to confess, of course, that depth psychology, wishing to 

remain a "science", attempts some sort of "demythologisation" of the 

Christian dogmas and the sacred persons. The parallelism, then, which 

we have attempted, is primarily morphological and, as we have found, 

quite useful in our attempt to understand more deeply the psychological 

relations between spiritual father and spiritual children in the context of 

the contemporary catechetical and counselling effort of the Church. 

The general impression, which can be gained from these Homilies, is 

the widely diffused expression of the emotions of the holy father, which 

reveal, through intense and vivid elevations, the psychical sensitivity and 

warm spiritual disposition of the spiritual father towards his spiritual 

children, as well as his moral counselling and care for their spiritual 
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problems. The first point that we have observed here is that there is no 

private couits_ellJng (although this was P.Ot totally ab_Se_m from 

Chrysostom as we see in other circumstances) and no "responses" on the 

part of the flock (although it is known that the holy father did on many 

occasions invite dialogue during his Homilies and actually engaged in it), 

as it happens in classical psychoanalytic therapy. Consequently, in the 

context of a proportionate comparison, we can speak only for the 

therapeutic kind of discourse of the holy father. This psychotherapeutic 

discourse was also paedagogical. The spiritual father healed through 

spiritual birth "in Christ". Hence, either through therapeutic act, or 

through catechetical guidance, spiritual birth justifies the comparison 

with the therapeutic and parental morphology of depth psychology. 

Indeed, the structure of all the Homilies covers all three factors of 

paedagogical action (the well known paedagogical triangle): a) the person 

of the holy father, b) the spiritual children and c) the relation which 

binds them together. 

Thus, the Homilies on Penance appear to be not only theological 

texts of moral kerygma tic character, but also paedagogical lessons, 

through which the psychotherapeutic principles are set in operation, as 

they were known to the rhetor, so that he might "form according to 

Christ" his spiritual "disciples" and help them to "grow" in spiritual 

statute by means of an appropriate spiritual "knowledge". Hence, the 

reformation "in Christ" of a believer, which entails: a) psychological 

conversion (J.l.E-ravma), birth (KaniXTJOLS) and rebirth or regeneration 

(~"CLO!J.a). 

Since, however, the holy father sees this spiritual relation of spiritual 

father and spiritual children, as we have seen, in the light of St. Paul's 

experience and the entire Judaeo-Christian tradition, as "childbirth" 

(-ro'K£-rc)s), it follows that "knowledge'' (ba8ed on A.6yos) will be conceived 
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biblically as "participation-communion" (J.I.E'tOXJi-lCoLvwv(a-awooola.). 

Thus, throughout this entire work we have encountered a process of 

"sacred marriage" (iEpbs raJ.Los) between the spiritual father and his 

spiritual children, according to the prototype of the revelation of God the 

Father within the entire history of the Divine Economy (Dispensation). 

Divine 'philanthropy' has never ceased, since Adam's creation, from 

moving 'erotically' towards humanity, providing for it, suffering with it 

and being buried with it "in Christ", until the insemination and fruition of 

the new seed has been carried out through the Resurrection. 

More specifically, we saw in the first chapter the catholic possibility 

of spiritual fatherhood in man, accompanied by the appropriate spiritual 

charisms and virtues, whenever spiritual vigilance (vfj'IJLS) and sanctity of 

life are constantly present. 

In the second chapter we provided an analysis of the love of the 

spiritual father, which reaches the point of sacrifice for the sake of his 

spiritual children and simultaneously his joy for their "communion" and 

"salvation" "in Christ", through him acting as a means and/or mediator. 

Archetypes of this mediatory role are for Chrysostom, Jesus Christ 

himself, Moses, the holy Prophets and St. Paul. Finally, the spiritual 

father engages in a triple task: a) counselling, b) encouraging 

(napa£vEaLs) and c) criticism (£A£rxos). through the use of a word-therapy 

technic (communication, contact and dialogue) and employment of three 

models: a) of the human body, b) of a physician and c) of parents (father 

and mother as aJ.Lq>L8UJ.L(a). 

In the final chapter we have explored the model of "childbirth" 

('tOlCE'tQs), which the rhetor uses almost exclusively, uniting the divine 

factor with the human one in a process of spiritual pregnancy of spiritual 

children by a spiritual father. 

Spiritual fatherhood occupies the centre of Patristic Theology 
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(Pastoralia, Counselling, Confession) and runs through the entire history 

of Patristic Tradition. It is most notable that Chrysostom does not 

interpret it, as we saw, in the narrow sense of "granting forgiveness" 

(acpeaLS). as it is the habit with some, but in the wider sense of 

psychological spiritual counselling and care. In other words, for 

Chrysostom, spiritual fatherhood constitutes an instrument in the service 

of repentance and salvation of the believing spiritual children and not the 

other way round; i.e. repentance is not dependent upon spiritual 

fatherhood, since a spiritual father is not a judge, but a "womb" which is 

freely offered for the incubation of "repentance" in spiritual children who 

have fallen into sin and need to be reformed "in Christ". 

Under this dimension, spiritual fatherhood constitutes an event 

which is much larger than any professional psychoanalytic therapy. 

Contemporary researchers recognize on the one hand the catholic 

(universal) character of religion,< 1) while they speak, on the other hand, 

for the concept of the totality of human nature as a dynamic whole (the 

wholeness of mankind).(2) Thus, psychotherapists no longer recommend 

simply "secular ministers of souls", but "fathers" and "mothers" in a 

process of "psychoreligion".(3) Indeed, we saw depth psychologists 

(mainly Adler and Jung) to understand and appreciate both, the 

therapeutic value of the parental role of a psychotherapist and the power 

of the counselling word (word-therapy). 

The whole investigation has also shown that spiritual fatherhood 

enhances faith and knowledge between spiritual father and spiritual child 

and is aimed at assisting growth of such relations (of faith and 

knowledge) between spiritual child and God the Father. Terms like 

confidence, love, guardianship, maturity, intercourse, communion, 

disciples, children, word-seed, etc., reveal in an ample way the truth of 

the matter. Thus, human spiritual paternity constitutes a means and a 
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step for the realisation of divine fatherhood and spiritual adoption. 

Theology and Psychology can serve together<4) the birth of the "son 

of man" by God, the common Father of all. Such a service, however, 

cannot operate outside the Church as a divine-human body. We saw 

Chrysostom emphasizing this on many occasions, producing a perfect 

balance between every member and the entire body according to St. 

Paul's model. It is, then, within the ecclesiastical context that spiritual 

birth acquires its full and real theological significance and fulfils 

psychotherapeutically the physiological outcome of its destination, the 

spiritual welfare of humanity. 
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(69) John Chrysostom, On Romans Homily XXVII {Vulgo XXVI), 
717B-718, AAll, -r. 82, aa. 252-254. As G. Gusdorfproved (La Decouverte 
de soz) we ought to distinguish the example from the influence, because, 
while the last one takes place from outside, the example operates from 
within and suddenly "like an inspiration". The lower forms of imitation 
(transmission, advice, imposition) have a character of enforcement; the 
example, however, is followed freely, like a kind of "transference of 
experience". According to Bergson, the operation of the "invocation of 
the hero" has to do with our own decision to realize Nitze's dictum: "give 
what you are". It is not, then, a servile imitation, nor one based on rivalry 
or competition, in which case the spiritual distance between him who 
invokes and him who responds would disappear. It is rather the case of a 
spiritual union, where the disciple's (the child's) faith and the inspiration 
of the teacher (father) do not alter their personalities (J. Maisonneuve, 
KmvwvLKTJ '¥uxoA.oy(a, a. 46). 

(70) John Chrysostom On Penance 5th Homily, 3, 21-22, ETIE, -r. 
30, a. 198. «Kai au ~v. t~ou uA.t:ooav-ros CmlEvQL lCaL 1tp0S aW'tTJPLaV 
airroU; avalCaA.ttaSaL 6dl 'tOU lCTJptry~a-ros OUK Un~lCouaas ... )). Particularly 
interesting here is Jonas' tendency to sleep, as Chrysostom points out, 
which reveals a neurotic condition resulting from indolence. Freud sees 
sleep as an interruption of one's interest in the outside world (EiaarwriJ 
cni)v '¥uxavaA.OOTJ, a. 66). Chrysostom also sees in Jonas' sleepiness lack 
of compassion and disobedience (On Penance, 5th Homily, 3, 12-13, 
EIIE, -r. 30, a. 198). The importance of soberness and composure on the 
part of the psychoanalyst is fully stressed by the depth psychologists: A. 
Adler, Social Interest, p. 166; C. G. Jung, Analytical Psychology, pp. 157, 
167 and his Allgemeine Gesichtpunkte zur Psychologie des Traumes, p. 303. 

(71) John Chrysostom, MPG 49: 314B, Cf. also ll. N. Tpe~EA.a. 
'0 npocp~'tTJS 'Iwvas, a. 49. 

(72) John Chrysostom, On Penance, 2nd Homily, 289B, AAll, -r. 9, 
a. 28. For the confession of a father confessor, see W. Worthridge, 
'¥uxoA.oy(a 1eai -ro £pyov Tfls xa8o6TJ'fliaews -rwv wuxwv, a. 175. Also 
Jam. 5:16. The International Psychoanalytic Society have ruled that every 
finalist psychotherapist ought to undergo a psychoanalytic test by 
somebody else (Cf. K. :E-recpavfj, Ma8~~-ra '¥uxta-rptKfjs. s. 65). Adler 
has confessed that he has never been psychoanalysed in the Freudian 
sense (Social Interest, p. 229). On the contrary, Jung insists on the 
Freudian principle that psychoanalysts ought to be themselves psycho
analysed, and actually arrange to have a father-confessor and a mother
confesssor, since no one is perfect or infallible (C. G. Jung, Analytical 
Psychology, p. 157). 

{73) Cf. John Chrysostom, Els -ro "OcpetA.ov avtxea8t J.10U J.1L1Cpov Tfl 
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acppooWu, MPG 51: 305-306. 

(74) John Chrysostom, Catechism III, 26, EIIE, -r. 30, a. 400. Cf. 
also Freud's comments on self-control ('Anavra, -r. 9, a. 399). 

(7 5) That Chrysostom, being 40 years of age, did not regard 
himself ready to be a spiritual father is typical of his humility which 
more generally exemplifies the spirit of the fathers of the church. Cf. On 
Penance, 5th Homily, 17-18, EIIE, -r. 30, a. 206, Mnr 49· 289B. See also, 
A. Adler, Social Interst, p. 263. 

(76) Spiritual father is primarily the person who has been born of 
the Holy Spirit and has the charisma of fervent prayer, knowledge of the 
heart, ability to discern spirits and thoughts (P. Evdokimov, L' 
Orthodoxie, p. 389). On discernment, see I. KopvapalCTJ, Maeli~-ra 
'ffi;ollOAO')'Tl'tllCiiS. a. 64. and his E'£6wA.o 'Tiis 1Cp(aec.us, a. 4. Cf. also B. J. 
Tyrrell, Christotherapy, p. 12; 1:. Ta!Xitx, Freud, a. 1 03; A. Adler, The 
Problem Child, pp. 267, 268 and C. G. Jung, Analytical Psychology, pp. 
141-142. 

(77) John Chrysostom, On Penance, 1st Homily, 279B, AAIT, -r.9. 

(78) John Chrysostom, On the Priesthood, Orat. II, 4 and III, 19. 
Cf. the Greek translation of IT. Xplia-rou, a. 23 and N. KaA.oyepa, 
Ilm~v-rt1Cli, A0HNAI 1883, aa. 2351C.Es. 

(79) John Chrysostom, MPG, 61: 579. See also MPG 49: 283 
where Chrysostom links counselling to divine napa(veats and MPG 49: 
289C, where he says that criticism should always be in the third person. 

(80) John Chrysostom, On the Acts of the Apostles, Homily X, a, 
AAIT, -r. 76, a. 299. Cf. also his point in On Penance, 5th Homily, 1 ,4, 
EIIE, -r. 30, a. 184, where he advises spiritual fathers to exploit the 
opportunity granted to them during Lent. See also S. Freud, Darstellungen 
der Psychoanalyse, p. 14, C. G. Young, 'H av<lA.OOTJ -rou 'Eyw, a. 80, and 
A. Adler, Social Interest, p. 270, where they speak of specially 
appropriate times for psychoanalytic counselling. 

(81) John Chrysostom, Catechism III, 25, EIIE, -r. 30, a. 398. Cf. 
here the comments of Freud on the characteristics of the great spiritual 
fathers and teachers, in his «'0 Mcofufjs 1eat 6 Movo9dall6s», ('Anav-ra 
-r.7, a.65). See also, C. G. Jung, 'H tstA.tsTJ Tiis av9pcon6n)-ras, a. 204; J. 
Maisonneuve, KmvcovtlCTJ 'l'uxoA.oy(a, aa. 94,96; II.N. TpE!J1tEAa, 'YnOilVTJ
Ila ds -ro 1ea-ra Aou1eftv EooyytA.tov, a.6n; S. Freud, Dartellungen der 
Psychoanalyse, p.28; B. Bettelheim, Freud and man's soul, Fontana paper
backs 1982, p. 35. 

(82) John Chrysostom On the Priesthood, Greek translation by II. 
XpliCJLou, aa. 84, 200. Cf. also the Freudian position on the perfection of 
the person of a psychoanalyst in D. Lagache, S. Freud, "AnaVTa, -r.4, a.64. 

(83) John Chrysostom, On the Priesthood, op. cit. aa. 110-112, 
Mllf 62, 603. Cf. also Lagache, op. cit. a. 79, and C. G. Jung, Civilisation 
in transition: The Meaning of Psychology for modern man, p. 236, and 'H 
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER 2 

(1) Cf. Gen. 12: 4-5. 

(2) Cf. Chrysostom's comment in this context: ~u:Z -rafua oU6tn<rtt 
Uj.l.Qs Til~ otavo(a~ iJouvri91lv tlCPaA.t:'lv Til~ Ellfi~. MPG 49: 279B-280A. 

(3) John Chrysostom, On Penance, 1st Homily, 3, EIIE, -r.30, a. 
104. 

(4) John Chrysostom, Ibid. 4, a. 106. 

(5) Cf. MPG 49: 283: «Otnc Ej.LVllaLlCCtlCT]aEV 6 nan1p, a/../..' tnt'rlaL~ 
a\rtov totsa-ro xepa(». 

(6) Chrysostom was able to tie the various subjects of his 
discourse into the major theme of the sermon (C. A. Perialas, op. cit. p. 
290). Cf. also Chrysostom, Homilies on the Statutes, XIV, LNPNF, v, p. 
149: "Therefore, we make these frequent appeals preparing for you a 
discourse that is most varied, since it is likely that in such a city there 
are diseases of all kinds. It is our duty to cure not only one wound but 
many and different ones. Hence it is necessary that the medicine of 
instructions be varied". 

(7) Cf. Chrysostom, On the Epistle to the Hebrews, Homily XXII, 
MPG 63: 153: «"OTt oihw OEL OLT]VE'KWs ~T]TELV TOV 0t:6v, ov TpOnOV ~T]TEL 
TL~ uiov 6.no/..w/..6Ta>). 

(8) Cf. MPG 49: 284 : «0u1C tj.l<iOTtSEV, CiA./..' tnt -rciJv Wj.LWV cptpwv 
'Kai j3aaTa~wv ... >>. Cf. Lk. 15: 10,7. See also MPG 49: 286B where 
Chrysostom explains that a spiritual master cares more for the salvation 
of persons who are nearly dead than the welfare of persons who are 
healthy. 

{9) Cf. MPG 49: 283: «'Kai xopo(, 1Cal 9a/..(m, lCai. naVTirUPEt~ 
/..mn6v, 'Kat cpmop{z 'Kalneptxapl)~ lTv 1) ollC(a nooa». 

( 1 0) Cf. Ibid. «T( Atyet~; amm Til~ lCalC(a~ al aj.lmj3a(; o\Jxt 'tfj~ 
lCalC(a£, av9pwne a/../..a 'tfj~ tnavooou, o\Jxl Til~ aj.l.QpTtQS, a/..A.a 'tfj~ 
j.LETavo(as, o,Jxl 'tfi~ noVTip(as, a/../..a 'tfis tnt TO ~a Ttov j.LETaflo'A.fip>. 

( 11) Cf. Ibid. «Kal TO ol) j.LE~OV, iJravCtlC'tT]aEV tnl TOlrtOL~ 6 ui()s 6 
1tpOTE~)). 

( 12) Ibid. «O of; 'Kal TOVrOV npaw~ EnEtaE /..tywv, "OTt cru J.1l:v ad 
!lET' Ej.LOU OtETptPes, ouTos ot, ... ». To emphasize his point the rhetor 
repeats word for word the text of Lk. 15:31. 

( 13) Cf. Ibid. «d lCai. OtlCT]V a\rtov o'A.ws ooDvm tx.pfjv, i'Kavi]v 
EOwlCE OtlCTJV Ti]v tv Tfi aUoTpt<;I otaTptP"Jiv». 

( 14) Cf. Ibid. «aOEAcpOV 6p~. OU'K CiA./..6TptOV». 
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(15) MPG 49: 282, «aMO'tpl~ airrou ytyove Aol.1tOV, 1eai Tij~ 'tOU 
XpLOLou not!J.VIl~ ol1CE1ov tamov 6La Tiis !J.E'tavo£as lCa'tECTtTJOEV». 

( 16) «npos 'tov na'ttpa bcavi\A.9ev», says Chrysostom and not pri
marily to his brother! For a comparison on brotherly and fatherly or 
motherly love, see E. Fromm, The art of Loving, pp. 61-62. 

( 17) Chrysostom, like Plato and Aristotle, compared the speaker to 
a doctor who tries to keep his patient in good physical health. A speaker 
should try to persuade his audience toward becoming better persons, 
toward developing healthy souls (C. A. Perialas, StJohn Chrysostom, p. 
274). Cf. also Eccl. 20:25 and John Chrysostom, Catechetical 
Instructions to Catechumens, I, LNPNF, v, p. 163. 

(18) MPG 49: 283, «{hLnali)p Tlv lCaL 6 6L1CaaniS»· 

( 19) Ibid., «chav 6£ 'tOV anoA.u:>A.o'ta 6Laaoom 6tn. cpTJOLV, ou 
6L1CaCTtT)p(wv lCaLpOs, ooof. a1CpLI3oDs E~E'tCLOEWS, aUa cpLA.av9pwn(a~ lCQl 
atl'}'1'VcD!J.llS !J.OVOV». 

(20) Ibid. «ooods ia'tpOS acpels tmee1vm cpcip!J.Q1Cov 't<f> lCCL!J.VOVLL, 
TiiS a't~la~ atrrov Effiwas CmaL'tEllCQL 'tl!J.Wp(av». 

(21) MPG, 49: 284, «~LQ 'tOUtO o\Jx anEp E1t~EV ElnEV, aU' oop 
Enaeev .. » Cf. also his statement «O'tl ou 'tO 1tCtaxELV lCalC.Ci)s, aua 1tOLElV, 
EOLL xaA.Enov>> (Homily XXV On Hebrews, MPG 63: 171). 

(22) Ibid. « ... anEp Eis OU!J.1tci9ELQV ararETv 6wa'taL lCQl EAEOV lCal 
OLoPf'liv 1eai cpt:L6w Ti]v 't01S 1'E1'EVI11COOL nfJ00111Coooav». To understand 
the meaning of this text we need to look at the way he used to same 
terminology to explain maternal love which resulted in pain (Homily I,a). 

(23) John Chrysostom, «Ilc7>s &1 ayanav 'tOV ®Eov 1eai 'tWV airrou 
Ei>EpyECJlcOV auvexws !lVIl!J.OVEUELV», MPG 60: 267. In the 6th Homily 
God's love is expounded along with the fear towards him. Cf. the phrase, 
« ... 1eai 1tp0 til~ 1'EEVllS 'tOU ®eou 'tOV cp6j3ov 1eai 'tl'Jv ay<lmlv 1tp0 
OcpeaA.!J.WV t:xov-res ... ». 

(24) MPHG 49: 283, «oU'IC E!J.VIlOL1CCL1CllOEV 6 nan1p ... T( 61in:me; 
"On naTI']p ilv 1eai ou 6L1Caan1s». Adler says that we need to abandon the 
role of the judge and assume that of the physician (Kindererziehung, p. 
88). 

(25) MPG 49: 304, «1Cap6(av auvtETPL!J.!lEVIlV 1eai 'tETanELvw!lEVIlv 
6 eeas oiJ'IC E~OOOEVWoEL. Oootv yap oirrws ano6txt:'tal 6 ee~ lCQL ayana, 
Ws tiJUXTJV 1tpOOV lCQL T01tELVOcppova lCQL E\JxapLOLOV». 

(26) MPG 49: 338, The author of the 8th Homily repeatedly refers 
to love, reprimanding the faithful for the lack of coherence between their 
words and acts. 

(27) MPG 49:299. 

(30) MPG 49: 283. 

(29) MPG 49: 277. 
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(30) MPG 49: 283. 

(31) Sympathy is the attempt through imagination to put oneself 
in another person's place with all the fallacies which this _necessarily 
involves (C. R. Shaw, The Jack Roller, Chicago 1930, p. 194. Cf. M. F. 
Scheler, The nature of the sympathy, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London 
1954. According to Scheler "we suffers with others to the degree and to 
the depth that we love" (Zur Phaerwmerwlogie und Theorie der 
Sympathizefuhle und von Liebe und Hass, 1923). Cf. also M.A. cl>apavrou, 
Aoy~-rL1CTJ1Cai 'H8L1Clf, A9HNAI 1973, a. 58 unoo. 3. On the contrary A. 
Adler interprets the ecumenical responsibility and superconsciousness 
which we come across in the tragic poets, the existentialist philosophers 
and the holy fathers of the Church as a false sense of superiority 
(Zwangsneurose, Problems of neurosis, p. 27). 

(32) "This so beloved to Chrysostom Pauline expression of being 
absent in the body but present in the spirit does not imply anything 
particularly important from an anthropological point of view. It is rather 
an expression of 'common use' in the language of the time" (I:. X. 
'Aro8p(6TJ, 'Anoo-cdA.ou IIauA.ou Ilpcb-rTJ npb£ KopLv8(ous 'Ema-roA.lf, 
eeaaaA.ov(KrJ, a. 99). At the same time we ought to add that such a 
phrase must have had a certain origin and that this origin was in 
Stoicism with which both St Paul and St John Chrysostom were quite 
familiar. Since, however, in this verse the holy father speaks primarily 
about psychological representations, as it also appears in his own 
interpretation of St Paul's use of this phrase elsewhere (Cf. his Epistles 
to Olympias), the 'body' ought to be understood as 'person' (Cf. II. r. 
I:-raiJ.ou, AAII, -c. 9, a. 13), while the bodily absence (an-ooota) -presence 
(nap-ooota) ought to be interpreted rather psychologically, and not just 
philologically as a mere figure of speech. For a deeper understanding of 
persons that co-exist, as it were, psychologically, we suggest that the 
work of P. L. Entralgo is particularly useful. Entralgo distinguishes 
between someone "co-exsiting" (coexistens) as a person (personeidad) and 
someone "co-being" (Coessens) as a personality (personalidad) - a 
"neighbour" in a dyadic relation (diada) (Cf. I. I:. Map1CaVtcbVTJ, 
Ba8utjmxoA.orta 1eai 'Arc.urlf), a. 231. 

(33) On absence-presence in existentialism, see the example of 
J.-P. Sartre concerning Peter in a coffee-shop. (J.-P. Sartre, To eivm 1eai 
-co MTJ6tv, 1943, p. 43-44). 

(34) MPG 49: 277' «!!li nap<Dv iJIJ.LV -r(\> aw~-rL, nap-rl!J.TJV ujitv Tft 
6La8taEL». The same idea is found in the 8th Homily: «d 1Cai xSts uiJ.(Dv 
6.n£J..e(cp8TJV, OJJ..' OUX h.WV, aJ..J..' avayvc.ua8£ls• 6.n£A.etcp8TJV 6£ -r(\> 
aWIJ.a-rL, ou yvW!J.1f aneA.etcpSTJV anooo~ aap1CQs, ou 6La8taeL 6Lavo(ap>. 

(35) According to S. Freud, "Memory" and "Disposition" concur: 
see, To-rEIJ.'Kal Ta1J.1tOU, a. 48. 

(36) MPG 49: 277. 

(37) The Atticists use this term in the sense of thought and 
exchange it with the term «xap6(a». In Chrysostom it denotes thought 
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(6LaVOTJila. 5th Homily 305), persistent thought (1st Homily 277), what 
is kept in mind in combination with initiation (4th Homily 302, 304, 
305, 2nd Homily 289, 8th Homily 335, 338), the psychic image -
depiction (1st Homily 277), the whole soul (the unconscious and the 
conscious, 2nd Homily 291, 4th Homily 303-304, 8th Homily 335), 
having eyes (the mind is regarded as the eye of the soul by many fathers, 
1st Homily 277) and senses (8th Homily 335) and based in the "heart" 
(1st Homily 277, 4th Homily 304). 

(38) MPG 49: 277, «TJ 6t Til£ ay<lm)s Tiis UIJ.E-rEpa£ rupawi£ 
acptmVLl;,t: -roils Tiis 6Lavo£as TJilcDV OcpeaA.IlOtJs». For the personal 
dejection of the the exiled Archbishop, see «'A8u11Ca 1eai n6vos», 
Ect>HMEPIOL, apL811. 10 (1987) aa. 219-K.t~. 

(39) The expression is Chrysostomic and means strong impression, 
an imprint on the mind of a proposition of guidance or principle or of 
an image of a person or idea which cannot be wiped out. «Ka-rEV6ow -ra 
\Jno -rou onCJ1C6nou ... yLVOIJ.EVa, ds vow -rt: t:A.ar3ov 1eai. nap' Ellam<{:> 
t'tallLEOOilTJV» (Homily On Titus XV, 3, MPG 11: 638, Homily On 
Matthew XLITI, 4, MPG 7: 464). «ds vow ~l..l..w» (Homily on Matthew 
lll, 5, MPG 7, 41A). The term «rvWilTJ» is also used in the sense of 
impression in Homily X (MPG 49: 330) and for this reason it is 
identified with the content of the verb «cpav-ral;,t:a8at». Cf. 'Av001e. 2·13, 
where, as in all the Atticists, it meant the conception of a thing that was 
formed in the mind which gives rise to the hope that it is as we thought 
of it (conviction, opinion, realisation, John Chrysostom On Penance 2nd 
Homily, 286). 

(40) A. N. AL~EpT], At:~LlCOV -rc'Dv 'AnLlCWV PT}-r6pwv, a. 57. 

(41) MPG 49: 277. 

( 42) In the 5th Homily «6u18t:CJLS» is semantically related to the 
term «anooo~» (MPG 49: 308), and in the 7th Homily it is related to the 
notion of strong faith (MPG 49: 330). 

(43) The «ayaST) 6La8EOL£» towards God is taken by the holy 
father as a torch, or light of the soul and as a basis for rejection any 
discrimination among the members of the Church (Baptismal Instructions 
VIIT, 8 and n, 13). 

(44) In the 8th Homily thought is denoted by the term «rvWilTJ» 
(MPG 49: 335. 

(45) MPG 49: 277. 

(46) This supports the view that the term «1Cap6(a» covers this 
preconscious area, and that «1Cap6£m> is related directly with the 
sleepless state of the bride in the Song of Songs. 

(47) AAII, -r. 9, a. 14. 

(48) X. X. To~a£6TJ, Elaaywyi) OLT)v 'l'uxol..oy£a, a. 260, where it 
is argued that the particular attachment to an idea, whatever the reason 
of its occurrence, is not necessarily a symptom of psychotic disease. 
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(49) The persistence of an impression in the unconscious can 
emerge sometimes in the form of a dream and sometimes in the form of 
a repetition or neglect of reparation, since the deceit committed 
persistently escapes us (S. Freud, '1\navra, 'T. 4, a. 249, \moo. 1). 

(50) MPG 49: 277, «'Kai o\nc tv ll~P\1 ~vov ... Kat yap rot 
ntcpulCEV i} 'PUXTJ 'ta{ha cpavra~eaem vln<'Twp, Clm:p av ~9' iJ~pav 
AO'}'l~ll'Tal" oru:p OUv 'Kat tcp' ll!J.WV 'TO'TE auvE!3aLVE». 

(51) Thought cannot be easily extracted from the mind where it 
takes root. Hence Chrysostom writes: «6La 'tafrca OOOEnO'TE u~ Tiis 
6tavo(as i]6Wli91l~v t'K[3aAt:tv Tiis EIJ.fiS» (MPG 49: 278; d. also 277 
«'Kat 'tafrca 1eai Ot'KOl 'Ka91l!J.EVm 1eai 6LaVLOLa~vm ... tOLpEcpo!J.EV 
auvqci)s, Ll)v U~'TEpav 6vt:tponoA.oDvres Ct'}'WtllV>>). 

(52) Chrysostom suffered from sleeplessness (piJttaa~) and 
concentration of blood in his head (Palladius, Dialogue xn, MPG, 47: 
39). He arrived at a point that he hardly slept for two years (Ibid. 18). 
George the Alexandrian reports that he was determined to live the 
ascetical life to the full and always worked until very late at night (Ibid. 
27: 192). 

(53) According to Jewish perception, sin and the emotional 
consequences of it cause sleeplessness on account of guilty restlessness 
(Cf. M. H. Spero, "Anxiety and Religious Growth: The Talmudic 
Perspective", in Journal of Religion and Health, vol. 16 (1977) 52-59. Cf. 
also Eccl. 2:23, «'Ka£ re tv VU1C'Ti ou 'Kot!J.fi'Tat T) 'Kap5(a airtou». 

(54) MPG 49: 277, «'H J.Ltv ava'}'1Cll 'TOU iinvou 1Ca'TEatt:A.At:v iJ!J.c'Ov 
'ta ~Atcpapa· iJ 5£ Tiis ar<lnlls Tiis u~'ttpas iJ 'Tupawis acp\mvt~e 'To\Js Tiis 
6tavo(as i}!J.c'bv 6cp9aAIJ.OtJs». 

(55) On the "sleepless heart" see, R. Ravindra, The Yoga of Christ, 
ch. 20, pp. 215ff, where he places the relevant verse typologically in the 
mouth of Mary Magdalene while taking Christ as the Bridegroom (Song 
of Songs 5:2, 3:1-4, 6:3). Typologically also, it can be attributed to Christ 
himself, when he enters the sabbath in the grave, as "life placed in the 
grave", since he "falls asleep" in this situation but his "heart remains 
vigilant" as a sleeping lion (Gen. 49:9). 

(56) MPG 49: 277. « ... 'Tamats tve'Tpucpw!J.EV 'tats cpavraa(aLp>. 

(57) C. Rycroft, A Cn'tical Dz"ctionary ... , p. 155. 

(58) MPG 49: 328, «110AAQ!; vmcras OLllVOOEV aypunvwv [6 IJ.a'KCt
pLQS l:a!J.oul1A.], nepi Tiis 'ToO [l:aouA.] a!J.ap'T1laavros aw'Tllplap>. 

(59) According to Freud sleeplessness is often the result of lack of 
satisfaction (Cf. "Anavra, 'T. 12, a. 163, unoo. 65), because on the one 
hand it reveals the defence of Ego against nocturnal impressions, and on 
the other hand the attempt to restore a situation of sleeplessness, which 
would be sufficient to supply to the suffering his alien impressions (Ibid. 
'T. 7, a. 33). Adler thinks that sleeplessness is caused by a superiority 
complex (Lebenskenntnis, p. 77). which is born out of a feeling of 
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exaggerated sense of responsibility on the part of the individual 
concerned, who attempts to overcome the crisis by his own devised 
methods. Thus, Adler maintains that the individual psychologist will try 
to avoid sleepiness, or even yawning, so that he may not show lack of 
interest to his client (A. Adler, Social Interest, p. 263). 

(60) Cf. E.J. Kollar- G.R. Slater- J.O. Palmer- R.F. Docter- A.J. 
Mandell, "Strew in subjects undergoing sleep deprivation", in Psycho
somatic Medicine, 28 (1966) pp. 101-113. 

(61) The Homilies On Penance of StJohn Chrysostom which were 
delivered extempore presuppose a powerful memory. 

(62) The lack of memory on the part of a psychotherapist 
concerning certain clients (patients), which may have been caused either 
from lack of satisfaction of his Ego (narcissism) or of reception of some 
reward (moral or material), denotes, according to Freud, diminution or 
even total loss of interest in the persons concerned (S. Freud, "A1tavra, 'T. 

3, a. 161. cf. also 't, 8, a. 23 on superlative memory!). 

(63) MPG 49: 278 «'tiis UJ.J£'tEpaS EJ.J£1J.vtl!J.11V ayCutl]s, onou ye 
IIauA.os ... ». 

{64) MPG 49: 277, <tApa e!J.i!J.VTJa9E lJIJ.cDV, iJvhca 'tOv J.J£'taSU 
'tOfuov txcup(a9T]!J.EV xp6vov UIJ.cDV; 'Eyw ~v yap UJ.LcDV ooo6to'tE 
i]ouviJ9T]V tml..a9ro9m, 6).)Jz xai niv n6A.1v acpds, niv lJJ.l£'tEpav oi>'K 
acpfjxa J.lvtl!J.T]V». 

( 65) Oppression is a conscious (purposeful) departure of undesi
rable material from the territory of consciousness (K. :E'tecpavi], 
Ma9liJ.La'Ta '¥uxla'tplxfjs, a. 277). The Freudian view that the oppressed 
libido is the cause of neurosis is not true, according to Adler, who argues 
that the opposite is the case (A. Adler, Lebenskennmis, p. 162). 

(66) MPG 49: 277, «xat yap beet Ola'tp(j3cuv i]xouov uj.1£i)v 'Ta 
t1'1CAliJ.La'ta ... 'IJuxfis yap dou£as cp1Aitv '~iaav at J.LEJ.LlJ'ElS twvm». 

(67) Chrysostom used to say that "Even if people cause sorrow for 
us, we should not feel sorrow in ourselves, for nothing is terrible to us. 
So to be sorrowful, or not to be, is up to us" (MPG 55:44). Cf. J.D. Guy
G .P. Liaboe, "Isolation in Christian Psychotherapeutic Practice", in JPT, 
13 ( 1985) pp. 167ff. 

( 68) Isolation usually appears in cases of neurosis which is 
psychologically imposed. Cf. S. Freud, The Problem of Anxiety, Engl. 
Transl. by A. Strachey, Hogarth Press, London 1936, p. 7 4. 

(69) MPG 49: 277, «necpUKev iJ lJ'uxiJ "Tafua cpaVTa~eaea1 
vUx'tCDp, fuu:p av J.J£9' iJJ.L(pav A.oy(~l]'taL». 

(70) For the way speech functions see the profound analysis of S. 
Freud (Abriss der Psychoanalyse, p. 39 and L\ox(J.Lla Me'ta\jJUXoA.oy[as, a. 
137, UnOO. 19). 

(71) As regards conscious dreaming see, S. Freud, "Anavra, 't. 10, 
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a.435,T. 15, a. 115, T. 9,a. 384,T. 13, a. 26, T. 8,a.36. 

(72) C. G. Jung, Psychologischer Kommentar zu: Das Tibetische Buch 
der grossen Befreiung, p. 517. 

(73) In Freud's first formulations the mental agency responsible 
for dream distortion and repression was called the censor. The censor is 
the theoretical ancestor of the Superego (C. Rycroft, A critical Dictionary, 
p.l7). 

(74) Visual thought is closer to the unconscious than the verbal 
one and the former is more ancient than the latter both from a 
phylogenetic and ontogenetic point of view (S. Freud, The Ego and the Id, 
p. 22). Freud distinguishes between two kinds of regressions (returns to 
libido) which should be overthrown, lest they cause perversion. The first 
one is that which relates to the development of the Ego (pseudo-sensual 
satisfaction of desire) and the second, that which relates to the libido and 
its development (narcissism): cf. S. Freud, "Essays in Metapsychology', 
"Anavra, T. 13, a. 20. Cf. also C. G. Jung Ueber die Psychologie des 
Undewusstein, p. 75. 

(7 5) The old psychology was concerned with sensual perceptions, 
while contemporary psychology is concerned with the products of 
perception (Wahmehmung). On symbolic representation (idolomorphism -
Imago) see, S. Freud, AmdiJ.La 'l'uxavaAOOTJ£, ~ 184. Cf. A. :E. :ETaupou, 
EtaarwriJ a-ritv 'l'uxonaeoA.oy(a, A0HNAI 1984 , a. 296, im:oo. 28. 

(76) We ought to distinguish "phantasy", which is a common 
daydreaming, from "fantasy'' (neurotic dreaming) and "fancy'' (schizo
phrenic imagination), as well as "phantasme" (unconscious imaginary 
perceptions) from "fantasme" (conscious imaginary perception). 

(77) S. Freud, "Anavra, T. 8, a. 49, im:oa. 1. and Essays in 
Metapsychology, p. 100. Cf. also, 0. Isakower, "A contribution to the 
patho-:-psychology of phenomena associated with falling asleep", lntrod. to 
psychoanal., 19 ( 1938) 331-345. 

(78) This is why in his interpretation of Holy Scripture 
Chrysostom said: «'!Cat TOTE d6t: TI)v onTaa(av ElCELVllV, lht: EnL'tT)6t:LOTEpa 
a\rt(9 llV tl 'iJUXtl np{>£ Tl)v TOLa\mJs eewp(a£ U1t000X,~V, U1t0 'rij£ VllOTELas 
1Cotxp<ntpa 1Cai nvtUIJ.OTL'ICWTEpa yt:vo~Vll». MPG 47: 208. 

(79) The holy father is aware of the existence of paraesthesia 
which he distinguished from normal sensual psychological states due to 
the eyes of perception and so he can write: "At night a man sometimes 
sees a rope and thinks he sees a snake; in the daylight he sees things as 
they are" (MPG 49: 233B). 

(80) While in authentic hallucination we perceive of something 
which does not actually exist, as existing and we feel convinced about it, 
in unauthentic hallucination we still have the same perception but it is 
not accompanied by the same conviction (X.X. To1J.aa(6TJ, EtaaywriJ a-ritv 
'l'ux.oA.oy(a, A0HNA 1982, a. 122). 
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(81) On eyes of the mind and eyes of perception, see Clement 
Alexandrinus, Stromateis V,ii, BEITE:E 8, 142. Also, Origen: W. Volker, 
from A. Ilana66nouA.ou, eeoA.oylldl rvc:ooLoA.oy{a lC.a'ta 'tOlls Nll1t'tl1C.OUs 
Ila'tEpaS, 9EOOaAOVL'Kll 1977, a. 40). 

(82) MPG 49: 277: «Kal o{)x oprov i>~-tfis -ro'is OcpeaA.~-tois 'rijs 
aaplCQs, Eci>pwv u~ Tfis ayan11s 'tOtS OcpeaA.~ip>. Cf. also MPG 47: 413, 
«'tOLaUtQS Efxov lCaL oi ayLOL npocpi'i'taL '\PUXQs' 6La 'tOfrtO 'Kai E'tEpo\JS 
fA.al3ov OcpeaA.J.loU;». 

(83) MPG 49: 277, «lC.ai npo 'tcDV OcpeaA.J.!cDv 'riis 6Lavo£as etvtes». 
This view was the prevalent one, because it was believed that «01J yap 6 
OcpeaAJ.lOs Ea-tLV 6 op(i)v, ill' 6 vofls 1eai 6 A.oyLaJ.l()s» MPG 57: 258). In 
any case, the "eyes of the faith" were identified by Chrysostom with the 
"eyes of the spirit" (Stavronikita 2.9,10,17,28). 

(84) C. G. Jung, Ta npo~A.liJ.lU'ta Lfls a\ryxpoVllS 'iJUXfiS, a. 9. 

(85) The holy father is transformed into a spiritual artist, painter 
or sculptor, who shapes psychologically the image of each one of his 
spiritual children. Cf. 0. Rank, Der Kuenstler, Ansaetse zu einer 
sexualpsychologie, Vienna-Leipzig 1907. In the unauthentic 7th Homily 
the "eye" is taken to be the very memory (MPG 49: 328). 

(86) The notion of "brightness" is best presented in the 7th 
Catechetical Instruction and in connection with the baptismal garment 
which is explained metaphorically as brightness. As for the means for 
maintaining it, Chrysostom points to unceasing prayer: Catechetical 
Instruction VII, 25. Cf. also his Homily VII on II Corinthians (MPG 61: 
441) where he speaks on the brightness of the bodies of the saints. 

(87) MPG 49: 277, «tyw J.Ltv yap ooobto't£ i}6uvij91lv tmA.aetaem 
... ». Cf. also what Chrysostom says in his Epistle VIII to Olympias ch. 
12 (MPG 52). 

(88) MPG 49: 277. 

(89) Cf. Chrysostom's definition of xapalC.'TliP in his Commentary 
on the Epistle to the Hebrews cited by II.N. TpEJ.11tMS, YnOJ.lVllJ.la ds 
-nlv npos 'E~pa(ous Kal 'tas bt'Ta KaeoA.LlC.Qs, AeHNAI 1941, aa. 27-28 (« 
... 0 xapa1C.Litp 'tO cmapaA.A.alC'tOV 611AOL, ou EO'tl xapa1C.'Tlip, 'tO OJ.lOLOV 
lC.a'ta naVLa»). 

(90) MPG 49: 277, «Kal yap 'ta 0'ta Cl£1 uno 'riis UJ.lE'tEpaS 
nepLllXEho Kpaurfis». On this kind of hearing see, C. G. Jung, Analytical 
Psychology, pp. 81-82. 

(91) Cf. C. G. Jung, Ibid. p. 192. 

(92) MPG 49: 277, «ilC.avi}v 6La Tfis cpaVLaaias "tatlt11s EAaJ.l
~voJ.lEV Lfls ano611J.1tas napaJ.1u9iav». 

(93) MPG 49: 277, «'Kal OUlC. tv it!-LEP~ J.lOVOV, aUa lC.at tv VUlC.'tL 
'Tamms tvE'tp1.XpcDJ.1EV 'tats cpaVLaa(ms». 

(94) According to Suidas ('t. 2, aa. 578-579) phantasy is a cognitive, 
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appetitive and vital power of the soul. It differs from sensual perception 
in that it obtains knowledge from within and not from without. On the 
significance of phantasy see, C. G. Jung, «oi ~am'IC£s apxf:!; Stpam:[ap> in 
his appendix to his 'AvaA.tntK'Ii 'l'uxoA.o-y(a, a. 276. Cf. also Adler, Social 
Interest, p. 224; J. P. Sartre, The psychology of Imagination, the Citadel 
press, N. York 1966.; S. Isaacs, "The nature and function of phantasy," 
French transl. "Nature et fonction du phantasme", in La Psychoanalyse, 
vol. 5 (1959) pp. 125-182; J. Bemis, L' imagination, Greek transl. by A. 
:E. M6axou-lli1eopaqxm, £1e6. I. N. Zaxap6nouA.os, ASHNA 1964. 

(95) The author of the 7th Homily sees phantasy as : a) some kind 
of opinion or impression, b) something which is not seen, and c) a 
hidden perception of the unconscious which is projected or revealed 
(MPG 49: 330). 

(96) Song of Songs 5:2. See here the interesting discussion of 
Archimandrite I. fLawaK6nouA.os in his 'H IIaA.ata AtaSlixTJ xaTa To\)s 
'E[3001J:tixov-ra, T. 9, a. 275, where he states that this is a case of 
dreaming or rather daydreaming. This explanation seems to be in 
accordance with Freud's view on libido and Jung;s view on the archetypal 
union of animus and anima. Cf. also A. XacrtOU1tTJ, 'A!lcb!;, Mtxata!;, 
'A~~'KOUIJ., ... ASHNAI 1978, a. 72. 

(97) Daydreaming is designed to satisfy a desire and is based on 
impressions made by symbols of childhood experience (S. Freud, 
"Anav-ra, T. 9, a. 375). Daydreaming belongs to autistic perception and is 
identified with the dream of vigilance and the dream of sleep (Cf. X. 
To!J.aai6TJ, ElaaycuriJ <m)v 'l'uxoA.oy(a, a. 391 ). 

(98) The energy invested in maintaining repression of a cathected 
process: cf. C. Rycroft, A Critical Dictionary, p. 16. 

(99) A. Adler, Social Interest, p. 224. 

(99a) S. Freud, "Anav-ra, T. 9, a. 376, \moo. 1. 

( 1 00) MPG 49: 277 I «'Kat 1tOUcl1CL!; UIJ.LV ovap 6taAiyEo9aL EOO'ICOUV. 
Kat yap ntqm'KEV i] 'i'UXTJ Tafua cpav-rat;,e:a9at W'KTcup ... ». 

( 101) According to C. Jung the unconscious also has its own 
dreams and dreams accordingly (Ta npo~A.iJIJ.aTa 'rij!; at)yxpoVTJs 'i'uxils. a. 
13) 

(102) S. Freud, "Anav-ra, T. 10, a. 450. 

(103) S. Freud, Abriss der Psychologie, p. 44. The main mechanisms 
of dream operation are three: condensation, displacement and 
symbolization (cf. f. <I>. KcuoTapft, 'l'uxoA.oy[a TOU civ9p<bnou, aa. 
135-136), 

(104) S. Freud, "Anav-ra, T. 9, a. 386. In other words a dream 
cannot be caused by either the "Id" (oppressed instinctive impulse -
unconscious desire) or by the preconscious ego (desire arising in the 
state of alertness): cf. S. Freud, Abriss der Psychoanalyse, p. 45. 
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(105) Cf. S. Freud, EtaaywriJ cm1v '¥uxav<iAOOT), a. 116. 

(106) This zeal also implies a percentage of anxiety due to an 
exaggerated sense of duty which characterised the holy father. According 
to psychoanalysis a dream is not the cause of anxiety, but the anxiety is 
the preconscious elaboration of a dream (Freud. "Anavra, 't. 10, a. 444. 

(107) MPG 49: 277, «lCCll noU<iKLS U~lV ovap 6LaAE'}'Eaem toomuv. 
Kat yap ntqmKEV Tt lVUXTJ 'tafrra cpaV't~EaeaL vtnc'tWp, CinEp av ~9' 
l)~pav AO'}'l~ll'tal" onEp OUv lCClL tcp' TJIJ.cDV 'tO'tE auvtj3aLVE». Chrysostom 
used the dream to satisfy his desire to see his spiritual children. 
According to Freud all dreams have as their objective the satisfaction of 
certain desires (EtaaywriJ cm1v '¥uxav<iAOOT), a. 106). 

(107a) Cf. X. To~a(6T), ElaarwriJ cm1v '¥uxoA.oy(a, a. 379, and S. 
Freud, "Anavra, 't. 8, aa. 36K.ts .. 

(108) According to Palladius, his biographer, and bishop Theodore, 
the soldiers who accompanied st John Chrysostom to his exile stopped at 
Bizeri. There the saint saw in a dream St Basiliscus who had previously 
appeared to the Antiochene priest Lucian asking him to prepare John for 
the journey (MPG 47: lxxix, KE). 

(I 09) «ovap Kai OKLa», MPG 49: 302. 

( 11 0) On the elements of dreams see, S. Freud, EiaarW'Y'Il G'tl)v 
'¥uxav<iAOOTJ, aa. 122, 140-152, and J. Jacobi, Die Psychologie C. G. Jung, 
pp. 14ff. 

( 111) Chrysostom speaks about dreams in many other palces as 
well: Commentary on Matthew, Homily 42 ( 456E-457 A, AAIT, 't. 66, a. 
298, Oration on the Rich Man and Lazarus IV (758A-B), and AAIT 't. 15, 
a. 93). 

( 112) On transference in Chrysostom see, Cf. 'ApxL~. 'Aj3ayLavou, 
«'1. XpooOO'to~os, <<Atrco~LoypacpLlci:S aEA.(ocp>, I:AAIIITE OP00.10EIAL, 
't. 193 (1985) a. 12, 245; f. Ka-raouA.a, «cl9U!J.la Kai 1tOVQS Ka'ta 'tOV Cl'}'LOV 
'lwaVVT)V 'tOV XpooOO'tOIJ.OV», Ecl>HMEPIOI:, cip. 10, a. 221 K.(S.; and A. M. 
Malingrey, Jean Chrysostom, Lettres a Olympias, Paris 194 7, p. 20. 

(113) See Chrysostom's view on the resistance of Peter to Christ's 
saying which exposed him (MPG 49: 298). 

(114) MPG 49: 277, and On Collossians Homily I, MPG 62: 299. 

( 115) Phil. 1 :7. 

( 116) Phil. 1 :6. 

( 117) See Chrysostom's characterisations of Paul as "captive of 
love", or "boarder of love" in connection with his relation to Titus (ll. r. 
l:'ta~ou, 'EmG'toA.at np(>s -ri)v otaK6vtaaav 'OA.u~u:ioo, 8Eaaa.Aov(KT) 
1955, EnLG't. H' , 12~. 13a, 116-E). 

(118) J. A. Bengel, from ll. N. TpE~as, Ynd!J.VT)~ ds 'tas 
tma-roA.as -roO nauA.ou, ASHNAI, 1937, a. 494. 
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(119) According to E. Fromm (The Art of Loving, Unwin Books, 
1971, p. 54) mature love follows the principle, "I am loved because I 
love". 

(120) Cf. A. M. I:-raup<)nouA.~, «'H 'tEXVTJ Til~ ay<im]~». E~lfME.. 
PIOE, 1-15/1111984, ap, cp. 21-22, aa. 249d!;. and E. Fromm, Ibid. 

( 121) Cf. TpqmEA.a~. op. cit. 

( 122) It should not be confused with the term "insensitivity" which 
denotes the ability of the subject to recognize and to be conscious of its 
own psychodynamics. 

( 123) We come across such a "paedagogical love" of the spiritual 
father towards his spiritual children in the unauthentic 8th Homily on 
Penance (MPG 49: 338). 

(124) MPG 49: 278, «'l'uxij~ yap £lou(~ cpLA.t:iv -ijoav ai J.liJ.L'iJEL~ 
ruivm. Kai ouz -rama avaO'tas i:OpaJ.LOV' Ola -rama OOOEnO't£ uJ.L(ks Tiis 
OLmcov(a~ i)oUVJ18TJV E1Cj3aA£1v Lfi~ EJ.lii~». Cf. also MPG 49, 277, «li>J...' 
c0cm£p oi 'tcDV Aal-lJtpcDV EpcDvt£~ OWJla'tWV, 01tOU1tEp CtV tl1tlc00l, J.L£8' 
tamwv n)v no8ouJ.L£vl'Jv m:plcpepoooLv o'iJLV, oihw oiJ 'Kat iJJ.L£1~ -rou 
1Cillous Til~ UJ.lE'tEpa~ 'i'uxii~ tpaa8tvt£~. ad J.L£8' tamwv -rl'Jv EUJ.10p<plaV 
Liis UJ.lE'tEpa~ nt:plcpEpoJ.LEV OLavo(ap>. 

( 125) MPG 49: 278, «IlaDA.os OEoJla nEpllCEtJ.LEV~ lCai. oeoJ.lWnipLov 
ol'KWV, 'Kat J.1Up(ous opwv i:nTJP'tTJJ.livOUS a&r{9 lClVOWOU!_;, 1Ca8ant:p tv 
A.t:lJlcDVl -r(9 OEOJ.lW'tTJPl~ OLaywv, oihw 'tcDV a0£AqxDv i:J.liJlVTJ'tO)) and 
given that «qx)[3ou ~ i:m'K£LJ,livou i)peJ.LELv, 8auJ.LaOL6v oootv· 0-rav oc 
napEA.8wotv ot nEtpaoJloi. lCai. -ro xaA.tvov -roD cp6[3ou nEpttA.n 'tl~, -ro-r£ JlOL 
Ot:'t!;ov cptA.ooocp(av 'Puxiis '!Cat -rl'Jv Ema!;£av emaoav» (MPG 49: 30 1 ). 

( 126) Cf. John Chrysostom, 'EY1CWJ.1Lov -rwv -rou IlauA.ou oeoJ.lWv 
lCai o-rL J.1CiA.A.ov iJ cpLA.olCoaJ.L(a, OEoJ.La, in his Homily I on Collossians 
(MPG 62: 365). 

( 127) The activity of love reaches the point of "altering the very 
nature of things" (J.LE-ra-rt8TJOLV aihT) -rwv npayJ.L<l-rwv -rl'Jv cpootv, Homily 
XXXII on I Corinthians, MPG 61: 273). The holy father calls love 
"mother of all goods" (I:-raJlOU, op. cit. 126). Cf. also the unauthentic 5th 
Homily on Penance, MPG 49: 308 and the citations from Chrysostom 
oin this theme in Trembe1as' commentary on the Pauline Epistles (II. N. 
Tpe~. 'Ym)J.LVTJJ.la d~ -ras tma-ro~ -rou IlauA.ou, a. 494). 

( 128) MPG 49: 277, «'Kat irydav lCai. -rep'lJtv 'Kat nCiv O'tlOW aya8ov 
-rl'Jv iJJ.LE-rEpav ij'J'liaaa8m ouvepouA.t:ooE auvooo(av». 

(129) The power of that love-bond (shackle) was much more 
powerful than the iron schackles of the prison: «1Ca'K£tVTJV ~ noU<llCL~ 
'Kat <inE8E'tO, -raU'tT)v ot OOOEnO'tE MEPPTJsEV», MPG 49, 278. 

( 130) Chrysostom believed that there must be a strong bond 
between teacher and student: "Scholars may display much solicitude 
about their teachers. and the teachers may have the same loving affection 
as Paul about those placed under them; not those present only, but also 
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those who are far away (John Chrysostom, Concerning lowliness of 
mind, p. 150, from C. A. Perialas, John Chrysostom, p. 298). 

(131) MPG 49: 278, Hostile imprisonment is like a heavy iron 
schackle, whereas 'spiritual imprisonment' is made of the schackles of 
love. The latter is far stronger than the former. 

( 132) MPG 49: 278, «a"At..' c00ru:p at yuvatus ooat nEtpav £00£vcuv 
ft..a(3ov 'Kat ~TJTEPES E1'EVOV't0, -rots TE:t9Etal nau~LOL!), onouru:p UV cOOL, dot 
OL TJVElCWs aw6e6eJ.L(vaL». 

(133) MPG 49: 278, «WL 'iva ~91J!), O'tl 9Ep~EpaL amaL at 
cOOLVEp>. 

(134) MPG 49: 278, «Ka1CEt ~ riis aaplCQs 6 novas, rnaOOa 6t 
ou yaa-rtpa OLa'tELVO\JOLV at CtA1'TJOOVE!), at../..' airriJv riis \jruXfjs Ti)v iaxw 
lCa-rcl;a(vouaL v». 

( 135) On Christian love in general see, II. Mnpa-rat&tou, To VOTJf.Ul 
riis XPLOTLQVllCf\S arcinTJs, Aoros llpmaVL'ICO!), tv . A9rjvms 1956. 

( 136) On the significance of spiritual friendship see Chrysostom's 
comment in Homily II On I Thessalonians, MPG 62: 399. Cf. also his 
comment in the 2nd Homily on Penance, MPG 49: 307, and H. ME/..ta, 
«'H E1ClCATJOLOAQ1'LKTJ npci~TJ riis 0\Jjl(plALWaECU!) aTIJV 'Op9oOO~TJ 'E1C'1CATJ
a(a», El1I9EQPID:H KANONIKOY MKAIOY, kt:n-r.-~~~· 1984, aa. 
336-348. See also Adler's comment on friendship as indication of capacity 
for life (A. Adler, Social Interest, p. 160; R.S. de Carvalho, "Christian 
reconciliation: A psychodramatic contribution", in Journal of Psychology 
and Christianity, 5 ( 1986) pp. 5-10, as well as his article, "The process of 
psychotherapy in the process of reconciliation", in JPCh, 5 ( 1986) pp. 
28-31. 

( 137) The characteristic feature of the personal relation between 
spiritual father and spiritual child is that at the final level each of them 
looks to the other not for gaining anything but recognizing the other as a 
unique person who is loved as oneself (J. Maisonneuve, KotvcuvL'ICTJ 
'l'uxot..oy(a, a. 45). There is a plethora of bibliographical material on 
psychological communication. As far as depth psychology is concerned 
we may mention here C. G. Jung's "The state of Psychotherapy today': in 
Civilisation in Transition, p. 338, and his "Foreword in D. T. Suzuki's An 
Introduction to Zen Buddhism, London and New York 1949, from 
Psychology of Religion, p. 1904. But see also the following: H. S. Sullivan, 
A Study of Interpersonal relations, P. Mullahy (ed), Hermitage, N. York 
1949; W. Snyder, The psychotherapy relationship, The Macmillan Co, N. 
York 1961; H. Colm, "The therapeutic encounter", in Rev. Existent. 
Psychol. Psyciatr., 5 (1965) 137-159; C. R. Rogers, The therapeutic 
relationship and its impact: a study of Psychotherapy with schizophrenics, 
University of Wisconsin Press, Madison 1967. 

( 138) The necessity of the body in psychological love is well 
expounded by n. r. ~:-ra~os. 'luxiWTJs XpooOa-ro~os. op. cit., H' 12a', 6'. 

( 139) Cf. «1tciALV OEa~ot 0UOCU1tTJ'tllCOL ... OEO~Qs amov tytWT]aE, 
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cpTJa(v, c00-rE 1<:ai 6ta -rofuo ~Lo~ noA.A.fi~ -ruxEtv Tii~ TLJ.Lfi~. o-rt tv ain:ot~ 
TOL~ 5.9A.OL~ wn:-rtxSTJ» (John Chrysostom cited by II. N. TpE~, 
Ym)J.LVTJJ.La Ei~ -r~ bna-ro~ -roD IIauA.ou, a. 708). · 

(140) Stamow is mistaken in numbering this verse as 4:7, altering 
the translation and changing the sense of what is found in Montfaucon. 
The Montfaucon citation is identical with the text from Nestle-Aland (Cf. 
MPG 49: 278). 

(141) MPG 49: 278, «onounEp &v chotv, dot 6tTJVE'KWs 
aw6E&J.L(vaL». Here the holy father agrees with depth psychology (Cf. E. 
Fromm, The Art of Loving, pp. 54, 64-65) 

(142) "The child's eyes follow the mother everywhere. Even under 
loud protest there is the feeling: this child needs me" ( cf. C. Cooper, "The 
Jewish mother? An overview of Melanie Klein", in Soul Searching, p. 15). 

(143) Jung warns spiritual fathers against the danger of falling into 
the opposite extreme, namely that of certain natural parents "who live 
only for their children" (C. G. Jung, Freud, p. 293). Here too we may 
recall Chrysostom's warning to physicians, «MEYLOLTJ~ vooou 'ICai 
6Laa-rpocpfi~ OTJJ.LELOV, o-rav ot ta-rpot -ra~ vooo~ E1tlTpLj3walV)) (MPG 56: 
24A). 

( 144) On attachment as monomania see, S. Freud, Oi J.LETaJ.lOpqxb
aEL~ Tii~ EcpTJ~da~. a. 144. 

(145) MPG 49: 278, «Omw Kat IIaDA.~, J.LfiA.A.ov at 1<:ai noA.A.wv 
-romwv acpo()p&tEpov cl£1 -rot~ J.La91J-rat~ npoarlA.w-ro -rot~ tau-roD, 1Cal 
-roaomc.p J.LfiUov, ooc.p TWV cpooL'KWV TO'KWV ot -roD 1tVEUJ.LQT~ Ei.at 
9EpJ.L6-rEpoL». 

(146) MPG 49: 277, Cf. Song of Songs 5:2, «'Eyw lCaUEOOw 1<:at T) 
1Cap6(a J.LOU aypunvEt». The way Chrysostom uses this verse indicates 
that he sees the spiritual relation between spiritual father and spiritual 
child in terms of a spiritual marriage (tEpoyaJ.LLa) between a spiritual 
bride and a spiritual bridegroom, especially if we take into account what 
he says about such a marriage in his 1st Baptismal Instruction (chs. 1-2 
and 11-15). Cf. here the comments of II. r. 1:-raJ.LO~, op. cit. 1959. As for 
the erotic relation between preacher and audience according to the model 
of teacher and pupil we can say that this echoes Plato's Symposium, but 
reflects a reciprocal relation between the holy father and his children. 

(147) Cf. «nvEuJ.Lal:t'Kwv [ra11wv] optyEa9m, ap:x,Etv 'IJS:xwv, 'Kat 
na1ooyovEtv nvEUJ.LaTL'KWs» (Basil the Great, Inst. Ascet. 2, (2.200B, MPG 
31, 621B). 

( 148) The allegorical interpretation of the Song of Songs is first 
met in Hosea as the relation of God to Israel. Church authors often refer 
to the Church as bride or betrothed. Thus Hippolytus is the first to 
transfer the Israelite model of bride to the Church of Christ. Gregory the 
Theologian sees the priest as the person who leads the bride to the 
bridegroom: vullcvarwr~ and npo!J.Vlia-rwp, (cf. also John Chrysostom, 
On the Priesthood, VI, 8, and I. IIouA.ou, 'H Nu!J.cpTJ 1<:ai -ro IIvEDJ.LQ, 
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A0HNAI 1951 ). It is Origen who first introduces the notion of "spiritual 
marriage" which reaches high elaborations in St Bernard of Clairvaux 
(1091-1153). Origen finds seven Songs in the Old Testament, 
corresponding to tlie seven stages of the Christian life, and forming a 
kind of ladder for a spiritual journey. The allegorical structure of the 
interpretation of the Song of Songs is based on the Platonic view that 
there are spiritual senses corresponding to the physical ones. It should be 
pointed out that this structure resembles the one that C. G. Jung follows 
which has to do with the two levels of the soul, the unconscious and 
consciousness. Chrysostom's image of the sleepless or vigilant soul that 
remains in constant expectation of the bridegroom resembles the 
interpretation of Gregory of Nyssa who stresses the wound that the soul 
(bride) suffers on account of a more intense desire. The connection 
between Gregory of Nyssa and Chrysostom here can also be seen from 
the fact that both see the soul ascending to God and being accompanied 
by other maids (saintly souls). For a fuller bibliography on this matter 
see, G. S. Wakefield (ed.), A Dictionary of Christian Spirituality, London 
1983, p. 355, B. :E·n:cpav(~ou, 'ExxA.TjatacnlKil 'Icnop(a, a. 557, I. K. 
KopvapaxlJ, «8eios fpwp>, in 0HE, -r. 5, a. 893-897, and E. Fromm, The 
An of Loving, p.69. 

(149) MPG 49: 277, «6./..A.' ci>aru:p ot -r<Z>v Aaj.lTtpWv tp<Z>v-res 
aco!J.a-rwv ... xal. xaeanep ot l;,u:rypacpm, not1dA.a xp<i:>IJ.a-ra lCEpavvUvtES, 
-ras -r<Z>v aCDIJ.Ct'tCDV d xovas tpyal;,ov-rm, OUt(r) lall. Tt!J.ELS ... )). For the 
connection between brightness and virtue or glory of sanctity, see MPG 
53: 374). 

( 150) The term counter-transference may mean: a) the analyst's 
transference on his patient. In this, the correct sense, counter-transfer
ence, is a disturbing, distorting element in treatment, and b) by 
extension, the analyst's emotional attitude towards his patient's 
behaviour. According to Heimann (1950), Little (1951), Gitelson (1952) 
and others, the analyst can use this latter kind of counter-transference as 
clinical evidence, i.e. can assume that his own emotional response is 
based on a correct interpretation of the patient's true intentions or 
meaning. Cf. B. D. Lewin, "Countertransference in the technique of 
medical practice", in Psychosomatic Medicine, vol. iii:3 (1946), and B. 
Wolstein, Countertransference, Grune-Stratton, N. York 19 59. 

( 151) I. KopvapaxlJ, Ma8rj!J.a-ra 'Ef;O!J.OAO'}'ll"tlKtlS. eeaaaA.ov(xlJ 
1981, a. 81. 

(152) C. G. Jung, Analytical Psychology, p. 157. 

(153) Cf. S. Freud, "Anav-ra, -r. 13, a. 18, as little Hans felt. 

(154) MPG 47: 339. 

(155) G. V. Florovsky, «'0 aylO!; 'luxiWTJ!; 6 XpooOcnOIJ.Q!;, 6 
npocprj'tlJs tfis 6.ycinljs», AKTINE:E, 18 ( 1955) aa. 5x.tf;. 

(156) Cf. the usual vocative address of Chrysostom in his Homilies 
on Penance: 3rd 297, 4th 304, 305, 5th 310, etc. 
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( 157) "Empathy' (Einffih1ung) from the Greek EJVtCteEt.a, denotes 
the projection of ourselves into the experience of another person (cf. C. 
Rycroft, A Critical Dictionary, p. 42. According toR. S. Lee, empathy is 
to understand the other from within rather than from without, yet to 
carry into the identification the counsellor's own strength and maturity 
(Principles of Pastoral Counselling, 1968, p. 46). For the way depth 
psychology sees empathy see, S. Freud, "Anavra, 't. 3, a. 167, C. G. Jung, 
"Psychotherapists or the Clergy?" in Psychology and Religion, p. 519, or 
his Paracelsus as a spiritual phenomenon, p. 199, or his 'H ava1CaA:u1Jrr! "COU 
'Eycb, a. 58). From the rich contemporary bibliography on this subject, 
see the following: P. Lyons - H. Zing1e, "The relationship between 
religious orientation and empathy in pastoral counsellors", JPT, vol. 18:4 
(1990) 375-380; R. L. Archer and others, "The role of dispositional 
empathy and social evaluation in the empathic mediation of helping", 
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 40 (1981) 786-796; C. B. 
Truax - J. L. Lister, "The effects of counsellor accurate empathy and 
non-possessive warmth upon client vocational rehabilitation progress", 
Canadian Counsellor, 4:4 ( 1970) 39-43; C. B. Truax and others, 
"Therapist empathy, genuineness and warmth and patient therapeutic 
outcome", Journal consulting Psychology, 30 (1966) 395-401; R. Tyner, 
"Elements of empathy care for dying patients and their families", Nursing 
Clinics of Nonh America, 20 (1985) 393-401; P. J. Watson and others, 
"Dimensions of religiosity and empathy', Journal of Psychology and 
Christianity, 4:3 ( 1985) 73-85, and "Empathy, religious orientation, and 
social desirabilitY', The Journal of Psychology, 117 (1984) 211-216, etc, 
etc. 

( 158) John Chrysostom, On Penance 8th Homily, 4, 2-4, ETIE, 't. 
30, a. 308 avo MIIT 49· 343. It is interesting that so many centuries after 
Chrysostom contemporary Pastoral Counselling sees motherhood as a 
perfect expression of "empathy', since a mother tries to grasp how her 
child feels using a communication technique which is not verbal but 
entails a sort of merger of mother and child (M. Davis - D. Wallbridge, 
Boundary and Space: An Introduction to the Work of D. W. Winnicott, 
Penguin 1981, p. 120). 

(159) Cf. G. D. Dragas, "St John Chrysostom's doctrine of God's 
providence", EKKAHEIALTIKOI: <I>APOI:, 'tOIJ.. NZ' iii-iv (1975) aa. 
375-406. 

( 160) By this term Chrysostom means God's disposition expressed 
in an anthropopathic manner, as well as the externalisation of of this 
disposition as divine judgment (On Penance, 2nd Homily, 288-289). 

( 161) MPG 49: 280, «A us flam yap 'tov cpof3ov f3ouA.o~J.EVos 1eal "Cfls 
noUfls amwv pc;z8u1J.(as xa8cupaa8m, "COmo E1IOLTJOE ... ». 

(162) MPG 49: 280, «0U OUl "COUtOU ot IJ.OVOV EO'tl. TJ']v "COU eeou 
cpt.A.av8pwn(av LOELV, ... xal amO£ 0 xpovos "Cfls IJ.E'tavo(as &t'KVUOLV amou 
n)v acpa'tOV cpt.A.av8pcun(av. T( yap i)J,Jipm 'tPELS 'tOOOfuov dpyaaaV'to, cOs 
acpav(aaL1CQ'KlQV "COLQlrtTJV»; 
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(163) MPG 49: 280, «'O~s nebs lall tvreOOev i) -roD 9eoi3 cpa(ve-rm 
1CT)6q.LOVLa>>; 

(164) Cf. John Chrysostom, llepl -rou llTJ. t~v OOEIJ.VWS, 6.J.J.i:L 
eaqml;,ELV -rov ffiliJ.LOupyov, Homily VII On n Corinthians, MPG 61: 441. 
See also H. Ellis, "Studies in the psychology of sex!', from S. Freud, Totem 
und Tabu, p. 155. 

( 165) ''Where eros is awaken there Ego dies". Hence, egoism 
(melancholy-narcisism) can be overthrown by a violent ( cf. Matth. 11: 12) 
eros (Djelaledin Rumi, from S. Freud, "Anav-ra, -r. 15· a. 168). According 
to Freud, the more one loves oneself the less able one becomes to love 
other objects and vice versa (D. Lagache, llp6A.oyos in «'01J.a6uci) 'l'uxo
A.oy(a 1Cal 'Avcii..OOTJ -roO 'Eycb», from S. Freud, "Anav-ra, -r. 4, a. 21. On 
the dictum, "You shall love your neighbour as yourself', see E. Fromm, 
The Art of Loving, Unwin Books, 1971, p. 46, and H. J. Cooper (ed.), 
Soul Searching, London 1988, p. xxff. 

( 166) MPG 49: 281, «... Civ P\19ull'Jians leal nap£6ns. leal ai: 
leQ"taA'Ji"\jJE-ra( 1tO"tE. "Qa-rE d leal IJ.TJ 6ta "tOV a6el..qx)v, 6ta yoi)v aatrrOV 
6LEyEp9T)"tl, leal avaa-rELAOV -rov AOliJ.OV. leal npolea-rczaxe -ri)v OT)1tEOOVa, 
leQL "ti)v VOIJ.TJV 6tCtle0"\jJoV». 

(167) MPG 49: 281, «OU yap dnev· 'Aramfaa-re a\rrov CmA.ci)s, 
<iUU, Kup<OOaTE ds airrov Ti)v ay<inT)v, TOU"tEO"tlV f3t:rh£av, leai aldVT)TOV 
tm6df;aa9e -ri)v cptA.(av, 9Ep1J.'Jiv -rtva leai l;,toooav leal 1tE1tupwJJivllv, 
av-r{ppanov 'rijs npo-rtpas U1tEX9ELaS -ri)v ElNOLav EiaayayE-rE». 

( 168) John Chrysostom, On the Acts of the Apostles, Homily 
XVIII, 5, AAO, -r. n, a. 2n. Cf. also MPG 57: 362. 

(169) MPG 49: 283. ((O\J6ds la-rp(>s acpds tme£lvm cpCtpiJ.UleOV -rc9 
leCtiJ.VOV"tl, 'riis a-ras(as au-rov euewas UnatTEL leai TLIJ.Wp(av». Cf. also s. 
Freud, Darstellungen der Psychoanalyse, p. 49. As regards the value of 
zeal, it seems that Freud paraphrases Chrysostom's famous dictum: 
«UplCEL ds avepwnos l;,'Ji"-'9 1tE1tUPUJ!!EvOS oA.oleA.T)pov 6top9Woaa9at 
6fj1J.OV» (MPG 49: 34), cf. his «To !lfUov Tfis o&ron£as», "Anav-ra, -r. 11, 
a. 162. The superiority of quality over quantity in relation to individual -
society, which was elaborated by Adler, is originally found in Heracleitus 
(from n. MnmJIJ.T)-ITana, -ro Ptj3A.(o -rwv aocpwv, AE>HNAI, a. 59). 

( 170) Cf. II. f. :E"CaiJ.OU, AAII, -r. 9, a. 13, moo. 1, MPG 49: 279D. 
Cf. also MPG 52: 613C. 

(171) MPG 49: 280A. 

(172) See, S. Blanton, Love or Perish, N. York 1956; W. J. Bevers, 
«'AychtTJS aVci'Y'JCTJ», in MilE, -r. Al , aa. 7-8, A9HNAI 1967; P. Tillich, 
"Being and Love", in Pastoral Psychology, 5 (1954), pp. 43-48. 
Chrysostom's love for his flock which makes him endure physical 
suffering if only to be with them, is well presented in the 5th Homily on 
Penance, MPG 49: 279D. See also MPG 49: 31 OE - 311 A, where the 
holy father compares the relation of the spiritual father to his spiritual 
children to the relation between God and Adam, or God and Jonah, 
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commenting on the implications of the disobedience of the latter. 

(173) That the aim of depth psychologists in psychoanalytic 
therapy is to rekindle love in the patient is expounded in, E. Fromm, 
'¥uxoavW..0011 1eai E>p11a1CEi.a, a, 97, and A. Adler, What life should mean 
to you, 1931, p. 258, his Social Interest, p. 138, and his I:'Uj'lCpl'tllC~ 
a-roiJ.LlC~ '¥uxoA.oy(a, a. 36. Cf. also S. Blanton, "The Bible timeless - and 
timely insights", in the Reader's Digest, August 1966, p. 95; B. J. Tyrrell, 
Christotherapy, p. 156ff; II. r. L'tCtiJ.OU, l,'uxiwou XpOOOO'tOIJ.OU bti.CJ'toA.ai. 
npbs TitV OLalCOVLaaav '0/..UIJ.1tlcl0a, H', 110, 12a; and C. A. Seguin, Love 
and Psychotherapy, Libra Publishers, Inc., N. York 1965. 

( 17 4) For the choice of a spiritual father or a psychoanalyst see 
respectively, Mov. 'Avopf.a, «'0 tpxo1.1es Tiis <I>LA.olCa/..tas aniv PoUIJ.aVLlC~ 
'Opeooos(a», I:YNAEH, 19 ( 1986) 51; S. Freud, VAnav-ra, -r. 12, a. 139, -r. 
3, a. 215. Cf. also J.-P. Sartre, L' Existentialisme est un humanisme, pp. 
44-45; D. Lagache, "Anav-ra, -r. 4, a. 60; S. Freud, Darstellungen der 
Psychoanalyse, p. 28. Particularly interesting is lung's comment on the 
choice of a spiritual father by priests or bishops (Analytical Psychology, p. 
157) which actually corresponds to actual practice. Most clergy prefer to 
go to a simple monk as their spiritual father, whose simplicity and 
directness in spiritual matters is of priceless value to higher clergy who 
are overloaded with responsibilities and problems. 

(175) MPG 49: 286A. 

(176) John Chrysostom, On Matthew, Homily XX:Xll, EIIE, -r. 10, 
aa. 374-376. Cf. also D. Lagache, S. Freud, "Anav-ra, -r. 4, a. 57. 

( 177) The denial of the spiritual father implies the denial of the 
archetypal father, God himself (S. Freud, "Anav-ra, -r. 14, aa. 70-71). On 
the consequences of such a denial see, S. Freud, Ibid., -r. 12, a. 144, and 
Etaayw~ ~v '¥uxava/..uCJll, a. 396. Cf. also A. Adler, Ueber den 
nervoesen charakter, pp. 25, 39, and his Social Interest, p. 72. 

(178) See, the comments of Chrysostom, Theodore of Mopsuestia 
and Cyril of Alexandria on this topic in II. N. Tpt~a. '0 npoqni'tlls 
'Iwvas, AE>HNAI 1962, aa. 48-49. On the case of Jonah in the belly of the 
seabest see, E. Fromm, The An of Loving, 1956, p. 39, John Chrysostom, 
On the Prophet Isaiah, Homily I, MPG 56: 583, 586, A. NL1Co/..cit611, «'0 
'H/..(as Tiis taxa-ro/..oy(ap>, KOINQNIA, 4 (1990) 528. We note also that 
lrenaeus relates Elijah to the case of Jonah (BEIIEI:, 5, 162· 351C.Es .. 

( 179) On the right adaptation of the spiritual father to the needs of 
his flock, see I. KopvapalCTI, IIoq.J.aV'tLlCTJ, ASHNAI 1972, a. 121. 

( 180) Role play is an attempt to enter into someone else's 
situation, to feel what it is like to be there, to react spontaneously to the 
other characters in the play and, by reflection on the experience with the 
other members and with observers, to deepen understanding. Children 
use it in coming to terms with the strange and unknown world around 
them, e.g. playing at being parents. In the context of pastoral care, its 
specific use is to increase awareness, sensitivity and understanding, 
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particularly about relationships and communication (A. V. Cambell (ed.), 
A Dictionary of Pastoral Care, p. 242. cf. also M. van Ments, The effective 
use of Role Play, Kogan Page 1983). 

(181) John Chrysostom, On Penance, 1st Homily, MPG 49: 280B; 
cf. also 8th Homily, 4, EIIE, -r. 30, a. 304: «~u:Z -rofrto 'Kal IIauA.os oic 
t:ypacpt j.LOVOV OOOE napt1Vt:L, aA.A.a xai teviJwt:L j.LE'ta ooxp\XDv, vou9t:-rci>v 
eva E'Kao-rov». Psychoanalysing the sacrament of penance, Jung sees the 
redemption derived from it in terms of the "transference" of the "shadow'' 
(sins) of the penitent, through "contritio" or "attritio" to the spiritual 
father (C. G. lung, Bewusstes und Unbewusstes, p. 88, ftn 43). 

(182) Barsanuphius saw spiritual father and spiritual child as being 
oj.LO\j>UXOL and bound together by an eternal love (See, J. Chryssavgis, 
"Obedience and the Spiritual Father", op. cit. , p. 558). 

(183) MPG, 49: 301. 

(184) MPG 60: 454A. 

( 185) MPG 49: 280, «'E'Kotvwat: 'tOtvuv 'tO E'Y'KATJj.La, '(va p(l6ia 
rtvTJ-rat it 8t:pcmda». 

( 186) MPG 49: 280, «"AAA.ux; 6t 'Kal o&m Tiis anovoias ahtm 
nb.aTJs ~aav airr(9, lllt tm-rtj.L&>vres j.LTJ6i: tmnA.t1novrt:p>. 

( 187) MPG 49: 280-281, awj.La-ros rap 'Kat !!E"-<Dv 6£'KTJV 6.A.A.t1A.ms 
taj.li:v cruv6t:6q.t£vot ... a~tawj.Ltv -rov Ej.L1tpOOj.LOV, npiv il xa-raA.a~'tv -ri}v 
'E'K'KATJa£av». Particularly interesting here is the phrase (( ... oCX?> 1:0 'Ka'KOV 
~t6~ov, 'Kal 'tcDV AOL1tWV a\j>t:l:Ql j.LEA.wv», which is also used by the holy 
father elsewhere and implies the entry of the demonic operation into the 
soul (cf. MPG 4: 376). 

(188) John Chrysostom, On Penance 1st Homily, 2: 16-23, MPG 
49: 280 and EIIE 1:. 30, a. 98: «-ri A.tyets E'tt:pO£ ~j.Lap-rt, 'Kat trw 
1t£V8tlaw; Na(, cpTJa(, ... ». Cf. also 4th Homily 1, 5ff, EIIE, 't. 30, a. 98, 
164. See also Rom. 12: 15 and I Cor. 5:2. For a similar perspective in 
depth psychology, see A. Adler, The problem Child, p. 268. Cf. also J. 
Jaccard, Freud, p. 50, and T. Szasz, L' Ethique de la Psychanalyse, ed. 
Payot, 1975. 

( 189) MPG 49: 281, «EUxfiS xat E~Oj.LOA.oytlat:WS &'l 'Kat l'KE'tTJPLa£, 
'iva 'tO VOOTJj.La emt:A.a8fl Tiis noA.t:ux; CmaOTJs». 

( 190) MPG 49: 280, « ... aA.A.' acpds -rov b.j.Lap'tTJ'KO'ta, 'tOLS 
trytaLVOOOL 6taA.£yt:-rm· xa8ant:p Ol la-rpot 1tOLOOOLV, acpMES 'tOUs 
xaj.Lvovras, npbs 'toils npoat1xovras airrms iliiovt 1C£xpTJvrm A.6r'9»· 

( 191) According to Jung, the mythical image of Orpheus hides the 
archetype of the "good shepherd" ('H avaxaA.u'i>TJ 1:ou tycb, a. 71), who 
"lays down his own life for the sheep", or who "carries the sheep on his 
shoulders" (John Chrysostom, MPG 49: 286A). For Freud, however, 
whoever dies for others (e.g. Moses, Paul, etc.) specifies a tendency 
towards egoism and pride, which resembles 'Bismark's horse' that dies in 
his bridle because of its determination! (S. Freud, "Anavra, 't. 9, aa. 291-2, 
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Totem und Tabu, s. 103). Cf. also I. KopvapalC"Jl, 'I'uxoA.oy(a mi 
Ilv£UlJ.a-rnct) Zw'11, a. 200ff. 

(192) Hebr. 13:20, I Pet. 2:25. 

(193) Luke 15:5. 

(194) Hebr. 5:1. 

(195) Throughout Chrysostom's life, he showed himself to not only 
love his "flock'', like a "good shepherd", but he was willing always to 
sacrifice himself for their welfare (C. A. Perialas, StJohn Chrysostom, p. 
295). Similarly, we talk of the "self-sacrifice" of a psychotherapist in 
depth psychology. On the important of this attitude in depth psychology, 
see C. G. Jung, "Forward" in M. Fordham, New Developments in 
Analytical Psychology, London 1957, in his Collected Works, vol. 18, p. 
xiii, and A. Adler, Problems of neurosis, pp. 91-92. 

(196) MPG 49: 279. Cf. II Cor. 12:15, 1:6-7, 6:12-13, I Thess. 
2:7-8, Col. 1:24, Rom. 9:3, Mt. 11:29. Maximus the Confessor, Centuries 
on Love, 1:74 (4>ti..01caf..(a, -r. W. a. 11) and Peter Damascene, "That the 
word of God is not in much tallC' (4>LI..01mf..(a, -r. y', a. 85). 

( 197) Cf. John Chrysostom, On Romans, Homily XVII (Vulgo 
XVI), 605C-D, AAII, -r. 81, a. 270. 

(198) MPG 49: 278, <<"Kat 'iva ~eus. o-rL St:plJ.&tepm a&rm ai 
WOLVES, -r(s 1tO"t£ uni:p -rwv -rex9tvrwv 1taL6£wv "JlU!;a'tO UnOlJ.ELVaL y£vvav»; 
On the similar attitude of modern psychotherapists, see S. Freud Five 
Lectures on Psychoanalysis, p. 88. See also A. M. ~-raup6nouA.ou, 
<a:uvav-rllat:LS l;wfis», E4>HMEPIO:t, 1?!985, ap. 3, a. 24"K.e!;., and A. 
'Af..£~Ll;6noul..ou, <<Mt:-rcivma 1eai i:;olJ.OA6Y11011 cm)v 'EK~eJ.:qa(a -rfis 
'EUcifus», 1971, as well as Rabbim 53, 11-12b and W. Zimmerli, 
Concise Theology of the Old Testament, pp. 295-296. 

(199) MPG 49: 278. See also TI.N. Tpt:j.l1ttl..a, 'YnolJ.VTJ~ ds -ras 
bua-rof..Czs -roD TiauA.ou, a. 76, and B. K. ~La~v-rfj, «avaee~-'Ka-rcipa» in 
AE!;L'KO BL~AL'KfjS E>t:oA.oy(as, A6HNAI 1982, a. 27. See also S. Freud, 
Totem and Taboo, 1913, where Tabu is presented as an anthropological 
term for the setting apart of an object or person or of the absolute 
prohibition of some class of acts on the ground that it would be a 
violation of the culture's whole system of thought (Weltanschauung); i.e. 
an object is taboo if it is untouchable, an act is taboo if it is unthinkable 
in terms of the culture's structure. 

(200) Although he did not say explicitly that mature individuals are 
as youth, he did consider the members of an audience to be in a 
child-parent role with the speaker: ''The priest should treat those whom 
he rules as a father treats very young children. We are not disturbed by 
children's insults or blows or tears; nor do we think much of their 
laughter or approval" (John Chrysostom, On the Priesthood, p. 129, from 
C. A. Perialas, op. cit. p. 295). 

(20 1) Chrysostom tried to circumvent any criticism of this view by 
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stating that the person is not deceiving, but, rather, managing: "Great is 
the power of deceit; only it must not be applied with a treacherous 
intent. Or rather, it is not right to call such action deceit, but good 
management and tact and skill enough to find many ways through an 
impasse, and to correct the faults of the spirit", (John Chrysostom, On 
the Priesthood, p. 50 (See C. A. Perialas, op. cit., p. 291 ). 

(202) Cf. C. A. Rycroft, Psychoanalysis observed, Constable, London 
1966 (Harmondsworth Penguin). 

(203) C. G. Jung, Psychoanalysis, p. 442. 

(204) Cf. M. R. Chartier, "Parenting: a theological model", JPT, 6 
(1978) 54. 

(205) Apart from Jung's Analytical psychology Freud's theory also 
deals with the parental archetype (Cf. S. Freud, Totem and Taboo, p. 68). 

(206) John Chrysostom, MPG 48: 644. In Freudian psychology the 
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Freud, VAn:avra, 't. 14, cr. 44). 

(207) Aaron Esterson and Jeffrey Newman see the Jewish spiritual 
father and teacher, as a rabbi, or spiritual teacher (from H. J. Cooper, ed., 
Soul Searching, pp. 129, 171 ). 

(208) Cf. Chrysostom On Penance 7th Homily, 2, 13, EriE, 't. 30, a. 
246. See also MPG 58: 720. 

(209) Cf. J. Aitman, "The ambivalence of religious leaders", in H. J. 
Cooper, ed., Soul Searching, p. 153. 

(210) In the ~LOaalCaA.(a TcDV 'An:OO'toA.wv (3rd c.) the bishop is 
both the judge of the sinners who can deprive them of ecclesiastical 
communion for a certain time (2-7 weeks)and also the merciful doctor 
who is obliged to forgive and to save the sinners ( cf. Canon 1 02of the 
Fifth-Sixth Trullan Synod). 

(211) S. Freud and C. Jung accept compromising as a role of a 
psychotherapist- arbitrating between the unconscious and consciousness 
(S. Freud, Five Lectures on Psychoanalysis, p. 47). 

(212) John Chrysostom, On the Priesthood, Hom. 6:3; cf. also the 
statement in MPG 60: 326A, «riavrou To ~Tpov TL~v xaA.ov». 

(213) John Chrysostom, On Penance, 7th Homily, 3, 14-15, EriE, 
't. 30, a. 252. 

(214) I Cor. 9:22. 

(215) John Chrysostom, MPG 61: 510. 

(216) Palladius, Dialogue, MPG 47: 19. 

(217) MPG 49, 289D and 285D. 

(218) John Chrysostom, MPG 60: 326A. 
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(219) MPG 49: 279, «tK<I-rt:pa yap 'tafrra 6A£8pta». 
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see MPG 49: 281B). 

(222) John Chrysostom, One Penance, 8th Homily 4, ETIE, 1:. 30, 
o.240. 

(223) Ibid. a. 306. 

(224) Cf. Chrysostom's comments on I Cor. 10:12 in MPG 49:284. 

(225) Mpg 49: 284, XPTJO'tCls ... tvvooOvtt:p>. For the dual form of 
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30, a. 248. 
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER 3 

(1) MPG 49: 278-279. See also MPG 49: 233B, 61: 475C-476. 

(2) It is interesting to note that according to the holy father 
Baptism is to be seen as "regeneration" or "rebirth", whereas catechi
sation is to be seen as "spiritual birth" (cf. Catechetical Instruction I, 
11,1,2, (225-227), On John Homily X, 59, 75-76, Homily 40, 2 On the 
Acts, 60, 285). Thus, after the natural birth "the order of the believers" 
"is born" for three years through the holy Catechism, so that it may re 
reborn or regenerated afterwards in the baptismal font. There is first, 
then, the "psychical womb" of the spiritual father and teacher and then, 
the "spiritual womb" (the font) of of the sacrament of Baptism. There is, 
in other words, a qualitative progression: bodily, psychic, spiritual (MPG 
49: 283). The holy father follows the triple dimension of St Paul: 
creation, anthropology, eschatology, Furthermore, he lays special 
emphasis on anthropology recognizing the three stages of purification or 
"katharsis" (bodily, psychic and spiritual) and clearly distinguishing 
among them (Cf. H. Clavier, from A. K. Ilan:ayt:wpymconouJ..os, 'H nt:pi 
n(cn:t:cos ouSaOlCal..(a -roD 'AnocrroA.ou IlauA.ou, A9HNAI 1960, \moo. 1 ). 

(3) MPG 49: 278, «Oi.'rrw 1eai TiaOA.os, J.L(iUov ot 1eai no~ 
-ro\rtwv acpoop6-rt:pov eu:l -ro'ls IJ.(lST]-ra'ls npocniA.w-ro -ro'ls a&roO, 1eai 
1:000\rtcp IJ.aAAOV, oocp 1:cDV cpum lCcDV 1:01C<DV Ol 1:00 nvEUIJ.Q1:QS dai 
8t:p!J.O-rt:p0l)). 

(4) Cf. I Cor. 4:15, X. ftawapa, 'H fuu9t:p(a -roO il8ous, A9HNA 
19792, n. 204. For the "embryonic symbolism" as an ancient phenomenon 
in all the religions of humanity and especially in the ceremonies of the 
primitive peoples see, M. Eliade's, Rites and Symbols of initiation, transl. 
by W. R. Trask, Harper and Row, N. York 1965; his, The Two and the 
One, transl. J. M. Cohen, Harper-Row, New York 1965; his The Quest: 
History and Meanining in Religion, Chicago University Press, Chicago 
1969; and his Myths, Dreams and Mysteries: The Encounter between faiths 
and archaic reality, transl. P. Mairet, Harper and Row, N. York 1960. 

(5) That avw9t:v means "from God", see II. N. Tpt:!J.ntA.as, 
Yno!J.VT]IJ.a ds -ro Ka-ra 'I<D<iVVT]v EoorrtA.tov, s. 106, and N. M. 6a!J.ai..Q, 
'Ep!J.T]VELa ds -n)v Katvi)v 6ta8li1CT]V, A9HNAI, aa. 163-164. 

(6) John Chrysostom, On the Gospel of John, Homily 25, ch. 3, 
W-y'. For the spiritual nature of the ''birth from above" see, n. N. 
Tpt:~as, op. cit. s. 106. 

(7) See TI. N. Xplia-rou, 9HE, 1:. 6, aa. 1178, 1180-1181. 

(8) Chrysostom is highly appreciative of the readiness of his flock 
to listen to the word of God ( cf. his 1st Homily On Penance, MPG 49, 
277, 282, 284, and On the Gospel of Matthew Homily VI, 99B, AAII, 1:. 
63, a. 346). 
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(9) MPG 49: 277, «-riJv cmouoi}v UJJ.WV -riJv tv 'tats awCd;EaL, -riJv 
npoSutJ.(av -riJv nEpt -riJv a1Cp6aatv, -riJv EiNmav -riJv 1tEpt 'TOV A.Eyovra, 'ta 
CtMa mlvra 1Ca'top9cbtJ.Q'ta ... ». 

(10) MPG 49: 211, «'Kat oulC tv iJJJ.EP\Z JJ.ovov, aua 'Kat tv V\JlC'Ti 
Tamms EVE'tpucpw!J.EV Tats cpav'taaCms». 

(11) MPG 49: 278, «'Kat eaw9EV aAUOLS i} 'TOii cpO..'tpoU 'TWV 
JJ.Q9T)'TWV». Cf. Eph. 6:20, II Tim. I: 16. Every human being, says Jung, 
has his chain (catena), by which he joins (like a chain or ladder, Gen. 
28:12) what is "above" (heaven-spirit) with what is ''below" 
(earth-nature), in accordance with the archetype of the Homeric chain 
(catena Homeri) of Hermes Trismegistus in Alchemy (Cf. C. G. Jung, 
Psychology and Alchemy, p. 148). 

(12) Cf. A. At~EPll· «AEstlCov Twv 'AntlCcZ>v PTIT6pwv», AefjvaL 
1975, a. 229. 

(13) John Chrysostom uses the word VllOtJs, one of the meaning of 
which is anA.arxva-f:v't6a9La. According to Eustathius cmi..Ctrxva is the 
aJtA.'Ilv, the 1Capo(a and the ~nap. in the OT the aM<lrxva were the seat 
of emotions, especially of the soft psychological feelings of love, 
compassion and mercy. Thus the term came to mean compassion, pity 
and mercy (Cf. Trembelas, Commentary on the Gospel of St Luke, pp. 
80f). In English the term "visceral brain" is connected with the "bowel 
feelings" and the substratum in the "limbisches system" (Lobus limbicus, 
W. Bargmann, 1971, Organische Substrate aggressiven Verhaltens. 
Erkennmisse der Gehimforschung. Universitas Marz, 1971, pp. 243-244). 

( 14) Cf. Trembelas, Commentary on the Epistles of St Paul, Athens 
1937, where he cites Chrysostom's use of the model of childbirth in 
psychological and moral analysis. 

{15) MPG. 49: 277-278. «Tatrrn ot 1tELa9MES ~ll£LS, t:LA.6j.l£9a 
JJ.aA.A.ov ... ai JJ.itJ.ljJELS rutvaL». Cf. KaA.oyt:pEa E. A., «Mt'taq>OOLlCll», 
'A9livm, a. 296 where there is a fukl discussion of the relation of spiritual 
father to spiritual children and its impact on the health or sickness of the 
latter. Cf. also Fr. Ph. Pharos' article, "When you came, you looked to me 
like Christ", E<PHMEPIO!:, 30 (1981) 85. According to Freud intensive 
love expels hatred (see his "AJtav'ta, 't. 15, a. 41). 

( 16) Transference is the process by which a patient displaces onto 
the analyst feelings, ideas, etc., which derive from previous figures in his 
life; by which he relates to his analyst as though he were some former 
object in his life; by which he projects onto his analyst 
object-representations acquired by earlier introjections; by which he 
endows the analyst with the significance of another, usually prior, object. 
See, C. Rycroft, A Critical Dictionary ... p. 168. See also the following: S. 
Freud, ~OlCLJJ.La '¥uxavaA.OOlls, a. 151); A. Adler, Ueber den nervosen 
charakter, p. 95; C. G. Jung, Analytical Psychology, pp. 122-155; and I. 
MacAlpine, "The development of Transference", Psychoanalytic Qyarterly 
xix:4 ( 1950). 
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(17) Cf. N. Kallistus, Ecclesiastical History, MPG 24: 1012. See G. 
S. Philippopoulos, Dynamic Psychiatry, p. 445 and S. Freud, llat6uci) 
~0\JQAL'KOTT)'ta, cr. 92). 

(18) See Analecta Bollandiana, vol. xv, p. 252. 

(19) G. Katsoula, «'ASu!J.(a Kai. llovos ... », ap. 12, cr. 252. 

(20) On phanaticism see, W. Revers, «cpava-rtcr!J.(}s», MilE, -r. 5, cr. 
481. According to Freud such a condition is characterised as "technical 
neurosis" (1914) and is caused by emotional (positive) transference. 

(21) According to St Paul, obedience is due to faith (A. ll. llevtart:
wpyaK6nouA.ou, <<'H nt:pl. 1tlOTEWS 6LOOO'KQALQ TOU a1tOOTOAOU llauA.ou, tv 
'ASTfvats 1960, crcr. l07K.tf;.). See also Nicatas Stethatos in cl>LA.oKaA.ta, -r. 
r' cr. 311; K. !l. Moupa-r(oou, 'H !J.OVOXL'KTJ UnQ'KOli tv 'tfl apxai~ tKv.:rp£~. 
A9HNAI 1956; M. Galloni, "Obbedienza e liberta", Oriente Cristiano, 
19:112 (1979) 8-39, 19:3 (1979) 32-55; J. Chryssavgis, ''Obedience and 
the Spiritual Father", Theologia, tom. 58:3 (1987) 551ff. See also Freud's 
comments on obedience as a result of positive transference in his Abriss 
der Psychoanalyse, p. 64; A. Adler, Menschenkenntnis, p. 274, Social 
Interest, p. 106, 266; C. G. Jung, Psychology and Religion: West and East, 
p. 770; and E. Fromm, The Dogma of Christ, pp. 180-181. 

(22) According to C. Jung, "animus", as mind and spirit, 
corresponds to the father's word (C. G. Jung, Aspects of the Feminine, 
pp., 171, 173. See also Symeon the New Theologian's comments on 
"Christ being sealed on the rational part of the soul" in cl>tA.oKaA.ta, T. 6' 
25 and Gal. 4:19; and Fr. Justin Popovitch, Man and Godman (in Greek), 
Athens 1981, p. 15, ftn. 1, and C. Frankl's "Logotherapy" as 
"Christotherapy'' (B. J. Tyrrell) or "Christopsychology'' (M.T. Kelsey). 

(23) The Son is archetypically the fruit of his mother (Christ is "the 
flower of virginity'' according to Gregory the Theologian: Or. 62 On St 
Basil); as the Mother is the fruitful land (yfj) for the primitive people, so 
the son is a divine weat (Jn 12:24 ), brother (Mt. 12:50), friend (Jn 
15:14), neighbour of human beings and of God (G. Jung, "Soul and 
Earth", in Ta npo~A.li!J.aTa Tiis cr&yxpoVTIS WUXflS, p. 34). The beginning of 
spiritual birth in the hearts of Chrysostom's audience due to the divine 
word can be compared to Alcibides' leap of heart in Plato's Symposium! 

(24) Cf. the statement of the Nomocanon : "As a seed does not 
grow without soil and water, likewise a man cannot be saved, even if he 
wishes to be so, without a spiritual father". 

(25) Cf. Trembelas' Commentary on the Epistles of St Paul, p. 172 
and the statement of I Cor. 3:22-23. 

(26) MPG 49: 279. See also Ibid. 323 where the value of authority 
is explained in terms of the "evangelical authority of the Saviour". St Pal 
seems to be much more interested in the redemptive death of Christ than 
in his earthly existence. 

(27) MPG 49: 278. 
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(28) In his Holimies on Penance St John Chrysostom does not 
seem to distinguish strictly between, homily, didache, kerugma, sermon, 
doiscourse and speech. 

(29) On !J.Opcp"Ji see Trembelas, op. cit. p. 28, 504, 678. 

(30) I. Panagopoulos, '0 Tipocp"JiTilS emo Na~apt-r, ASHNAI 1973, a. 
187. 

(31) According to Popovitch tyXpicncoots is the incorporation into 
and assimilation with Christ, the becoming "Christs by grace" of St 
Symeon the New Theologian (Sources Chretiennes, no 104, p. 116). 

(32) See C. G. Jung, Aspects of the Feminine, p. 173, and P. C. Vitz 
& J. Gartner, "Christianity and Psychoanalysis, part iii: Jesus the 
transformer of the super-ego", in JPT, vol. 12 (1984), p. 82. 

(33) "Whole body experiences of birth both as baby and mother. 
Visualise an unborn baby, a new soul, a new being, in a womb. The 
womb is in a woman. The woman is in a family''. The family is in a 
Christian church. The Christian Church is in the earth, the universe. 
There is a series of concentric circles (A. Pirani, "Psychotherapy, Women 
and the Feminine in Judaism", in H. J. Cooper (ed.), Soul Searching, p. 
55). 

(34) In the language of depth psychology this procedure is called 
"introjective identification", i.e. i.i. is either the process of identifying with 
an introject, or the process by which a person imagines another to be 
inside and part of him (C. Rycroft, A Critical Dictionary ... , p. 68). 

(35) Cf. the ap-ri-rmcov avepwnov of Gregory of Nyssa (Or. on 
Theophania). 

(36) "God ultimately becomes the audience" (C. A. Perialas, StJohn 
Chrysostom ... , p. 300). 

(37) On the understanding of projective identification as a process 
by which a person imagines himself to be inside some object external to 
himself, see C. Rycroft, A Critical Dictionary ... , p. 67 and the following: S. 
Freud, ~OlcL!J.La '¥ux_avaA.OOTJs, a. 180, Totem und Tabu, pp. 133f; I. 
Caruso, R. Assagioli, W. Strinbderge, M. Robert, B. J. Tyrrell, 
Christotherapy, The Seabury Press, N.Y. 1975, pp. 59-60, 62. See also 
Ravi Ravindra, The Yoga of the Christ in the Gospel according to StJohn, 
London 1990, p. 7, and Jung's analysis of the 18th Sura of the Koran as 
an archetypal example of regeneration (Four Archetypes, p. 45). 

(38) On the patristic notion of spiritual birth which is due to the 
preaching of the word of the Gospel, see, Gregory of Nyssa's "On 
VirginitY' ch. ii, Maximus the Confessor's "Centuries" iii, ch. 8 (PG 90: 
889), Symeon the New Theologian's Oration 57: 304, St Nicodemus the 
Hagiorite (Xpl]cno"Ji8Eta, tv X(Cf> 1887, aa. 253-254) and Is. 26:8. 

(39) The notion of the spiritual father as "mother", which begins 
with St Paul (I Thess. 2:7) is discussed by St Gregory of Nyssa (De 
Vzrginitate 3, MPG 46: 332B and St John Climacus (4: 69). See on this J. 
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Chryssavgis, "Obedience and the Spiritual Father", p. 561, ftn 77). 
Depth psychologists also use it: S. Freud, "Un destin si funeste", cited by 
R. Jaccard, Freud, p. 11; A. Adler, Problems of nevrosis, pp. 34, 91, and 
Social Interest, p. 37; C. G. Jung, Symbole der Wandlung, ZUrich 1952, p. 
445 (he identifies the mother as a symbol of the unconscious). 

(40) Cf. the OT notion of Israel as the "firstborn of God" (Ex. 4:22, 
Wisd. Sol. 18: 13, Deut. 32: 6, 18ff etc. See also the notion of Jerusalem 
as a mother in Isaiah 66:7-14. For similar NT notions see, Mat. 
13:18-23, Jam. 1:18, 21, I Pet. 1:22-25, I John 3:9, 2:14, 5:18. Rom. 
8: 15ff, Gal. 4:6. 

(41) MPG 49: 278, «-rot~ -rt:x9t:lat nauS(m~, onount:p O.v chotv, t:lai 
6tl]VE~ auv6t:6t:~at». 

(42) Cf. ll. K. Xp'Jia-rou, 9HE, -r. 6, n. 1172. 

(43) John Chrysostom, De Sacredotio or. 1, MPG 48: 623ff. 

(44) John Chrysostom, "To a young widow", MPG 48: 601. Cf. 
Metr. Barnabas, «'AvSouaa», 9HE, -r. 2, a. 789. 

(45) Secondary identification is the process of identifying with an 
object the separate identity of which has been discovered. None the less, 
secondary identification with parental figures is held to be part of the 
normal developmental process (C. Rycroft, A Critical Dictionary of 
Psychoanalysis, p. 67). It is not a paradox that Chrysostom will enter 
after a while from secondary identification to introjective identification 
for the sake of the projectoive identification of the faithful (his spiritual 
children)! 

(46) S. Freud, "Anavra, -r. 12, a. 128, moo. 73. 

(47) A. Adler, Ueber die nervosen charakter, p. 48. See also his 
:EU'}'lCprttlCTJ 'AvcV..mtlC'li 'l'uxoA.oy(a, a. 79. 

(48) According to Freudian analysis, women have a deeper sense of 
psychical operations (S. Freud, "Anavra, -r. 3, a. 160, unoo. 1). See also C. 
G. lung, 'H yuvatlCa a-rlJv Eup<bnlJ, a. 225; "The Spirit in Man, Art and 
Literature", in Psychology and Literature, p. 159, 157; F. Fromm, The 
dogma of Christ, p. 152 and C. G. Jung, The development of Personality, 
p. 289, as well as Mat. 5:45. 

(49) MPG 49: 278-279. See also Trembelas, Commentary on the 
Epistles of St Paul (in Greek), p. 412. 

(50) MPG 49: 278. 

(51) MPG, 49: 278, «Ka( -rm ye -rofuo O.v na9ot iJ ruvli, ooo' O.v 
unoa-ra£11 -ra~ au-ra~ naA.tv wc5tvas». 

(52) Ibid. « amat ()f: OlJx omcos, a:A.A.a lCai JlijVa~ 6A.o1CA.'Jipous 
~OOOL, lCai yap tvtamov oA.ov w6tvt: 1lOAAalCLp>. 

(53) Ibid. «lCalCET Jlf_v Li]s aaplCQs 6 novas, tvraOOa 6f: ou yaa-rtpa 
6ta-rdvoootv at aA. YlJOOVE£, aA.A.' aU'TTJv 'tij£ l\JUXiJ£ 'TTJv taxw lCa'ta-
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saLVOOOL». 

(54) Ibid. «Kai tva IJ.Ct9u~ o·n 9t:p!J.61:Epat amm ai wmvt:~. 'tl~ 1tO'tE 
uni:p 'tcOV 'tEX9EV'tCUV TIUSct'tO moJ.LUvm rtt:vvav; o&os {)£ ou IJ.OVOV 
apvt:'t'taL UnOIJ.ElVat rtEVVav, QAAa 1Cai EUxE'taL ava9EIJ.a ELVat Q1t0 
XptO'tou, WO't'E 5UVT]9fjvm 1:o\Js 'Iouoo(ous ano'tElCE'tv». This case implies 
the destruction, as it were, of the womb for the same of the newly born. 

(55) MPG 49: 278. Cf. Rom. 9:2. See also Chrysostom, On 
Philippians Homily XV, MPG 62: 287: «O'tt 5t:OIJ.~ EO'tLV lj SA.hpt~ 
, , c , 
appar11~». 

(56) According to lung's analytic psychology "the spiritually 
regenerated person is he whose consciousness prevails over his 
unconscious. In this sense the "womb" of the spiritual birth, as a 
psychical operation, which leads the Ego from the unconscious (belly
womb) to consciousness, is interpreted archetypically. The meaning of 
"vessel" as womb was not unknown to the Fathers of the Church 
(Augustine, Ambrose, Tertullian and others). According to Jung it was 
taken from the "chalice" of the Song of Songs (7:3, cf. also ill Kings 
17:10, S. of Songs 1:3 and Ex. 16:33). Indeed Jung points out a parallel 
case in "Meisterlieder der Kolmarer Handschrift", where the Virgin Mary 
is likened to the "vessel" of the widow of Sarepta of Sidon (C.G. Jung 
Aspects of the Feminine, pp. 17-18. For other similar connotations of a 
"vessel" see, C. G. lung Analytical Psychology, pp. 199, 122. 

(57) Freud recognizes the importance of the liturgy of regeneration 
which is also present in pagan practice (M. P. Nilsson, A History of 
Greek Religion, p. 39). See S. Freud, "AJtaV'ta, 1:. 9, oo. 306-307, and 0. 
Rank, Der Mythus von der Gebun des Heiden, 1909, where the examples 
of the mythical births of Adonis, Osiris, Moses and Bacchus are 
mentioned. 

(57 a) The woman's complacency is derived, according to Jung, from 
her genital organs (S. Freud, "AJtaV'ta, 1:. 12, o. 150). 

(58) Every spiritual rebirth (Jn 1:13, 3:3-4) constitutes a "renewal" 
(Eph. 4:23) so that the effulgence of the soul becomes the icon of the 
Holy Spirit (Cf. A. Pierios, The immonality of the Soul (in Greek), p. 221 ). 
According to Jung this renewal is interpreted as a consequence of cell 
intercourse (~OlCLIJ.La '¥uxav<iAu01ls. o. 73) and is directly connected with 
the growth inside the womb. Initially Jung took rebirth as "renovatio" or 
renewal (Cf. his Four Archetypes, p. 48). 

(59) S. Freud, "AJt~V'ta, 1:. 13, a. 63. Cf. 0. Rank, Der Mythus der 
Gebun des Heiden, 1922 . 

(60) See A. Pierios, op. cit. p. 224, for a comparison of the spiritual 
training of the soul during this life to the nine moth period of the growth 
of an embryo in the womb. 

(61) Ps. 30:10, Cf. I. Giannakopoulos, The Old Testament (in Greek) 
, t. 24, p. 147. 
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(62) B. Bettelheim compares his role with that of a paedagogue or 
of a midwife, while Freud referred this to the psychoanalyst. See B. 
Bettelheim, La forteresce vide (ed. Gallimard), or his Le coeur conscient 
(ed. Laffont), or his Un lieu ou renaitre (ed. Laffont). 

(62a) The spiritual birth should not be understood apart from 
Christ (cf. Chrysostom's «oinc EIJ.am(9 -rofuo A.o-y(l;o~J.QL» and Trembelas, 
Commentary on the Epistles of Paul, p. 162). 

(62b) MPG 49: 278, «aA.A.a 'Kal IJ.iivas oA.old"Jipous ~OOOl, 'Kal 
yap EvLamov oA.ov cOOLVE 1tOAACt1CL£, 1Cai OUK E'tElCE 'tOlJs lC\lO~OU!; 0 
IIauA.Qs». 

(63) We cannot explain in any other way the holy father's 
insistence on the "pregenital phase", during which the "libidinal 
development" takes place, with all the impulses and phantasies derived 
therefrom, except by accepting some sort of divine enlightenment. 

( 64) On the influence of a pregnant woman on her child see, L. W. 
Sontag, "Maternal anxiety during pregnancy and fetal behavior", in 
Physical and Behavioral Growth, Ohio 1958, pp. 21-24. 

( 65) It is interesting to note that St Paul does not use the verb 
yeww but the verb 'ttlC'tW, which is right, of course. 

( 66) The notion of birth as a separation of a part from a body and 
its implications for psychology had been first grasped by Freud ( cf. 
v.AnaVLa, 't. 9, a. 297, \moo. 1). 0. Rank bulit on this notion in developing 
later his theory on the "trauma of birth". On the spiritual level it is 
understood that the newly born spiritual child runs the risk of many 
dangers. Jung points these out by recalling the snakes of Hera to which 
Hercules was exposed as a child, or Python who endanged Apollo, or the 
sword of Pharaoh which threatened baby Moses, or Herod who wanted 
to exterminate baby Jesus (C. G. Jung, 'H EttA.Lsll -riis npoocomlC&rl]'ta£, a. 
206). The attempt of the spiritual father to protect his spiritual child 
ultimately consists in finding a mediator, like Hermes, or like Christ in 
the case of the spiritual child, so that through a "Christ-transference" a 
"deconditionment" of the spiritual child from the spiritual father may be 
achieved, so that "counter-transference", i.e. rendering absolute the 
significance of the spiritual father, may be avoided. Freud too points out 
the importance of transference in this case as a therapeutic device ( cf. 
Etaaycoyt'J a-ri)v 'l'uxavW...OOTJ, a.395). 

(67) This explains why Chrysostom began his first Homily on 
Penance as follows: "Apa E!-li!J.V11a9E TJIJ.WV, i)v£1ea 'tOV IJ.E'taSU -ro&cov 
qcoplaell!J.EV xpovov TJIJ.WV; {MPG 49: 277). 

(68) The positive and negative aspects of birth have been fully 
discussed by depth psychologists, some emphasising the one, and others, 
the other aspect. Chrysostom seems to emphasise the positive aspect, 
because he regards the act of birth as an act of divine "philanthropy". His 
views are clearly based on those of St Paul. See 0. Ranke, The trauma of 
birth, New York, 1929; by the same, Technik der psychoana- lyse und 
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synthese der Existenz, p. 241; and A. K. Ticmayewpya'KonO\JAoU, «'H 1repl 
n(art~ 6t&zaKaA.(a Tou anOOT6A.ou IIauA.ou», tv 'AEhivms 1960. 

(69) MPG 49: 280B: «Tci>v <pootlCci>v TO'KCDV ol Tou nvtu~TOS dot 
9tp~OTEpOL. Kat yap lCCIL OUtQS WcStVE OUx WtczS, QUQ 1eai 6is TOtJs 
a\rto\Js ... », and elsewhere, «Kal yap at cb6ivts a&at TcDV ow~Tt1Cc'Dv 
6pt~Ut£paL, 000 ml it cptA.ooocp(a ~L~CDV leal TO a~pTT]9Ev ou -rux6v» 
(Trembelas, Commentary, op. cit. p. 62). 

(70) MPG 49: 278: «lCCilTOL ruivat ~ ai c00tV£S tv ~(i 1Catpou 
f)onfl 1CaTaTdvooot, 1eai ToD nm6iou Tfis V116Uos E;oA.to91loaVTQS, 
aw£ttpxoVTat· a&m 6£ oUx, oihws, illa 1eai ~1lvas 6A.o1CA.1lpous J,ttvooot" 
mi yap tvtaUTOV oA.ov WOLVE 1t0AAU1CLS, 1Cai OlJx ETE'ICE TOtJs 1CUO~O\JS 0 
IlaUA.os· Kaut ~v Tfis oap1eos 6 novos, tvtaOOa 6E: ou yaOTtpa 
6taTdVOOOLV at aA. '}'TlOOVES, aA.A.' aimlv TfiS 'lJuxfiS Ti)v iOXW 
lCCITczSQLVOOOt». 

(71) Cf. Rom. 9:2. 

(72) The author of the 7th Homily regards the pain of childbirth as 
a punishment for the transgression of God's commandment (MPG 49: 
332; cf. Gen. 3:16. See here A. 6.avaooij-'AcpEVTciKTh ,<'¥uxoA.oy(a TOU 
avcmTOOoo!Jivou av9p<i:>nou», AE>HNAI 1978, n. 83. According to Jung 
"there is no birth of "consciousness" without pain" (C. G. Jung, "Marriage 
as a psychological relationship", The development of Personality, p. 3 31. 

(73) The pain of Paul's love for his spiritual children anticipates the 
contemporary psychotherapists I. Caruso and Seguin (I Cor. 4:15 and see 
Trembe1as, Commentary, op. cit. p. 172 where he cites Chrysostom's 
comments). 

(74) MPG 49: 278, See especially the verbs, na9m, unOOTaiTJ, 
UnE~LV£, tmO~LVat, naA.tv cOOLVCD, <pE£oao9E ~OU, aVaYKU~ETE ~ 1t<l0XELV 
u~is. For similar descriptions in the tradition of depth psychology see, 
A. Adler, Social Interest, p. 166, p. 138 and C. G. Jung, 'H avalCciA.u'PTJ 
TOU tyw, a. 78. 

(75) MPG 49: 278, «ooods uic)s otmtpov Ti)v llTJTpt'KTJV yaOTtpa 
TatS cOOLOL 6tETELVEV, 01tEp UVa'Y'IC~ETE ~ ncioxELV U~LS ... leal yap 
EvLaUTOV oA.ov W6tVE noUa'KLS, 'Kai OlJx ETE'ICE TOtJs lCUOJ.livous 6 IlaDA.os». 
See also PG 64: 1052, «OU TcDV 6t0001CUACDV EOTL TO nav, aA.A., Ei ~T] TO 
n/J:.ov, To yow il~tou Tc'Dv ~a9TJTc'Dv». 

(76) MPG 49: 282-283. 

(77) MPG 49: 296, «'0 E>tc}s aol £6wu TE1Cva, 1eapnov 1COLA.ias 
eA.a~ES, tva <ptA.av9pwnos ytvu. OlJx rva anav9pwnos· ~T] Ti)v im:69EOLV Tfis 
<ptA.av9pwnias Els acpop~T]v emav9pwnias t1CA.ci~f3avt». Cf. A. 
:EU1Cci'ICTJ-6.0U'Ka, «'0 TO'KETOs ELVCIL 'AycinTJ, AE>HNAI 1984. 

(78) See Archim. I. Kathreptides, «Yio9ta(a 9t"i1C1l», ECI>HMEPIOl:, 
1115 March, year 34 No 9-10 (1986) p. 150, where he cites Chrysostom. 

(79) Cf. On the Epistle to the Romans, Homily XX (vulgo XIX), 
654B-D, AAII, T. 82, a. 169-170). 
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(80) MPG, 49:279. 

(81) D. Somerville, St Paul's conception of Christ, Edinburgh 1897, 
p. 46. See also C. H. Dodd, I. P. Bratsiotis, R. Bultmann, H. Clavier, To 
~ov -rou av9pc.0nou 1«1-ra 'rijv Katvi)v ~ta81l1CTJV, Newcastle 1952, p. 
13ff. Also Ball, from A. K. IlCl1tayewpya'KooouA.os, «'H nepl n(crrews .. », 
a. 110, moo. 2. 

(82) On the identification of sonship, justification and prayer of the 
Spirit in the heart see, I. I:. PU>IJ.aVLOTI~. «'lllaou~ Xpto-r~ - 'H l;,cui} -rou 
1COOIJ.OU», OPSO~OEOI: TYIIOI:, 4 Map-r(ou 1988, a. 3. See also, A. 
Iltt:ptou, «'H a8avaa(a Tfj~ 'l'uxii~», a. 236., and 'Apxt'Z A. K. 
~LaiJ.av-ronouA.ou, «'H uto8ea(a -rwv Xpto-rtavwv, A9HNAI 1984 . For the 
view of depth psychology on "sonship by adoption" see, E. Fromm, The 
dogma of Christ and other essays on religion, psychology and culture, pp. 
55ff. Finally, see Ps. 2:7, Acts 2:36, 13:33, Rom. 1:4. 

(83) Cf. Gal. 4:5ff, Rom. 8:14-17, Eph. 1:5. 

(84) MPG 49: 282. 

(85) Both John Chrysostom and Depth psychology have a lot to 
say on transference as a positive tool in dealing with patients, as we 
have already seen. We may point out here that there are three kinds of 
transference in the vcase of a spiritual child: a) from the natural father 
to God the creator-father, b) from God the father to the spiritual father 
and c) from the spiritual father to God the father-by-grace through Jesus 
Christ. We observe, in other words a circle which returns to God the 
father through a transference from the natural to the spiritual level. S. 
K.ierkegaard spoke of this three-fold transference in terms of aesthetics 
(natural), ethics (psychological) and religtion (spiritual). 

(86) MPG 49: 279. Christ calls the paralytic of Caphernaum "child" 
and thus implies paternal care (SeeP. N. Trembelas, Commentary on the 
Gospel of St Mark, p. 47). On spiritual paternity cf. Basil, 'A01Cll"tl'Kll 
npoOta-rUnwot~, 2, MPG 31: 621B. 

(87) Cf. I. Cor. 9:16. 

(88) MPG 49: 279, «'Lva llaens;. o-rt [ou] -ramas wo(vet cb&vap>. 

(89) On spiritual architecture and upbuilding see <l>IAOKAAIA, -r. 
~·. a. 17. Cf. II Esdras 10:30, I. KopvapCt'KTI£, «'l'uxoA.oy(a 1eai 
nvt:u~J.Q-rt'Ki] Zw11», a. 82. and his «'H Sda At:t-roupy(a Tfi£ Yncip~ECDS», a. 
88'1C£t. Freud supplies a full symbolic of the human body taken from 
architecture ('Anav-ra, -r. 9, a. 267). For the Pauline anthropological 
architecture see, I Cor. 3:16-17, 6:19, II Cor. 6:16. As a general 
bibliography on spiritual upbuilding from the point of view of depth 
psychology we may mention the following: S. Freud, Constructions in 
Analysis, Standard edition, 1938. P. Greenacre, "On Reconstruction", 
Journ. of the Amer. Psych. Ass .. , vol. 23 (1975), 693-712. N. Reider, 
"Reconstruction and Screen Function", JA.P A., 1 (1953). V. Rosen, "The 
reconstruction of a traumatic event", JA.PA. 3 (1955). R.C. Erickson, 
"Spirituality and Depth Psychology', J.RH., 26:3 (1987) 204. 
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(90) Cf. here Eph. 2:20, I Cor. 10:4 and Isaiah 28:16. Also relevant 
is Philo's reference to Wisdom as stone (NoJ.lli>V 'Iepc3v c:iAA.l]y., 2·86. For · 
the symbolism of stone in depth psychology see, C. G. lung, Four 
Archetypes, pp. 74, and 67f Jung sees the stone as a symbol of the 
immortal "self" the archetype of which is Christ in Christianity and 
"Khidr" in Islam. 

(91) Palladius, Dialogue, MPG 47:20. 

(92) lung regards psychotherapy as "synthetic or constructive 
method" (cf. his Ueber die Psychologie des Unbewisstein, p. 78). 

(93) Chrysostom understands the development of consciousness as 
spiritual enrichment. (ler. 5:4, I. Cor. 1:4-5, Chrysostom 7th Homily on 
Penance, 2:28ff, EIIE, -r. 30, pp. 248-250, MPG 751-752. lung views 
this in terms of an enlargement of personality ("Concerning Rebirth", in 
The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious, p. 215). See also lung's, 
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6A.o'KI.:tipwatv Tiis npoau:>m"KCrn]-ras», ASHNAI 1955. G. Lowe, The 
Growth of Personality, Harmondsworth: Penguin 1972; 1. D. Carter's 
"Personality and Christian maturity'', in JPT, 2 (1974) p. 190 and his 
"Maturity: psychological and biblical", in IPT, 2 ( 197 4) 89. D. 1. A. 
Clines, "Sin and Maturity'', in JPT, 5 (1977) 183. 

(94) According to Origen the Church is the universal city. This 
view is derived from the platonic city (R. Seeberg, cited by Theodorou, 
History of Dogmas vol. 1, part ii, Athens, 1978, p. 383). St 
Barsanouphius sees the heart of a city (Cf. Nikodemus the Hagiorite, 
Invisible Warfare, p. 121. But see also lung's comments in "Anavra, -r. 
11, a. 129~ 

(95) John Chrysostom, 6th Homily on Penance, 2, EIIE, -r. 30, a. 
214. See also Sophia Sirach, 34:23). 

(96) For the holy father every psychological therapy develops 
slowly (To Olympias Epist. 1. However, Prof. I. Karavidopoulos does not 
believe that there is in Chrysostom's thought any notion of gradual 
transformation (Image of God and reflection of the image of God in the 
thought of St Paul, Thessaloniki, 1964, p. 83. 

(97) Chrysostom sees the Platonic realisation of the "particles" or 
parts" of virtue, as taking place in stages which he calls, "steps leading to 
higher places" (aval3a8~o£), MPG 55:339. 

(98) John Chrysostom, MPG 63: 165. See further, A. K. Danasse
Aphentaki, Matters concerning Paedagogical Science, p. 51. According to 
the Neptic tradition, or spiritual growth, can be achieved according to St 
Nicetas, ""through three orders or steps: purificatory, illumionatory and 
mystical (see, <l>IAOKAAIA, -r. 3: 335, a. 41 ). 

(99) John Chrysostom, 7th Homily on Penance, 4, 19ff, EIIE, -r. 30, 
aa. 256-258. See also Chrysostom, On the Priesthood, p. 102, where he 
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says that: The speaker must also be very much aware of the delivery of 
the speech. The speaker must be extremely well organized in thought and 
fluent delivery. The method of delivery also pays a most important role 
in the speech situation: "People subject their casual doings to a minute 
examination, assessing the strength of their voice, the expression of their 
face". 

(100) Cf. A. Adler, Social Interest, p. 114. 

(101) For Onesimus as Paul's spiritual son, see Trembelas, 
Commentary on the Epsitles of St Paul, op. cit., p. 708. For the Jewish 
background to sonship and obedience see, A. II. Xa<TtOUTCTJ, «Ktqxi.A.ata 
lla'tEpcDV», 0tooaAOVL'K11, 1961 o. 9). 

(102) John Chrysostom, MPG 49: 293. Cf. C. G. Jung, "Answer to 
Job", in C. W. II, Psychology and Religion, p. 758. 

(103) John Chrysostom, "In Laudem Diodori", 1, MPG 52: 761. It 
was his true sonship the made Chrysostom himself a spiritual father of 
the Church. According to M. Robert, Jung too saw Brii'$ke, Helmholtz, 
Meyliert, Charcot and generally, Goethe, Schiller, Virgil, Sophocles and 
Shakespeare as his spiritual fathers (R. Jaccard, Freud ... , p. 14). 

( 104) For Paul spiritual birth-labour comprised first and foremost 
his Jewish compatriots and second, every child of spiritual Israel (See, 
MPG 49: 278, «Went O\JVTI9iivat 'TOUS 'lo\JOO(ous WtO'TE'K£LV».) Freud is 
also aware that every spiritual childmay unconsciously experience fear 
from the possible spiritual birth of another child (see his, 'H otso\.IO.A.t'KTJ 
l;,c.rJil 'TOU av9p<brrou, a. 24). 

( 1 05) Archimandrite B. K. Stefanides, 'E'K'KAllOLa<Ttt'Kll 'I<Ttop(a, o. 
209. 

(106) Cf. P. K. Chrestou in e.H.E., 'T. 6, o. 1174, and Nicephorus 
Callistus, 'E'K'KAlloLa<TtL'Kll 'I<Ttop(a, 14:53; Georgius Monachus, ed. C. de 
Boor 2, 599; P. K. Chrestou, 'EU11VL'Kll Ila'tpoA.oy(a, iii: 374, and John 
Chrysostom, MPG 52: 721. 

( 1 07) Cf. E. Theodorou, «Al rrtpl 'TOV Xpua6<Tto1.1ov L\ta'K6vtooaL», 
in 'H atwv(a aA.li8ELa, A0HNAI 1960, o. 384. 

( 1 08) Olympias, ordained deaconess by Nectarius of Constantinople 
(Sozomenus, Hist. Eccl. MPG 62: 1537) became Chrysostom's faithful 
and dedicated spiritual daughter (E. D. Theodorou, «'Hpwts 'Tiis 
ywm'K£(as Ota'Kov(ap>, E<l>HMEPIO:E, no 13, 1/15 July 1986, a. 194). 
See also, MPG 52: 568; B. H. Vanderberghe, St John Chrysostom and 
Olympias, London 1959; G. Katsoula, «'ASuJ.L(a 'Kal rrovos 'Ka'ta 'TOV ay. 
'luxtVVllV 'TOV XpOOOO'TOI.lOV», in Ecl>HMEPIO~, ap. 10, a. 219'Kts., where 
there is also a relevant bibliography. 

( 1 09) Pentadia was a major's widow who became Chrysostom's 
deaconess (0HE, 'T. 6, o. 1176). 

(110) See Letters, 39, 60, 76-77, 94, 96, 98-99, 104, 185. 
Palladius, 10. 



(111) Cf. P. K. Chrestou, in 0HE, -r. 6, a. 1174. 

(112) MPG 47: 35. 
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( 113) If natural birth of many children reveals a tendency to 
overcome biological death (cf. A. Adler, Problems of neurosis, p. 169), 
spiritual birth has to do with overcoming spiritual birth (Nitze). 

(114) MPG 49: 278, «-r( 0£ dxpop&rtpov, 'fl 'fliv ol100u~v 
anaoav wu:rEvv11at;» 

(115) Cf. ~ru.uio11 180, 18, used with an identical meaning with that 
we meet here. 

(116) Cf. John Chrysostom, MPG 50: 474, «'0 Nw£ tamav ll£-ra 
TWV nai&uv OtEaCOO£ ~ovov· 0 of: IlauA.os, 1t0AU xaA.encu-rtpou 'fliv 
obcou~v Ka-ralCA.oo~ou 1CCl-raA.a[30v-ros ... 'rijv olKou~VT]v futaaav, 
Ka-ranov-ril;,ta9m ~Uoooav, ElC ~aou i;pnaaev -rwv lCU~-rcuv). 

( 117) «~La ya-r -romo npoaEeTJlC£, Iltpi ~S AaAOUIJ.EV, tva IJ.TJ ciq>fl 
-rov vow nA.aVT]Siv-ra htpav -rtva bnl;,T]-rtiv», cited by Trembelas, 
COmmentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews and the Seven Catholic Epistles 
(in Greek) p. 38). Since the first century the term ol100uiJ.ivll was 
connected with the Roman Empire. During the fourth century it referred 
to the unity of the Roman State, Eastern and Western. Atticus of 
Constantinople uses it in this sense when he writes to Cyril of 
Alexandria asking for the restoration of the name of John Chrysostom to 
the diptychs for the peace of the ecumene (MPG 77: 352). Ecclesiastical
ly the term "ecumenical" also came to mean the ecumenical authority of 
any one who expressed the faith of the catholic Church ( cf. Vlasios 
Feidas, 'ElClCAT]ataa-rtlCtl 'la-rop(a, -r. ii, ATHENS 1977, pp. 144-146). 

(118) Cf. A. N. At~EpT], «AtstlCOV TWV 'ATILlCcOV PTJ-ropcuv», a. 172. 

(119) Cf. Col. 1:9, 

(120) MPG 62: 309. 

(121) MPG 62: 83-84. 

(122) MPG 62: 344, 83. Christ governs the Church and the Church 
governs with him. See 0. Cullmann, Xpta-r()s 1eai xpovos, A0HNA 1980, 
a. 185). 

( 123) Cf. Sty I. Papadopoulos, «Ila-ripts, "Aytov Ilvtu!J.Cl», A0HNAI 
1975, aa. 43-44). 

(124) On Ephesians, MPG 118: 1221D-1224AC and MPG 124, 
1088D-1089A. See also Plato's Republic, 536 a,2 and John Chrysostom 
MPG 58: 614-615. 

( 125) John Chrysostom on Genesis Homil. XX, 1 72, AAII, -r. 44, a. 
iii, Cf also MPG 60:69, «~Et ElC ~tlCpwv apxta9at i)~as tiis aP£Tii9>: A. 
Adler, Problem Child, p. 16, and B. Daniel, "On divine philanthropy from 
Plato to John Chrysostom", in 0EOAOfiA, vol. 54 (1983), a. 594. 

(126) MPG 49: 278. 
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(127) Ibid. 

(128) Ibid. 279, «om:p hcavov -riv bcdvous tvrpt'tpaL». 

(129) Ibid. «Ilci:>s ow nciAtv 11£ els 6t9'ttpas c:OOlvas EIJ.f3W..A.e-re; ... ». 

( 130) Ibid. «6to xao crcp66pa 6pt1J.U xai naOTJs yuvmx(>s ntpL1ta9t
cr"ttpov avwv6A.tJSE, A.Eywv, Texv(a IJ.OU, OUs nciALV cOOLVW, UXPLS ou 
IJ.Op<pw9fl XpLO'TQs tv UIJ.LV». 

( 131) Ibid., «"Tofrro yap £A.Eyev, OIJ.OU xat eappwm xat cpo~iicrm 
~uA.OIJ.EVQS». 

( 132) As a wise paedagogue Chrysostom extends the model of the 
family (eros, marriage, birth) to the growth and maturation of spirityal 
children in Christ. 

(133) MPG 49: 279, «To yap Ei.neiv, "AXPLS ou 1J.Opqxo9fl, CtiJ.cpO'tEpa 
'tafrra Ecr'TLV tv6EL xvujltvou, xao O'tl oootnw IJ.EIJ.OpcpuJ'taL xai O'TL 6wa'TOV 
IJ.OpqxoeijVaL naA.LV. 

( 134) Resistance is a state of patients who oppose the Analyst's 
interpretations and have weak or strong resistances according as to 
whether they find it easy or difficult to allow their analyst to understand 
them. Resistance is a manifestation of defence (C. Rycroft, A Critical 
Dictionary ... pp. 142-143). 

( 135) The archetype of "falling back into the sea" (C. G. Jung, Four 
Archetypes, p. 73), as "re-immersion", which Freud characterizes as "a 
nigtht of fantasies", appears in myths and dreams archetypically as the 
devouring of a newly born baby by his mother (dragon) who sucks it 
back into her womb like a "mother sarcophaga" or "mater matura" ( cf. C. 
G. Jung, Analytical Psychology, p. 102). See also Jung's comments on 
"libido" in his Symbole der Wandlung, Zurich 1952, pp. 504, 703; I. 
Kornarakis, etiJ.a'ta IIoLIJ.aVLL'KiiS 'l'uxoA.oyias, s. 45; and C. Cooper, "The 
Jewish mother? an overview of Melanie Klein", in Soul Searching, p. 17. 

( 136) Jung identifies the tragic responsibility of ecumenical 
personalities with the identification of the personal and corporate uncon
scious (C. G. Jung, «0L crxtcrELS ava~J.Ecra cr'TO Ego xai 'tO Unconscious», 
in Analytical Psychology, p. 140). 

(137) MPG 62: lOlA. 

(138) MPG 58: 595, «~cl i)IJ.(is 'Ti)v 'TWV nat6iwv CmA.6t1]'ta 
IJ.LIJ.EiaeaL». Cf. E. Fromm, The dogma of Christ, p. 30 and The An of 
Loving, p. 54. Also, II. A. Zii, <tAnaVLa S. Freud» 't. 1, cr. 15. 
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FOOTNOTES TO TilE EPILOGUE 

(1) Cf. J. Newman's use of Leo Naeck's definition: "Religion is not 
a part of life, it is life itself (from H. Cooper (ed.), Soul Searching, p. 
172). 

(2) Adlerian Psychiatrist Rudolph Allers (1953) writes: "human 
nature is what might be termed a dynamic whole ... the concept of 
totality is of the greatest importance for the study of human nature (from 
H. Cooper (ed.), Soul Searching, p. 153). 

(3) Cf. "Psychoreligion according to Jeff Aitman", in H. Cooper 
(ed.), Soul Searching, p. 149ff. 

(4) J. Aitman takes the rabbi as a spiritual consultant and 
concludes: "In my dream the rabbi and the doctor should have been 
standing side by side, neither in ignorance of the other's contribution to 
the alleviation of my pain, but each concerned with different aspects of it. 
Both are important, but without the rabbi if death came, even with 
medical help, I would have screamed in silence into the grave" (from H. 
Cooper, (ed.), Soul Searching, p. 154. 
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